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ENDORSEMENTS   
•

     Powerful, liberating, and deep! A bold witness of the awesome hand of God. Prophet John Lewis
takes us beyond the scientific explanation of the human brain to a critical awareness of its psycho-
spiritual relevance. Truly a missing link! This is a captivating revelation on how “perfect love drives
out fear.” Expect to be changed!

Dr. Angela Farris Watkins,  PhD
PhD Educational Psychology

Atlanta, Georgia

     In this day and age, both the Faith and Secular Communities are driven and held captive by fear.
Prophet John Lewis as he is led by the Spirit of God guides us spiritually and metaphysically from
mankind’s introduction to fear in the Garden to our deliverance from it on the Cross. Prophet John
draws  a clear  parallel  between the  Serpent  (reptile)  in  Genesis  and our  physical  Reptile  Brain
(serpent brain) and brain stem.

     Throughout the book, Prophet John exposes how we are programmed and manipulated through
the “Serpent Brain” in every area of our lives. Hosea 4:6 says, “My people are destroyed for lack of
knowledge...” As you read this book, you will be set free from your prison of fear because of what
our Father provides us with through this man of God. Be blessed as you read this revealed Word of
God.

Rev. Floyd R. Beecham, Sr.,
PhD Theology

Co-Senior Pastor
Faith Tabernacle Gospel Fellowship Int’l

2025-4th Street North
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55411

     There are many that have received revelation knowledge, but I see John Lewis as a forerunner in
the area of revelation knowledge. In this book, Serpent Brain, John breaks down the source of our
fear and how to understand the brain. He teaches us through Scripture,  science and revelation
knowledge a prophetic picture of God, using the brain, how it functions spiritually and carnally. He
exposes at the deepest levels the source of mans fall, revealing our true nature, Christ in us the hope
of Glory. John unravels many mysteries in the word of God and exposes many misunderstandings in
the body of Christ. This book will be a real eye opener of understanding and will change your prayer
life drastically.

Mrs. Cami Kassing
Intercessor, Singer, Business Owner

Federal Way, Washington

     First of all, I think this book is truly great, covering an arena that few fear to tread in. You have
certainly covered all the bases and made the way ‘open' to all that are being drawn (dragged) into
Christ and His fullness. Getting folks to ‘stop and think’ is most of their journey.
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Ray & Shelia Knight
Teachers, Authors

British Columbia, Canada
     
     My name is Dr Moses Patrick Fraser. Growing up as a child I had a passion to see people healed
from physical diseases. At the age of 12 when I became enlightened (had a salvation experience), I
personally experienced God's healing power in my life and was healed of severe asthma. As time
went on, my desire became stronger to become a physician and to see others healed supernaturally. 

     I graduated from Medical School in Russia and spent 2 Residency Programs both in Internal
Medicine and Family Medicine in University of Washington Family Residency Program, Vancouver
WA. I have practiced medicine in Europe and Ghana, Africa. I am presently practicing medicine at
the Southwest Washington Medical Center, Vancouver WA.

     It was during my Medical School days in Russia that I first met Prophet John Lewis in the
church I was then Pastor of in Russia. I served as John’s interpreter in most of the meetings and we
saw the miraculous power of God manifested through him. Since that time we have remained in
contact. 

     When Prophet John told me about the book,  “Serpent Brain-Transforming the Carnal Mind,” I
was excited. I reviewed the book and as a scientist I was amazed about the metaphysical illustration
of the Serpent,  the anatomy of the human brain and how it  all  correlates  with Scripture.  This
message is not packaged as the regular religious messages are.

     The message in this book will really transform your entire being and release the hidden potentials
within you.  We must  let  go of  the fear.  We must  be willing to  learn and transform our reptile
(serpent) brain. Only then can we be conformed to the Spirit and become all that we were born to be.
This is why everyone needs to read this book.

Dr. Moses P. Fraser, MD
Physician/Minister

Southwest Washington Medical Center
Vancouver, WA

     It has been said that,  “The word of him who speaks to men without speaking to God is not
fulfilled.” When one reads the writings of John Lewis, it is clear that he has first spoken to God and
now is communing with men. An impressive book, powerfully prophetic and provocative. This a
wonderful  integration  of  spirituality  and  science!  Lewis’ erudition  and  enlighten  is  anointed
scholarship at its best.

Dr. Darryl Winston, Pastor
Greater Works Assembly

Atlanta, GA
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ABOUT THE BOOK 

     Bottom line, this book is about overcoming your fears with Love and living a life of love; by
accepting yourself and others that may appear different (religiously, racially, politically, gender,
etc).  On  a  scientific  level,  it  is  about  the  ancient  Reptile  Brain  in  humans  and  its  coming
transformation.   The main focus or character in our discovery will  be what is  scientifically
termed, the R-complex or Reptile Brain in humans. It is this member or organ, where we will
trace the root of humanity's perceived problems. The R-complex, which I call the Serpent Brain is
the oldest part of our brain, this is where all of our primal instincts, carnality and fear originates.
I will use these terms (Serpent Brain-R-complex, Reptile Brain & Carnal Mind) interchangeably
throughout the book,  referring to the same organ.  We seek to show how mostly  all  that  we
perceive as evil or negative stems from ancient programming in the reptile brain, based in fear.
However, through deprogramming and reprogramming the Serpent Brain, we can consciously
live in what we consider the supernatural or Spirit consciously at all time.  I will connect the dots
between science, spirituality, mysticism, metaphysics and the human experience, to paint a clear
picture of the Creator's Ultimate Purpose.   My intent is to demystify much of what is called
spiritual, metaphysical or mystical, and at the same time show how true science validates ancient
biblical and spiritual teachings.  

     Now to explain this: Every part of our body is a replica or physical manifestation of something
that exists in the celestial or etheric realm.  Humans are composed of many bodies, but we will
mainly focus on the physical and energetic bodies. The good news of the Creator’s purpose and
plan is recorded throughout the human anatomy and DNA. We are awesomely and wonderfully
created in the image and likeness of the Creator; although, we don’t yet fully express that reality.

     Nevertheless, we do have a hope and promise that we will be completely restored to our Edenic
Consciousness, to totally operate out of the Mind of Christ at all times.  At which point, even the
members of our being that are considered most lowly and primal will express the full glory of our
Creator God.

     In this book, we challenge you to look at real issues, perceptions, lifestyles, behaviors, religious
ideas, political agendas, propaganda and hidden fears. We will not only look at them, but possibly
change some and come to realize the power of LOVE, that dissolves all fears. Furthermore, we
will show you the hidden metaphors in Scripture that hinted at the transformation of the Serpent
Brain/Carnal  Mind,  the  Pineal  & Pituitary  Glands.   We also  set  this  forth  in  practical  and
mystical inspired poetry throughout the book; as an introduction to each chapter.  In the poems
are hidden prophetic clues; concealed in rhymes and metaphors before the next chapter on this
journey deeper within. 

     “Bless the LORD O’ my soul and all that is within me bless His holy name.”  Psalms 103:1 KJV

     The physical and material world only reflects that of the invisible or spiritual world. In what
we call the spirit realm, the Seraph (angelic being) is the spiritual counterpart of our physical
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Serpent (reptile) Brain and brain stem.

     The metaphysical primal Serpent Brain will be transformed to be liken unto the Seraph
within mankind. The Seraphim are the mysterious highest celestial Angelic Order of Fiery Flying
Serpentine creatures, closest to the throne of God. According to Scripture, they cry; “holy, holy,
holy is the LORD of hosts; the whole earth is filled with His glory.”  Isaiah 6:1-3

     All of creation earnestly waits and groans with great expectation for humans to once again
fully operate out of whole brain synchronicity, as in Eden. At which point, we will fully manifest
as sons and daughters of the Most High and the whole earth of our being will express his glory.
This book, and all that seek the Light are dedicated to the complete transformation of the human
mind and choosing to live in Love.

     Finally, this is a Spirit inspired book. It should not be seem as a “Christian” book, although
most of the information is from the Bible and my encounter with Christ.  It is my intent to reach
all people of faith and the faithless, thus, the language will reflect many religions and science. It
was not written as a regular book for only information, entertainment or education, although,
you  will  receive  all  of  that  and  more.   It  was  written  as  a  meditation,  a  contemplation,  a
revelation;  using trigger words and phrases  to  unlock parts  of  your being,  so  that  you may
overcome fear, have a paradigm shift and manifest his Love, Power and Glory.
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PREFACE 

     After graduating from high school I had every intention of going to the university and getting
a degree in Psychology and practicing it. However, after my spiritual encounter with the Christ,
during high school, my path led me in another direction. It led me to devoting my life to the full
time ministry of missionary evangelism and humanitarian acts in many nations. Nevertheless, I
would read psychiatry or psychology journals from time to time. I was seeking to understand the
emotional and biological counterparts and manifestations for the spiritual problems of those I
ministered to.

     I remember reading, the only fear that humans are born with is the fear of falling, unless
there's in utero trauma. During delivery after spending 40 weeks cushioned in a warm womb of
embryonic fluid,  and attached by the umbilical  cord to the source of  nourishment,  a fear of
falling is  ingrained, as the child makes its  downward entry into this world. Evidence of that
initial fear yet persists into adulthood; it oftentimes manifest as we are nodding off to sleep. The
medical term is called, a hypnagogic or hypnic jerk. It is an involuntary muscle spams causing
the body to jerk while falling asleep.  One often feels he is about to fall.  I am sure you can
identify with the sense or feeling of falling, while you are lying securely on your bed. All at once
your body twitches or jerks you out of sleep, as you try bracing yourself from falling. 

     It  was in the late 1990’s,  probably around early 1998, when I had returned home from
speaking at one of our weekly highly progressive Home Group Fellowships. This was nothing like
the stereotypical Home Bible Study group, as oftentimes more than 50 spiritually hungry people
would attend. There was spontaneous praise and worship with lots of instruments; we never
knew what was happening from moment  to  moment,  as  we allowed the  Holy  Spirit  to  have
complete control. Some used to call this fellowship the Mystery School or School of the Prophets,
because we were blessed with such in depth revelation knowledge, as others and I taught week
after week.  Plus, there were awesome accurate prophetic words delivered. People  heard about
us were drawn from out of state and literally out of the country to share in the rich experiences
provided by the Holy Spirit, over quite a number of years. Often after these meetings I would be
so high spiritually from extensive worship, teaching and preaching, that I could not sleep until
the early morning.

     I had taught a message on “Overcoming Fear” and the symbolism of the Serpent many times,
but hours after this particular meeting, something else began to develop in my spirit that night.
While  in  meditation and soaking in  the  after-glory  of  the  meeting,  I  was led  to pull  up my
encyclopedia and study the human brain. I had read information before and studied the brain a
bit, but for the first time I recognized there was a part of the brain called the Reptile Brain,
which I immediately preferred calling it the “Serpent Brain.”  During my study, I discovered the
four main functions of  it (feeding, fleeing, fighting and sexual desire).

     As the Holy Spirit downloaded revelation knowledge, a message formed. It seemed kind of
radical and I thought, “most of my messages are radical, so what?” I began sharing thoughts and
power points, dropping seeds here and there to see how people would respond or if they could
hear what the Spirit was saying. I was happily surprised that it ministered life and witnessed to
all those that heard the little that I shared each time. It was exciting watching the twinkle in the
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eyes of those listening, as they expressed “aha” moments.

     It was not until late 2003-2004 that I shared extensively what was revealed to me regarding the
Serpent Brain. It was amidst what I call  the Indoctrination of Fear launched by the politicians,
media and some well known TV evangelists/pastors. Living in a post 9/11 world it became hard to
distinguish  truth  from  error  amidst  all  the  “fear  mongering”  and  “psychological  warfare”
launched upon the American people and the  world.  People  were afraid of  “terrorists” being
everywhere and anyone of dark or olive skin with a mustache or beard, which included me. I was
often asked by strangers, especially in the airports, “What country are you from?” “Are you here
visiting America?”

     I had been petitioning the government to remove me from the “FBI TERRORIST WATCH
LIST”  to no avail.  Some folks that knew me felt I was put on it because I had actually shared
some visions about the 9/11 event at least 9 months prior and posted it on my website; stating this
“terrorist event involving landmark buildings being destroyed on the East Coast would happen
in September 2001.” Furthermore, I had announced it  prophetically  to a group of about 200
during  a  speaking  engagement  June  2001.  I  suppose  me  being  very  vocal  on  the  internet
contradicting  the  governments  narrative  didn't  help.   Things  actually  got  worse  and  I  was
eventually  put on the “NO FLY LIST,” while  returning from Pakistan in 2005 and was not
permitted to fly out of Bangkok, Thailand.

     I was confined to sit in a specific area with a color-coded sticker identifying me as a potential
terrorist or threat to Homeland Security. Ookaayy. I had been able to put up with all the other
challenges (delays, missed flights, interrogations, no access to electronic tickets or kiosk, people
staring, etc) of my travels since 2002 and had kind of gotten used to it, but this was different and
I began to fear. In the Bangkok Airport, I was constantly under the watchful eye of the airport
security, as they often conversed on their walkie talkies in Thai language, while starring at me.
Fear was producing images in my mind of me sitting in a Thai prison for weeks or months or
until my government finally cleared me.  I had heard stories… Memories of me being detained
and incarcerated in Russia and Ukraine, while on mission trips several years prior flooded my
mind as I was thinking, this would be much worse. The head of security told me I would be
detained until someone came from the American Embassy to clear me. After many hours and
after much intense arguing, I  was finally allowed to leave Thailand for America.  Hallelujah!
However, I was not allowed to fly anymore for a while.

     In America, like thousands of other innocent people, I experienced the inconveniences of
missing flights, waiting at the check-in counter for up to 20 minutes, while the agent disappeared
in the back room with my passport or driver’s license to call Langley, Virginia to report my local
or international travel itinerary and get approval for me to fly. During this wasted time other
anxious travelers in line beside and behind me stare at me in fear, wondering if I had plans to
blow up an airplane. So far I have been removed from the No Fly List. I have letters I carry at
all time after much petitioning basically stating I am not a threat and should not be on the FBI or
Homeland Security Terrorist Watch List.  However, I am yet on the List and have been told I will
probably be on it for life-but probably not an an immediate person of interest.

     Those experiences all aided in further developing this book. The initial message that I
shared on speaking tours was in response to the Indoctrination of Fear, hoping to somehow
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deprogram the effect it was having on the Serpent Brain/ Carnal Mind of so many good people.
A strong “spirit of fear” was permeating most of this country;  especially   Believers were being
gripped and tormented. I was appalled at the hatred,  unnecessary vitriol, the pro-violence stance
and unChrist-like attitude being spewed on the TV, Radio and from great pulpits in America. All
of  this  unChrist-like  behavior  was  birthed  out  of  “the  ministry  of  propaganda”  and  the
Indoctrination of Fear following the attacks on 9/11.

     In 2004, I posted a written extended (booklet type) message called “Serpent Brain” on my
website  and  sent  it  out  to  several  hundred  people  in  our email  database  and  also  sent  out
hundreds of hard copies. The response was awesome and surprising. I received positive emails
from around the world due to the message being forwarded to hundreds and possibly thousands
of others. Ministers started contacting me from across the country asking for recorded messages
or a book on this subject, often sharing how the message had changed their lives and opened their
understanding.  The  emails  yet  came for months  as  some people  reported they had read the
message up to about 10 times to absorb it all.

      Then, there were those that suggested I write a book, but due to my busy schedule traveling
out of the country, I felt it was not the time.  Also, in 2004 I was invited to Greater Works Church
International in Atlanta, Georgia by Pastor/Prophet Daryl Winston to speak at his School of the
Prophets and share the message “Serpent Brain.” The response was the same as in the written
publication; the word brought life, enlightenment and freedom from fear.
     
     This is not the type of book that most people would be able to pick up, read and grasp the
contents and deeper meanings at one reading. It is written as a meditation and revelation to bring
forth transformation.  Soak, chew, allow the words to marinade and eat them all over again and
taste  something  new.  This  is  a  3-Part  book  designed  to  minister,  provoke  thought,  educate,
empower,  enlighten  people  in  3  stages  of  spiritual  development  and  give  you  permission  to
THINK.

*  Those who are Finding the Path – Part I (secular, political or religious, but hear the 
    Call)
*  Those On the Path -  Part II (responding to the Call and waking up)
*  Those further on the Path, Becoming the Path – Part III section is mostly prophetic- 
   (those awake with no desire to fall back into religious-political or secular slumber and 
    have  become the Call) 

     It is my desire that each person that looks upon and even handles this book would be blessed,
stirred from within, changed and set free from FEAR, religious guilt, false patriotism, shame and
condemnation. May God Almighty cause the Eye of understanding be opened, grant unto you the
spirit of wisdom, even the serpent’s wisdom that Jesus spoke of and revelation knowledge as
these prophetic revelatory words find place in your spirit. May the words and the Holy Spirit
awaken you to a new level of consciousness and realization of the greatness of the Creator, our all
inclusive loving heavenly Father. May you realize that every part of your being was created to
glorify Him. Every organ, muscle and cell is a replica of a powerful spiritual reality that your
body-temple is declaring to the world and to your entire being as you are perfected in love.
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“There is no room in love for fear. Well-formed love banishes fear.  Since fear is crippling, a fearful
life— fear of death, fear of judgment—is one not yet fully formed in love.”  1 John 4:18 Message
Bible

“There is no fear in love [dread does not exist], but full-grown (complete, perfect) love turns fear out
of doors and expels every trace of terror! For fear brings with it the thought of punishment and [so]
he who is afraid has not reached the full maturity of love [is not yet grown into love's complete
perfection].”  1 John 4:18 Amplified Bible
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ABOUT THE BOOK COVER 

     While in meditation some years ago after sharing some thoughts about the message, “Serpent
Brain-Transforming the Carnal Mind,” I began to envision the book. I did not have the time to
sit and write it then, but I knew one day I would give birth to it. While reading the extensive
newsletter publication version I had posted on my website, images and thoughts came to my mind
about the book cover. Feeling that it was divinely inspired, I was filled with excitement.

     I knew there had to be a silhouette of a skull showing the brain and a fierce cobra coming out
of the back of the skull over the head with the tail going down the brain stem and spine. As
someone  said,  “a picture  is  worth  a  thousand words.”  I  later envisioned a  sacred  geometric
pattern surrounding it. Spirit within was stirred, as I sensed the effect the cover would have on
people.

     I finally connected with the geometric image of the 12 cones or 12 horns. It confirmed lots of
what I had already written about in the book.

     To me the 12 Cones represent the ancient symbols and metaphor for the pine cone or pineal
gland-the All Seeing Eye of God within man. (You’ll read lots about this later). 12 is a number
that denotes governing, ruler-ship, organization and dominion. The cones become horns that give
a sound. In the beginning was the sound (word) or vibration and everything was created by this
sound. The horns represent the universal sound in all humans, organizing and governing all that
is. However, not all are able to hear the sound it at this time.

     The 12 horns also represent 12 dimensions or levels of ascension to transform the Serpent
Brain or carnal mind. They are a type of the 12 pairs of cranial nerves that control the senses and
organs in the body.  On a deeper metaphysical level, this is linked to complete restoration and
transformation of humanity. Humans will once again realize their dominion and divine nature.

      If you look closely at the brain you will see an eye that is open. Many times when we become
startled or afraid, we close our eyes. When fear has been overcome and driven out, the 3rd eye
opens  (Eye  of  the  Spirit)  and  we  find  ourselves  back  in  the  Garden  of  Eden.  Absorb  and
experience the hidden meanings in the book cover. Take a moment to just stare at it. Hear the
silent sounds of the trumpets within.

     [My friend Marcus Blunt in Phoenix, AZ is the creator of the silhouette head on the cover, the
serpent brain, coiled serpent, Christ sitting & standing images inside]
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PART ONE 

THE
PROGRAMMING OF FEAR

Genesis  Chapter  3  in  the  Bible  is  where  “FEAR”  was  first
introduced, programmed & hardwired into the DNA of humans.
We  will  show  this  according  to  Scripture,  spirituality  and
science, as we take a closer look at the biblical Serpent, Eve and
Adam.  This  is  the  beginning  of  our  journey,  exploring
elementary teachings in the outer court (body-physical realm).
We are preparing to journey from the outer story, to the inner
reality.   

FINDING THE PATH 
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PROPAGANDA OF FEAR

     The airways, the freeways, the noise is out of control
Everybody’s talking and yelling-1 am about to lose my soul-

Politicians lying, preachers compromising and denying that God is always love
Everybody's running here and there and life has gone from push to shove-

     Another fake terror scare, change the color from orange to red
Epidemics, pandemics, manufactured diseases-we’ll all soon be dead-

Hypnotized and paralyzed by the images on my big screen
Day after day carnage-this must be a dream!

     Living life obliviously in the 21st century is how so many escapes
The propaganda of fear has become the main product America makes-

     Control and the need to control is the name of the game
Take another pill, go to sleep and tomorrow will be the same-

John Lewis
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CHAPTER 1 

INDOCTRINATION OF FEAR

     Down through the ages of time there have been powerful leaders with great charisma rise with
the ability to move the masses. Unfortunately, many of these gifted men and women abused their
God given  ability  of  communication.  Instead  of  moving  people  toward  Love  and  Unity,  the
masses have been moved toward Hatred and Division. These clever leaders learned a secret and it
is yet used today and works perfectly in every walk of life. The secret is the Indoctrination of
FEAR. Fear lives in the Serpent Brain (the oldest part of the triune brain and brain stem) and
can easily be activated by “trigger” words. When someone uses “trigger” words appealing to the
hidden  or obvious  fears  in  people,  the  R-Complex  or  Serpent  Brain  becomes  engaged.  The
Serpent Brain does  not  think; it  only  reacts  in survival  mode.  In Christian terminology,  the
Serpent Brain would be called the carnal mind; the carnal mind is closely related to the Ego and
is obsessed with self and self preservation.

     What  does  the  Indoctrination of  Fear mean: to teach/preach,  repetitive  implications,  to
brainwash;  to  coerce  others  with  ideas,  beliefs  based in  Fear (deception,  false  evidence,  and
partial information) for the purpose of manipulating the emotions or controlling others.  

     This age old indoctrination of fear can be traced back to the Garden of Eden when the Serpent
questioned, introduced alternative facts and manipulated the truth of Eve’s reality by saying,
“Did God say...?”  In his dialogue, he caused the first parents to fear and doubt their own divinity
and oneness with God. The result was they separated themselves from God in consciousness;
fearing that they were not who the Creator had already declared them to be.  Mistaking their
identity, they ran and hid from the God of Love.

     “And the LORD God called unto Adam, and said unto him, Where art thou? And he said, I heard
thy voice in the garden, and I was afraid, because I was naked; and I hid myself.”  Genesis 3:9-10
KJV

     Dr. Paul Joseph Goebbels was a Nazi in Germany; he was also the Minister of Propaganda. He
had a good understanding of how the spreading of ideas through the media could be used to
CONTROL people. Propaganda works by repeatedly enforcing the same ideas; usually appealing
to the fears of the listeners. This continues until the people are indoctrinated (brainwashed) and
begin to buy into the ideas and follow them. This is accomplished through fake news or reports
with partial truth. It is similar to the way advertising works today.

     The Nazis used campaigns, radio reports, books, teaching in schools and clubs, to get their
ideas and messages across to the German people.  Big rallies were very popular where Hitler
would speak to large groups of the public, spreading his fear and hate-filled ideas; he also used
the promotion of his book Mein Kampf to spread fear and hatred.
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     Current religious and political leaders are using this technique of fear to accomplish their
selfish goals, which destroys the lives of many innocent people. It is used to rally their people to
agree with the political leaders to wage war and to further oppress and enslave humanity. Fear is
also used by many religious leaders to keep the masses ignorant and subdued in their Religious
Prison Camps called churches, mosques, synagogues and temples. The Indoctrination of Fear is
used to keep people from having a deep personal relationship with the Creator.

     The first section of this book will illustrate how through very simple ways all of humanity has
been and is being indoctrinated with fear. This indoctrination starts from loving parents and
relatives. Out of a concerned heart, we make the mistake of planting seeds of fear that grow and
produce  the  fruit  of  frustration,  shyness,  anger,  bitterness,  anxiety  and  depression  (mental
illness). For example we say, “never trust anyone,” “those people are all thieves and violent,” “the
boogey man will get you.”

     Oftentimes the offspring will repeat the negative programming of their parents to the next
generation, not realizing the negative outcome or impact some of those things have had on them.
It  is  important  to  empower  children  from  infancy,  let  them  know  that  they  are  unlimited
powerful beings created in the image and likeness of the Almighty God. The positive intent and
belief behind the words that you speak to your children will help shape their destiny. Release the
need to control and protect by using unnecessary fear; relax and realize God has a plan.

     Society and the Media are the next great teachers that indoctrinate us with fear. It is very
important that we protect our ear and eye gates from the “scare tactics” that our culture is
constantly bombarding us with over the Computer, TV, Radio, Theatre, Music and DVD’s. It is
important to be aware of the world news of the day, but not to be inundated with the political and
secular propaganda that seeks to spin it and control us. (Unfortunately, some people want to be
scared to death and controlled.)  See the devastating, hopeless situations for what they are, pray
about them releasing love and mercy. If you can’t do anything to change them besides releasing
compassion and light, then move on. Get unplugged from the hypnotic system of bad news and
propaganda. This high tech age that we are in now with all the gadgets are just another form of
manipulation and control to keep us dependent on things outside of ourselves.

     “Be still and know that I Am God”.  Psalms 46:10 KJV

     Last but not least, the most powerful system that indoctrinates us with fear is Religion. This
indoctrination causes Muslims to blow themselves up and kill thousands of innocent people in the
name of Allah. It causes Christians to bomb and support the bombing of hundreds of thousands
of innocent people, to conquering their lands and great resources in the name of Jesus. It causes
religious Jews (Zionist) to murder and support the oppression and killings of defenseless people
in and grabs and the mass manipulation of the nations in the name of Yahweh.

     Man created religion as a method of control. It is the ancient strategy of divide and conquer;
this is why we have religious and ideology wars. The Creator God wants a relationship with ALL
of His creation. Don’t listen to those who seek to sow seeds of fear, division, hatred; racial and
religious pride.
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     “For God so LOVED the world (Jew, Muslim, Buddhist, Hindu, Wiccan, Satanist, Atheist and
even Christian, etc) that he gave his only begotten Son...”John 3:16 KJV

     Stop fearing what you don’t understand that might appear different. Take the time to examine
it with an open mind, get the correct information and you will realize there is nothing or no one
you will need to fear.

FEAR & THE WORSHIP OF SERPENTS

     There seems to be another age old fear,  the fear of snakes. I suppose it is something encoded
into our DNA and hardwired into our brain. To be honest, there is a fear, dislike and at the same
time worship and intrigue for the serpent all over the world.

     Just hearing the word “snake” brings chills and fear to some people; it also brings the idea of
deceit.  Hollywood  has  helped  to  perpetuate  the  fear  and  further  distort  the  personality  of
serpents. My favorite snake movies are, “Anaconda” and “Snakes On A Plane.” I must admit
that I am yet not too fond of being around snakes and I experienced some startling moments
while watching those movies.

     Humans have been almost equally intrigued and awed by serpents from the beginning of time.
The worship of serpent deities is found in practically all ancient cultures. The Hindu Festival of
Nag Panchmi is associated with snake worship, where snake idols are offered gifts. The Semitic
tribes of Mesopotamia worshiped serpents and believed that snakes were immortal, because they
could shed their skin. The ancient Hebrews of Palestine/Israel worshiped Nehushtan, the brass
serpent on a pole that brought healing. The Greeks believed in Gorgons and Medusa. The Aztec
of  Central  America  worshiped  Quetzalcoatl,  the  Feathered  Serpent,  and  the  West  Africans
worship Zombie, the Rainbow Serpent. The Chinese worshiped Nuwa and Gong Gong serpent
deities.    Japanese  and  Chinese  both  worshiped  the  dragon  deities.  Today  some Pentecostal
Christians in the rural southeastern parts of America ritually handle poisonous snakes in church,
while worshiping, dancing and speaking in tongues.

     Could there be something intrinsic about humans and serpents? Could the biblical story in
Genesis chapter 3 offer more in depth insight beyond the basic Sunday school lessons version?
Are  there  hidden  mysteries  waiting  to  be  revealed  in  that  story  that  will  help  us  better
understand ourselves, each other and our Creator?  These are some of the questions that we will
address  using biblical  text,  science  to  confirm it,  history,  other holy  writings  and revelation
knowledge. Out of the mouth of two or more witnesses every word will be established and paint
an awesome picture of God’s ultimate purpose for mankind.

     When I discovered that there was actually a part of my brain named the R-complex, Reptile
Brain  (Serpent  Brain) because  it  actually  looks  and  functions  like  a  reptile,  many  of  the
mysterious biblical passages made more sense.  It  became clearer how the Serpent of Genesis
chapter 3 had indoctrinated Adam and Eve with FEAR and for more than 6000 years of biblical
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chronology mankind has been consistently indoctrinated with FEAR by religion, politics, society
and even loving family members that mean well. However, through Holy Scripture I could see
how mankind would be delivered from the bondage of the Carnal Mind/Serpent Brain and total
transformation would take place.  The Apostle  Paul stated that we are to  “be transformed by
renewing your minds,” and to allow the Divine Mind of Christ to manifest.  “Let this mind be in
you, which was also in Christ Jesus.”

     “And the LORD God called unto Adam, and said unto him, Where art thou? And he said, I heard
thy voice in the garden, and I was afraid, because I was naked;  and I hid myself.”  Genesis 3:9-10

STORY TELLING OF MY GRANDMOTHER

     Many of my early years of life were spent mostly at my grandmothers’ house, due to the fact
that she lived directly across the street from my elementary school. There was no shortage of
entertainment for  my cousins and I. Between the high drama of family life and the interesting
story-telling time, there was very little time or care for TV shows. As I think on all the outrageous
stories,  most of which were true, at least in the minds of the story-tellers, a few really stand out
that were verifiable.

     My grandmother was very overprotective and lived much of her life in fear that someone
would harm her or that “something bad might happen.” Due to her phobias, she was compelled
to warn us about every little thing and go to the extreme in making sure her message got across.
In retrospect, I now realized I was lovingly and thoroughly indoctrinated with fear as a child. Her
cultural background, a rape at a young age and extreme negative racial experiences while living
in  the  south  when  she  was  young,  made  her  to  be  very  suspicious  of  others  and  overly
superstitious. In spite of her phobias, she was a very religious Baptist that rarely went to church,
but was quite spiritual. Her suspicions about others often turned out to be accurate. However, it
could be possible that she was creating some of those scenarios by the fears being projected from
her own mind. We tend to attract to ourselves the beliefs and fears of our mind.

     One day after seeing a garter snake, I remember her warning me to be aware of snakes, as she
informed me of the different kinds of snakes in the area. She told me a story of how a blue racer
snake chased one of my uncles when he was young, while he was working on the farm. Looking at
me very sternly, she said, “You should run zigzag if you are ever chased by a snake.”

     She was convinced that by seeing the garter snake so close to the porch that evil or someone
evil would possibly be coming to the house soon. Therefore, she was compelled to prepare for this
possible evil or negative attack. This meant burning candles or incense, saying prayers to ward
off evil, becoming overly suspicious of anyone’s motives and a range of things that her carnal
mind would conjure up. Often, she would get so worked up and fearful over what she thought
was a premonition of something bad happening, that she would become ill and have what today is
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called “panic attacks.” This further confirmed in her mind that she was right all along, because
something bad did happen; she got sick. On the other hand, many of her premonitions were
accurate.

     On another occasion she told me a strange story about a relative’s experience that was also
verified by other family members. My grandmother suspected that someone had put a curse on
this relative that suffered from chronic headaches and fainting spells for no apparent reason.
After  western  medicine  and  everything  else  had  failed  and  her  condition  grew  worse,  my
grandmother took her to see the shaman. Sometime during the session the female shaman was
given insight and knew what the problem was. While she was taken over by the Spirit, she began
to repeatedly make gestures of pulling something out from the suffering young woman’s head
and throwing the invisible objects into a tray nearby. When she had finished, right before their
eyes appeared several small live wiggling dark colored snakes in the tray. The shaman quickly
got some fire, said a prayer and burned them. The young woman was never sick like that again
with fainting spells.  I learned at very young age that the supernatural world exist, and I later
also learned to discern the difference between fearful superstitions and the real supernatural.

     For many years I watched my grandmother and other members of my family suffer and were
tormented from the mental illness of “fear.”  I saw many lives negatively impacted and awesome
potentials and spiritual gifts paralyzed by the tormenting images that fear produced from the
carnal mind (serpent brain).

     “There is no fear in love [dread does not exist], but full-grown (complete, perfect) love turns fear
out of doors and expels every trace of terror! For fear brings with it the thought of  punishment and
[so] he who is afraid has not reached the full maturity of love [is not yet grown into love’s complete
perfection].” 1 John 4:18 Amplified Bible
                                                                                      
     “God has not given us the spirit of fear but of love, power and a sound mind.”  2 Timothy 1:7
KJV

     Several years before my grandmother passed away my mother convinced her to attend a
special Church service where a prophet was speaking. It took much convincing and working of
the Holy Spirit, because at this point my grandmother would barely leave the house. She was
afraid that someone might break in while she was out, or that while she was out someone might
harm her.  At the meeting my grandmother experienced the raw power of Christ in a personal
way, which brought deliverance from her life-long tormenting fears and emotional healing. The
Holy  Spirit  did  in  a  few  hours  what  shamans,  therapists,  psychiatrists  and  addictive
pharmaceutical drugs had not been able to do all her life.

     At the time, I was living and ministering out of the country and had not talked directly to my
grandmother in more than a year. I woke up out of a dream about her one morning in my hotel
room, with a strong urge to call her. Due to my strong intuition I had, with great excitement, I
called my mother; expecting to hear something wonderful about my grandmother. After hearing
the news of her spiritual encounter with Christ several days earlier, I was even more anxious to
get her number and call her.

     When my grandmother heard my voice, she began to cry and say that she had been praying
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since early morning that God would tell me to call her. She wanted to share with me that she had
finally experienced the peace and joy that my mother and I had shared with her for several years.
She told me her story of how drastically her life had changed in just a week. At the end of our
conversation I prayed with her and she was gloriously baptized and filled with the Holy Spirit
over the phone and could no longer talk in English to me. We actually ended the call speaking in
tongues, our heavenly languages, as the calling card minutes expired.

     For the next several years of her life, she progressed from fear to great faith. She no longer
trusted in her hand gun to protect her.  She had carried it in her house coat pocket and slept with
under  her  pillow,  for  as  many  years  as  I  could  remember.  Her  hair  trigger  temperament,
preempted verbal  strike to the jugular and forked tongue of evil  speaking was silenced.  The
overactive survival mode of her Serpent Brain had been neutralized and transformed to produce
wisdom, godly speech and deep intercession for others.

     I am reminded of a preacher I heard on the radio many years ago that said,  “Fear not is
written in the Bible 365 times in some form or another.  Everyday of the year Father God is
saying. “Don’t Be Afraid, just trust me.”'

     “Is there anything too hard for the LORD?”  Genesis 18:14 KJV
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SLEEPLESS IN HEAVEN

The Supreme Being, the All-Knowing One must have fallen asleep
After 6-days of creating and organizing the planet for Adam to keep-

Tradition says, somehow God’s archenemy slithered in
And tempted the pinnacle of His creation to commit a sin-

How could the All-Knowing One not know the outcome?!
Would He not also be responsible for what man has done?!

Utopia has disappeared and moved far away
They feared, got mixed up and ate from the forbidden tree, they say-

Did the Creator plant a poisonous tree in this beautiful land?
Could it be that the so-called fall was a part of the PLAN?

The Creator never slumbers or sleeps
The natural mind can never comprehend His ways, for they are too deep-

How arrogant of me to think I can sin against God or change His plan
Apart from Him I am just a frail human.

John Lewis
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CHAPTER II 

GOD MUST HAVE NODDED OFF TO SLEEP…

     “Now the serpent was more subtle than any beast of the field which the LORD God had made.
And he said unto the woman, Yea, hath God said, Ye shall not eat of every tree of the garden?”
Genesis 3:1

     From Sunday school days and Summer Bible camp, we were told the age old story about the
first parents on the planet that lived in this wonderful garden paradise on earth. It was literally
heaven on earth. Everything was perfect and there was only opulence, as they communed with
the Creator in the cool of the day. Adam and Eve were given dominion over all the works of
God’s  hands  and literally  made rulers  (Elohim-Gods)  over the  planet.  They were  immortals
clothed in light bodies, immune to sickness, disease, depression, and lack. The Creator was very
proud of His creation and said that it was “very good,” as He lovingly watched over them as any
parent would their newborn. God told them to enjoy everything, except He pointed out the one
tree they were not to eat from. He gave the specific instruction and the consequence of death for
disobeying.

     “And the LORD God commanded the man, “You are free to eat from any tree in the garden; but
you must not eat from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, for when you eat of it you will
surely die.” Genesis 2:16-17 NIV

     God must have nodded off to sleep. One day while Eve, the mother of us all, was strolling
through the upper regions of Paradise and Adam not far from her, something strange happened.
Or, maybe it was not strange to be able to communicate with all forms of creation.

     Eve had a conversation with a wise and cunning Serpent in a tree. It was not just any tree, but
the forbidden Tree of Knowledge of both good and evil. It was the only one God had seemed to go
out of His way to bring their attention to and then tell them not to partake of it.  But they did.
Shouldn’t God have known that this would happen? How could He just sit back and allow this
conversation to go on? Why did He place the tree there in the first place??  God must have
nodded.

     As a child the idea of a talking serpent did not sound too far out, because I had heard many
bedtime stories and nursery rhymes; animals always talked in those stories. I would also think if
the mind is conditioned from an early age to believe animals talk in human language, then it
would not be too hard to convince an adult. However, in this story the Serpent had a sinister plan
to get the first parents to disobey the Creator and he succeeded. As a result of them eating the
forbidden fruit, an apple, we were told, Adam and Eve were evicted from Paradise. This sinister
sly, Serpent had somehow outwitted God the Creator and as a result won claim over  planet
Earth that was initially ruled by God and the first parents. Thus, as the story goes on, we find
ourselves in this horrible predicament today with wars, hatred, famine, death, disease, religion,
crooked governments, and everything destructive. We were told the sole responsibility for all of
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this is that slithering smooth talking Serpent.  GOD HAD TO HAVE FALLEN ASLEEP!!

     The Serpent that deceived Eve, who in turn caused Adam to transgress by giving him a taste of
her fruit, was chastised by God. The Serpent would no longer walk upright, but crawl on his
belly all the days of his life and live off a diet of dust. We are told that this was his punishment for
causing the first humans to lose Paradise.  This  Serpent has become a symbol for Satan and
everything evil in Christianity. Satan is also blamed for even the minutest mishaps (i.e. bad hair
day, broken nail, indigestion after overeating, getting a speeding ticket, being late, evictions due
to mismanagement of funds, obesity, etc.)  in the daily lives of most Christians and is ritually
cursed, bound with words and rebuked. Many seem to have become obsessed with him and he is
mentioned in some circles almost as often as the name of God or more. He is seen as an entity
outside of humans, constantly opposing everything that is good.

     “...When I want to do what is right and good, evil is ever present with me and I am subject to its
insistent demands”  Romans 7:21 Amplified Bible

     As this intriguing story goes on, we are told the fate of the planet, all the descendants of Adam
and Eve and the Serpent/Satan.  After about seven thousand of years from Genesis the Serpent
will be destroyed in a lake of fire.  Earth will be restored back to Paradise, and mankind will live
as Gods again in communion with the Creator and all will live happily ever after.

GOD’S PLAN B??

     I normally do most of my studying and meditation late or after midnight when everything is
quiet. Plus, spiritual activity seems to increase just before and during the 3 rd Watch. One of those
tranquil nights in the late 1990’s while mulling around my office, the Spirit began downloading
information and revelation into my spirit about the Serpent. I must admit this was way beyond
the basic information I had learned as a child in Sunday school, what my mother had taught me,
and what is yet widely taught to adults today in church. I had often used Encarta Encyclopedia
over the years to study the human anatomy and try to understand how it would relate to biblical
scriptures. I had come to realize and believe some time prior, that everything in the material or
physical world is a replica of something far greater in the spirit or invisible world. Therefore,
there would have to be a metaphysical aspect to many of the familiar Bible stories I had learned
and taught to others. This did not mean that “all” my prior learning and teachings were wrong; it
meant that there were deeper levels I had not discovered.  It meant that I had to take “God” out
of this nice little box created by my religious belief system, if  I was ever going to know and
understand Him.

     While studying the human brain, I discovered that there was the R-complex or Reptilian
Brain. Immediately the Spirit brought my mind to Genesis chapter 3 and I saw how this story I
had heard all my life was actually unfolding within me and all of humanity.  This was not to say
that the story I had heard from a child was not a literal story.  It was.  Yes, there was a Serpent
character talking and he was probably from an alien Reptilian race of beings created before
humans.  Yes, there were trees, fruit and a literal Adam and Eve that existed eons ago.   However,
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for the first time, I began to experience the story on a personal level within, as spiritual insight
flooded my mind.  All at once the Garden of Eden experience of somewhere in the Middle East
was realized within me.

     In order to see this, we must lift this history a bit and look beneath the letter of the words, to
discover the esoteric meanings. On a deeper level the dialogue between Eve and the Serpent was
actually  the  communication  between  two  parts  of  the  triune  brain.  (1)  The  R-complex  =
Reptile/Serpent Brain. (2) The Limbic Nerve System (Neo-Mammal Brain).   The Neo-Cortex,
(3rd part of the triune brain)  was later involved.  This experience is happening every day since
the Genesis 3 account, it will be explained in detail later.                                          

     In my experience, the Serpent, Eve and Adam metaphysically became my Triune Brain. The
R-complex = Serpent, Neo Mammal-Limbic Nerve System = Eve, Neo Cortex = Adam and the
biblical story made even more sense. It was no longer a distant story, but an immediate reality
forcing me to take responsibility for my actions instead of blaming a Serpent or a devil outside of
me. My years of religious traditional thinking and beliefs about the limited version this story of
Adam, Eve and the Serpent were literally shattered in an instant. It was truly an “aha” moment.
(We are not denying the characters, Eden’s existence, or that there was a literal event long ago.
Historical events are often the basis for deeper historical allegories.)

     The truth that I had received from the Spirit of Truth was a rhema (living, inspired) word that
set me free into a more expanded understanding of the greatness of the Creator. This expanded
understanding or revelation created a greater appreciation for the Infinite Mind that works in all
of us. This freedom and sense of responsibility also brought to me a deeper peace and awareness
of  the  true  loving  God.   Thus,  further  releasing  me  from  religious  guilt,  shame  and
condemnation, that's rooted in an unhealthy Fear of God.  The God that did not nod and fall
asleep has a Plan and nothing about that Plan has changed. His Plan has always been good.
There was no back up plan or substitute Plan B that would force the heavenly Father to deny or
cast out his creation into utter torment forever, because it did not meet a certain standard.   The
problem with creation-humanity, if we can say there is one, stems from FEAR that produced a
Mistaken Identity.  We can not truly know ourselves until we realize God Is Love...All the time.  It
is  in  that  realization that  we come to know that  We Are Love,  and that  has  to become our
identity.   So there could never be a Plan B regarding the Creator and creation.  

     “I am God, the only God there is, the one and only. I promise in my own name: Every word out of
my mouth does what it says. I never take back what I say. Everyone is going to end up kneeling
before me. Everyone is going to end up saying of me, “Yes! Salvation and strength are in God!”
Isaiah 45:22-23 Message Bible

CAN HUMANS CHANGE GOD’S PLAN??

     Hundreds of millions of people that believe in what we call God and try to live their lives
according to their beliefs, are living in guilt, condemnation and fear. These are people that go to
religious services weekly, pray, perform charitable acts and do all the right things. Yet they are
worried that they have somehow thwarted God’s Plan for their life by a choice or choices they
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made. They are afraid that  they may have married the wrong person, chose the wrong career,
started a family too soon, or too late, they are too old, or too young to pursue their goals. Or, they
moved to the wrong city,  have committed too many sins or they are not holy enough. The list goes
on and on.  They are fearful and filled with unbelief,  guilt  and regret thinking that our loving
heavenly Father somehow wants to punish them for what is perceived as a transgression or wrong
choice.  God’s Sovereign Plan can work through and override any  perceived wrong choices or
mistakes made by humans. That which appears as evil can be transformed into goodness.  How
arrogant of us to think that by a puny human choice, we could somehow screw up Almighty
God’s Plan!!

     “For I know the plans I have for you, declares the LORD, plans to prosper you and not to harm
you, plans to give you hope and a future.”   Jeremiah 29:11 NIV

     “I know what I’m doing. I have it all planned out — plans to take care of you, not abandon you,
plans to give you the future you hope for.”   Jeremiah 29:11 Message Bible

     “For I know the thoughts that I think toward you, says the LORD, they are thoughts of peace,
and not evil; to give you an expected end.”  Jeremiah 29:11 KJV

     There Is No Plan B!! Contrary to my prior indoctrination and beliefs that somehow Adam and
Eve had thwarted God’s Plan by listening to the Serpent; He had to come up with a way to save
humanity.  That late night while basking in the glory and meditating, I realized what happened in
the Garden of Eden was all part of the well thought out Plan of the Most High.  I further realized,
that all the things that had happened in my life, the good, bad and ugly would somehow work
into this awesome Plan for a higher ppurpose.   It became crystal clear, that no one, no event, or
no thing was capable  of  thwarting the Omnipotent,  Omniscience  Plan of  God.  Not  only  His
Universal Plan, but even His individual plan for our life, can not be destroyed.

     I came to this conclusion, that if God’s Plan was not hindered in the Garden of Eden and He
did not fall asleep at the wheel, then it meant that everything had to have happened as it was
planned. If everything happened as the Divine Mind had already Plan it to be, then I didn’t have
to fear or worry about an adversary called the Serpent or the Devil, despite the reality of the
existence of this entity.  I further concluded, in reality, there is nothing outside of me that could
stop me, because greater is He the Christ that is in me. We must assume responsibility for our
personal spiritual development and trust God.

     “Yea, before the day was, I AM he; and there is none that can deliver out of my hand; I will work,
and who shall hinder it?” Isaiah 43:13 KJV

     “Yes, and from ancient days I am he. No one can deliver out of my hand. When I act, who can
reverse it?”  Isaiah 43:13 NIV

     “Yes, from the time of the first existence of day and from this day forth I am He; and there is no
one who can deliver out of My hand. I will work, and who can hinder or reverse it?”  Isaiah 43:13
Amplified Bible

    “Yes, I am God. I’ve always been God and I always will be God. No one can take anything from
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me. I make; who can unmake it?” Isaiah 43:13 Message Bible

     There is a reason and a season for every challenge that we face in life. We are never left alone
and  our  heavenly  Father  never  nods  or  sleeps.  Our  perceptions of  the  challenges  are  what
determine  our  reactions.  Eve  perceived and  feared  that  God  was  trying  to  keep  something
wonderful from her and Adam; based on the Serpent’s questions.  Does it sometime feel like God
is  keeping something from you?  Have you prayed and done all  the  right  things,  to  just  be
disappointed again and again by not seeing the desired answer?  Does it sometime feel like God
must be angry at you and just don't want to bless you?  Looking around at everyone else, it seems
like life is moving on, but you are somehow stuck.  Change how you are perceiving life and your
Creator.  Could it be that you are somehow being saved from something that you are not ready
for?   Could that thing or person you want so badly become a distraction at this time or even an
idol?  Change your perception, nothing is working against you, everything is working for you. Eve
was made to feel that God was keeping something from her.  Adam thought surely their Father
was holding out on them.  Unfortunately, they could not discern that they were not prepared,
responsible or mature enough to handle the realm of duality, good and evil.  We are the living
proof of it today, as their descendants, we yet bring forth death.  This was no surprise to the Most
High.

     For a moment they seem to have forgotten they were already created in the image and likeness
of God. They were the gods of this world and did not realize it. How often we forget that we have
been given dominion and can subdue anything we face in life.   Don’t get side tracked by false
and misleading perceptions of things; faithfully stand on the unshakeable words of life that you
have received.   Stick  with the Plan.  Don’t  allow the hard questions of  life  to throw you off
balance, causing you to forget who you are.  Don't allow the beautiful, shiny, desirable hissing
material things or people  cause you to slip into temporary amnesia.  That temporary amnesia of
your true identity can last a life time.  False  perception  is the breeding ground for fear and all
torments in life. Fear is what activates the Serpent Brain or Carnal Mind, shifting the focus from
reality to the world of illusions.

     “These hard times are small potatoes compared to the coming good times, the lavish celebration
prepared for us. There’s far more here than meets the eye. The things we see now are here today,
gone tomorrow. But the things we can’t see now will last forever.”   2 Corinthians 4:17-18 Message
Bible
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SECRET WEAPON

People are stressed and wound so tight they are about to break
Losing homes and jobs and every penny they make-

Government is out of control and there’s no end to the wars in sight
As the Federal Reserve spend and print money day and night-

Preachers scare us with a terrorist God
that's anxious to torture and kill

His followers are among the 50% of
Americans diagnosed as mentally ill-

Spewing fear, anger, deception and hate from
the pulpits, TV and radio stations

Believing their delusions and stressed
induced imaginations-

Buy another CD, DVD or book about the sweet by and by
Tell me another fable - politicians don't lie-

Fear is the emotion, the target is you
Have you stopped to ask WWJD?

There is a secret weapon we seem to have forgotten about
It eliminates all fears and vanishes all doubt-
It is within every human, a gift from above

It is the awesome power of unconditional love-

John Lewis
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CHAPTER III 

SELLING FEAR IN THE 21st CENTURY

     Off and on over the years in between my foreign missions trips or during my transitioning
times, I have taken short term secular jobs.  This served two purposes; to provide extra resources
and to keep from getting too bored while waiting. Since I enjoy interacting with people, over 90%
of these jobs have been in sales. Plus, I had heard that salespeople earn the highest incomes. I was
taught various marketing and sales techniques and read books on how to be effective in sales.
One of the most important points is appealing to the emotions of your prospect to close the sale. I
learned that people will easily buy things they don’t really want or need.

     One summer, I decided to stay in Seattle, WA with my mother, instead of Canada where I had
been living for some time.  I responded to a classified ad for a Sales Position; the product was
Fire Extinguishers and I got the job. My family teased me and told me that I was supposed to be
starting fires (spiritual revival fires), instead of extinguishing them. My job was to canvas this
new housing development of beautiful homes and try to sell at least one of the compact expensive
new hi-tech fire extinguishers to each household. After a few days of barely selling anything, I
really got the hang of it.  I was able to appeal to the fears and emotions of my prospects by
graphically telling them the reality of a “flash-over,” or “back drafts” in the home. I showed them
pictures of burned flesh falling off of victims’ bodies,  the stats of kitchen fires and the many
people  that  get  trapped  in  their  bedroom at  night.  I  showed them innocent  children  in  the
Hospital Burn Unit and the stats on how much property and irreplaceable heirlooms that go up
in flames yearly.  I told them to imagine this (images of burn victims) was their family. Last of all,
I  demonstrated  how  my compact  expensive  hi-tech  fire  extinguisher  worked  and  how  those
scenarios could have been different had they had my hi-tech fire extinguisher.  By the way, it was
all  true.   I  normally  communicate  with passion,  facial  expressions  and using hand gestures,
especially if it is something I believe in.  This really helped with my presentations.  Some of my
presentations had women and children almost in tears, as I was able to project the fear images
accompanied with trigger words of them being caught in a fire without my expensive compact hi-
tech fire extinguisher.

   Some families were so afraid of becoming a victims of a home fire that they ordered my fire
extinguishers on the spot; one for each bedroom, each car, the kitchen, the boat and for heir
children living somewhere on a university campus. In a short time, after selling quite a number of
the hi-tech compact expensive fire extinguishers,  my manager was very pleased with me and had
me doing the sales training meetings, spending more time in the office and training to open my
own office.  Of course, I could justify my scary presentations, pay increase and quick promotion,
by saying, “I was providing education and possibly saving some lives.”
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WHAT IS FEAR?

     “We have nothing to fear but fear itself.”   Franklin D. Roosevelt

     What is FEAR? It is to be afraid, the feeling of uneasiness, anxiety, concern or agitation. -
Webster Fear is the strong emotion causing anxiety, the feeling of uneasiness about something or
someone that you have limited or no knowledge of. It is concern that something might happen
that you have no control over and the expectation that you might not like it. Fear is jumping to
conclusions,  making judgments  based on limited knowledge or evidence.  False Evidence that
Appears Real. Or, Feelings, Emotions Anxieties Raging.  FEAR IS DECEPTION.

     Here is a short list of some of our FEARS:

     *   What if I have cancer, heart disease, or some other deadly diseases?
     *   What if my child marries someone of a different race?
     *   What if my child marries someone of a different religion?
     *   What if people reject me or not like me?
     *   What if I lose my job, my car, my home, my child, my spouse?
     *   What if I can't live up to others expectations?
     *   What if I have committed the unpardonable sin and God sends me to hell?
     *   What if people found out who I really am?

     These are the types of questions that bombard the mind, creating fear and worries about what
might happen in the future.

    “Steep your life in God-reality, God-initiative, God-provisions. Don’t worry about missing out.
You’ll find all your everyday human concerns will be met. Give your entire attention to what God is
doing right now, and don’t get worked up about what may or may not happen tomorrow. God will
help you deal with whatever hard things come up when the time comes.”  Matt. 6:33-34 Message
Bible

     Fear has become a product nicely wrapped in colorful psychological trigger words that sell
books, movies, pharmaceutical drugs, CD’s, hatred, political and religious ideas and unnecessary
silly products. Fear is FALSE INFORMATION.

     In this 21st century we have a Culture of FEAR (deception). The American culture enjoys and
feeds on being scared to death. We look for things to make us afraid, such as horror movies and
haunted houses. Some Christians can’t seem to live a consecrated disciplined life, unless they are
often hearing someone yell at them from a pulpit about a terrorist God that’s anxious to torture
them in hell fire. “Yeah, scare the hell out of me, Amen.”  Many seem to have an unconscious
fetish for pain and torture, or to watch it.  They expects our loving Creator to bind people up,
beat them up and burn them up; while they gleefully watch from the edges of glory, experiencing
some sick religious climax.  
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SELLING WAR/TERRORISM FEAR

     Carefully  wrapped and sometimes (rapped) in craftily  thought out psychological  trigger
words, accompanied with graphic images not always accurate from the Cable News Networks,
the political salesmen market their products of fear. By repeating the images and trigger words
again and again the brain is washed of all logic and rationale and fear activates the Serpent
Brain/Carnal Mind. This powerful hypnotic drug of fear numbs the spirit and thinking mind to
the point that the victims are rendered helpless and will believe whatever is said, no matter how
outrageous or silly it is.  They will even make excuses for their blatantly lying politicians or deify
them.  The  intense  psychological  warfare  that’s  been  waged  since  September  11,  2001  and
increased, has created many victims, most claiming to be God-fearing Christians. Wasn’t it Jesus
who spoke about the mass deception causing FEAR at the end of the age, when His disciples
asked Him for signs of the end of the age?   

The first thing He said was, “Be careful that no one deceives you.” 

     “If it  were possible,  they shall  deceive the very elect.  Behold I have told you beforehand.”
Matthew 24:24-25 KJV

     People are glued to the major news networks to hear about the latest USA military strike, the
latest  terrorist  attack,  the latest  car bombing,  the latest  fake Bin Laden video and what the
elusive al Qaeda Network is doing now. The Carnal Mind/Serpent Brain feeds off of the fear that
is being sold to us about people that live in Afghanistan in tents and caves. These people have no
running water, very limited cell phones reception, they use camels and donkeys for a mode of
transportation, but will somehow destroy America. Even educated people seriously believe this.
The sales of this specific product of misinformation and fake news have sky-rocketed as people
buy into it  day after day.  When fear activates  the Serpent Brain/Carnal  Mind,  all  logic  and
“common sense” goes out the window. People have become  addicted  to fear and have become
adrenalin junkies.  If this culture does not have a “fear drama” they will create one.

     While leaving a Morning Prayer and worship meeting some fellow Believers approached me.
One lady commented on spiritual gifts that she perceived had been given to me from God and
asked me when I thought World War 3 would start and if President Bush would be re- elected in
2004.  After just leaving what was supposed to have been a prayer and worship meeting that
turned out to be a fear and bash the Muslim meeting, I was very careful how I should respond.
After all,  these were people  that  I  was actively  involved with and ministering to.  There was
silence as I stood there and all eyes were upon me. I remember thinking, “be nice and agreeable.”

     Without choosing my words I blurted out,  “WW3 has already begun; it started when the
President of our country bombed and invaded Iraq, a sovereign nation with no justification. WW3 is
being called the Global War on Terrorism, etc...”  OOpps! It was as if I was speaking a different
language, as their faces contorted and went from shock, to anger, to fear and anger again. I tried
to  smooth  things  over  by  honestly,  telling  them  I  felt  President  Bush  would  get  elected  or
appointed again. They seem to have lost my phone number and no longer need my counsel.
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     What is it that causes people to ignore the facts and choose to agree with lies and deception?
What is it that renders the logical left-brain powerless, in spite of the clear handwriting on the
wall? What is it that paralyzes the brain and causes one to react; instead of question and actually
THINK? What is it that causes Believers to somehow override the unction of the Holy Spirit deep
within, the Bible and plain old “common sense?”

     The answer to those questions and many other similar ones is FEAR. When someone appeals
to your fear (Reptilian Brain/ Serpent Brain), whether it is in church, media, newspaper or in
person,  you  will  believe  and  do  stupid  things  based  on  your fears.  It  does  not  matter  how
educated or uneducated, how wealthy or poor, how old or young, Spirit-filled or heathen one is;
fear  will  cause  one  to  become  irrational.   They  will  prostitute  their  morals,  excuse  wicked
behavior, compromise their conscience, all because they are afraid.  The fear of being wrong,
having a different opinion, the fear of leaving the herd mentality.
     
     The minds of the American people have been inundated with psychological trigger words such
as;  “Threat,”  “Insurgents,”  “Muslims,”  “Islam,”  “Terrorist,”  “9/11,”  “Homeland  Security,”
“Attacks,” “Al Qaeda,” “Bin Laden,” “Allah”, “Weapons of Mass Destruction,” “Iran.” (Close
your eyes for a moment; say one of the words or phrases above-what is the first image or emotion
that comes forth)? Proof! Most people are not aware that the majority of Muslims don’t have
Middle Eastern or African features, rather Asian or European features.  Why does the media
want you to think of Black and Brown skinned people as the enemy?  Why do they tell you that
Islam is the enemy and most of the people who practice it don't live in the countries they tell you
to be afraid of and hate?  What is behind this racial and religious Fear that's being created?  See
through the lies.

     There are approximately 20 million practicing yellow-skinned Muslims living in China.  There
are around 200 million practicing Muslims in Indonesia. There are about 40 million practicing
Muslims of European descent, with European features living throughout Europe.  Over 2/3's of
the 1 billion people that practice Islam and are considered Muslims, Do Not Come From the
Middle East or Northern Africa.  Due to propaganda, ignorance and fear, most Americans think
that Muslim is  a  race  that  originates  in  the  Middle  East,  possibly  somewhere around Saudi
Arabia.  It gets even weirder. Due to the media, where most people get their education in history
and geography from,  some even think of Christianity as a race and Judaism (Jew) as a race of
white-skinned or western people.  Amazingly, some educated Christian religious leaders, with
hidden agendas help promote this non sense.  Ignorance and fear causes them to totally overlook
the  facts  that  Jesus  and  his  disciples  (practicing  Jews  and  founders  of  Christianity)  were
Palestinians. They lived in Palestine. The Palestinians 2000 years ago were dark skinned, mostly
curly haired people, and one could not tell the difference between them and the Eastern Africans.
Judas has to betray Jesus with a kiss, so that the white-skinned Roman soldiers – Police Force
could identify and arrest him.  Mark 14

SELLING RELIGIOUS FEAR

     I learned a long time ago as a Missionary Evangelist working in various countries and cultures
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that the “great commission” given by Jesus the Christ was not for me to go and make “western
style Christians” of all nations, rather, it was to make Disciples. Unfortunately, there are many
“Christians” but a very few disciples (disciplined ones)  that  practice the teachings of  the all
inclusive loving Christ.
     Over the years, I have talked with pastors and religious leaders all over the world. I have
worked with various churches and tried to encourage pastors. The gift of Shepherding in my
opinion is the most difficult of the five-fold ministry gifts to the Body; it is also an office I do not
covet. My earliest experiences as a new born believer in Christ were many times confusing to me.
The sincere leaders felt they had to threaten the congregants with the wrath of God to keep the
people  attending  the  church  and  consistently  tithing.  Then  there  were  the  “fear  tactics”  to
prevent us from visiting other churches; somehow by visiting another building where people were
worshiping the same God, we might get a demon or become confused. In their theology it was
easier to catch a demon (get possessed), than to catch a cold.

    My  message to  Pastors  over the  years  has  been;  “those  that  God did  not  send  to  be  a
permanent part of a congregation can not stay and those that He did send can not leave,” The
people assigned to hear the voice a specific Shepherd will hear, they are his sheep of which Jesus
is the Chief Shepherd and Bishop of their soul. With this realization there would be no need for
scare  tactics.  (This  is  also  true  in  business  and  any  leadership  role).   There  should  be  no
competition, jealousy and manipulation of the people of the Most High God.

     Much of the religious programming over the media and the programming that goes on from
the pulpits of America is filled with Fear (deception). Coupled with Christian cliches and trigger
scripture, the hypnotic powerful addictive drug of fear is used in most sermons each Sunday. The
thought out psychological trigger words and phrases are, “Hell,” “Satan,” “Devil,” “Enemy,”
“Demons,”  “Occult,”  “Sin,”  “New  Age,”  “Wrath  of  God,”  “Sodom  and  Gomorrah.”  These
emotionally charged words/phrases are repeated over and over many times to appeal to fears,
thus, causing people to not use “common sense” or really hear what the Holy Spirit is saying.
Howbeit,  some leaders  do this  unconsciously,  without  a  sinister motive.  Nevertheless,  people
become confused, and start believing and doing things that don’t make sense. We are not saying
these words or phrases should not be used, but they should not be used to manipulate or instill
fear. Anyone operating out of fear can easily be controlled; politics, the media and religion are
masters at this. Don’t confuse acts of faith with reaction of fear.

     Many American Christians are victims of fear and religious guilt. These hypnotized victims
have been scared through psychological warfare being used by the puppet preachers repeating
what they are told by the government, special interest, traditions or the media.

     Here are a few examples below of things we have been told.

     *    “If we had the Bible in schools and they had not pushed God out, we would not have the
violence of school massacres.” Then the fear of violence or fear that God is not being
reverenced activates the Serpent Brain, and the thinking mind (common sense)  shuts  
down.

(The Bible, a book made with ink and paper with writings about God, Jesus and Love in schools
do not prevent anything.  People living the words in the Bible is what brings peace and change.
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Do you see how utterly stupid that is to think such?  This is about politics and has nothing to do
with Christ)

     *    You have been told that: “If they allowed the 10 Commandments to be displayed then we 
wouldn’t be a violent nation.”

(That is laughable and embarrassing, if people actually believe that.  America has been at War
for over 200 years.  In fact, we might be the most violent nation on the planet, even those we have
Churches  on  almost  every  corner in  our cities  and  the  majority  profess  to  believe  in  Jesus
message of Love.)

     *   You have been told that: “Only if certain laws were passed to prevent certain groups of
people from choosing the way they live, or who they love; we would be a holy nation – 
preventing the wrath of God from coming on us.”

(Western  version  of  Christianity  or  righteousness  can  not  be  legislated  –  not  even  biblical
Christianity.  Wouldn't the wrath of God be more easily provoked by racial and social injustices,
Corporate greed and hate; rather than people wanting to love each other...if the perceived wrath
of God is to come?  Changes must come from within if there is a need for change.)

     These are some of the constant appeals to the hidden phobias in society. They (the puppet
masters) know that by appealing to a specific part of the brain, using specific words, you are
rendered thoughtless and powerless and will be agreeable. By the way, where is God not? Isn’t
He in the Schools and everywhere? Isn’t He Omnipresent and doesn’t He live in His people that
attend or work  in  the  schools?   How long  will  you allow  greedy  politicians,  the  media  and
pathetic religious leaders pull your strings and treat you like a brainless idiot?

THOUGHT PROVOKING QUESTIONS:

     *   Does a Gideon Bible in the room of every hotel prevent adultery, perversions, criminal 
activity and murder?

      *   Why carry a Torah, Bible, Koran or religious book in our hands, if we have not hidden the 
words in our hearts?

     
      *   Why display the 10 Commandments,  if we don’t practice loving God with all our heart

and loving our neighbor (humanity) as ourselves?

     “One of the teachers of the law came and heard them debating. Noticing that Jesus had given
them a good answer, he asked him, “Of all the commandments, which is the most important? The
most important one, answered Jesus, “is this: ‘Hear, O Israel, the Lord our God, the Lord is one.
Love the Lord your God with all your heart and with all your soul and with all your mind and with
all your strength. ‘The second is this: ‘Love your neighbor as yourself. ‘There is no commandment
greater than these.”  Mark 12:28-31
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     It is presently impossible for America to not be a violent nation, as long as fear is used to
manipulate society and religion. We will remain a violent nation as long as our government bomb
nations for profit$ and Christian$ readily agree with violence and injustice. Violence breeds more
violence (no matter what political party one subscribes to) and it becomes an unending cycle,
until people self destruct or choose LOVE. Do we really believe the message of Jesus the Christ?
By the way, …

     
     Fear is what feeds the Serpent Brain and causes it to run amuck. There are many western
nations that are not considered nearly as godly as America claims to be; they have fewer churches
and little or no Christian media outlets. Yet, they are not faced with the violence and rage that we
are. Why? There is little or no fear tactics constantly being used to manipulate and control the
public.

     Nearly every week, we are indoctrinated with something to be afraid of and panic over: Bird
Flu, Swine Flu, Mad Cow Disease, Laughing Sickness (kuru), Tainted Tomatoes, E-Coli, Killer
Bees, Gay People, Illegal Aliens, Other Religions, Other Races and of course TERRORISTS. The
list goes on and on. One week a group of scientists announce they have spent millions researching
to prove something we need to fear, a few months later more millions are spent to tell us not to
fear that anymore-rather to fear something else. When the Serpent Brain is engaged, the frontal
lobes  are  shut  down.  In  other  words  no  logic,  no  reasoning  and  no  thinking-only  panic,
frustration and fears are manifested.

HALF OF AMERICANS ARE MENTALLY ILL

     Many years ago as I toured across the country and listened to some Christian programming
on  radio  and  TV,  I  became  very  much  disturbed.  Once  while  preaching  a  message  on
“Overcoming Fear,” I shouted out, “America is the most mentally ill nation in the free world and
most  Believers  are  in  a  chronic  stage  of  mental  illness.”   I  did  not  make  this  statement  in
arrogance or to unrighteous judge.  Furthermore, that statement seemed to just gush right out of
my spirit.  I was also pointing out the many things we do as Christians motivated by ignorance or
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being afraid of God our Father.  These things create religious guilt,   feelings of unworthiness,
shame and the fear of others. 

     Some time later, I found this article in a medical journal that shows a study done in 2005. It
confirmed the statement I had made years earlier.   “It has been a decade since scientists  last
fanned out across the country to assess the rates of mental illness. The latest census, just completed,
indicates that a whopping 46 percent of Americans will suffer from a mental disorder during their
lifetime.  “This  is  depressing,”  says  Harvard  University  epidemiologist  Ronald  C.  Kessler,  who
directed  the  huge study,  which was published as  a series  of  papers  in  the Archives  of  General
Psychiatry.”

WHAT?  HALF OF AMERICANS ARE MENTALLY ILL?

      Did you know that FEAR is the root of all mental illnesses, even those that seem genetic or
hereditary?  First of all, if it is hereditary, that fear or 'spirit of fear' was transferred from a
parent or grandparent through genetic (DNA) mis-sequencing, if that is the case.  Otherwise, a
person with a mental illness has consciously or unconsciously open a door to fear in their life and
it could have been through a trauma.  

     Some babies, as early as in utero can have fear activated, due to what mother puts in her body,
extremely  stressful  challenges,  rejecting  or  hating  the  pregnancy,  or  violence.    Depression,
anxiety, bi-polar, schizophrenia and all the other hundreds of medical terms used to define or
describe a mental illness has its root in Fear. 

     Phobias can often manifest as Pride in Mentally Ill people.  We see this most frequently among
racists, people who feel they are superior, due to their race of skin color.  These poor weak souls
are filled with Fear that they are not good enough, therefore, they must make themselves superior
to convince themselves they are alright.  Their superiority is based on the  lack or abundance of
melanin  in their body.  Because these people are so sick in the head, they become very dangerous
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to society, thus, we have many White-skinned terrorist and sleeper terrorist cell in this country.
They are waiting for someone to rise up and lead them to create a fear-driven false utopia, led by
people  that  look  like  them.   This  Mental  Illness  often  causes  people  to  seek  to  segregate
themselves, due to their overwhelming fear of having to constantly see others, they inwardly feel
inferior to.   Unfortunately,  we have a lot of closeted racist Christians.  Many of the racist people
base their ideology and flawed theology on the misinterpretation of the Bible.    

      Fear often manifest as Pride in Mentally Ill in people of Faith also.  Religious people can be
the most mentally ill, it was the religious people that had Jesus, the Prince of Love crucified.  It is
this  form  of  mental  illness  that  birth  the  Crusades,   Holy  Wars,  and  Muslim  Jihads.  Like
toddlers,  religious people ignorantly squabble about whose God is better, the correct name to
address deity by and the brand of religion one should subscribe to.  Fear!!  Can anyone have a
monopoly on what we call “God?”  Is the Creator Christian, Muslim, Jew, Buddhist, Hindu or
any other man-made label we like.  Hell No!!  Is it only the NAME that we call Him by that gets
his attention, or the sincere cry of the heart?  Did not he say, “He honors his word above his
name?”   Don't misunderstand my point, I love the name of Jesus or Yahshua, and the English
word “God,”  because I speak English.  But should I be so arrogant and ignorant to insist people
that speak Spanish, Arabic,  Russian, Swahili,  Chinese,  Sanskrit  or Navajo to use my English
word “God” in addressing what they know of as the Creator?  Do they really need permissions or
validation from American Christians to call unto the same Being we call God?  Must they become
Westernized, Anglo-cized or American to have a valid relationship with the Creator?  Is a Bible
needed to experience and know the Creator?   There are probably close to one billion people that
have never heard the name JESUS in what is called the 10/20 zone near the Equator around the
world.  Are they all  doomed to hell forever because they do not have internet,  Christian TV,
radio, electricity, bookstores or Bibles? What type of mental illness are we manifesting with this
sort of thinking?  It's coming from the Serpent Brain/Carnal Mind.  The root of hate is FEAR.

     Jesus said,  “Many will say to me on that day, Lord, Lord, did we not prophesy in Your Name and
in your name drive out demons and in your name perform miracles?  Then I will tell them plainly,
depart from me, I never knew you, you are workers of lawlessness.”   Matthew 7:22-23

     Look at what prophetic scripture say about this 21st century indoctrination of fear that many
have received.

     “The whole head is sick and the heart is weak.” Isaiah 1:5 KJV
     “Men’s heart would be failing them because of their fears and expectation of things coming on
the earth.”  Luke 21:26
      “Men swooning away or expiring with fear and dread and apprehension and expectation of
the things that are coming on the world...”  Luke 21:26 Amplified Bible

     Taking a look at society, politics and the media today one will soon realize that we are in an
age of high anxiety, stress, worry, panic and fear.   Plus, psychopaths are basically in control of
the world.  Along with the fear and anxiety, we also have bad eating habits which make a recipe
for coronary problems and all the diseases related. The power of fear and human’s expectations
of evil and negative things happening have created and magnified a whole new area of mental
illness in the 21stcentury
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     Have you noticed the barrage of pharmaceutical ads during each commercial constantly
programming you to believe that you or your child might be sick and need drugs? Nearly 50% of
Americans  are  on  pharmaceutical  drugs.  30%  of  our  children  are  diagnosed  with  ADHD
(Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder) and are prescribed psychotropic drugs. They grow up
drug addicts and develop numerous side effects from the drugs.  Some of those side effects are
other  mental  illnesses,  like  schizophrenia,  thoughts  of  suicide,  murder,  rage,  depression,
loneliness, urge for violent sex-rape.  Side effects of some psychotropic drugs are known to turn
straight men/boys into flaming homosexuals and weird sexual addictions and desires for animals,
as well as creating other addictions.  Not to mention the negative effects on the brain, and other
organs in the body.  Thus, needing more drugs to deal with the side effects and it goes on and on.

     This has become a Zombie nation. The majority accept this as normal that kids should be on
drugs. I suppose is it easier for most 'so-called parents' to pump their kids with unnecessary
drugs, rather than take time and parent them. Somehow being different, independent, creative,
excited,  a  fast  thinker and filled  with energy are symptoms of  AHDH or some other mental
disorder.  The pharmaceutical and street drugs are another form of control that America has
bought into and it's spreading worldwide. Their intent is to keep you and your children subdued,
non-thinking and dependent on the system.  

     DIAGNOSIS – DIA (Greek) means – apart, separate –GNOSIS (Greek) means Knowledge, to
discern, know about something. (This knowledge has the power to cause you to prematurely
separate from your physical body=death... Die because of knowledge (tree of knowledge). Or, the
Dia- can separate you from the medical Gnosis (knowledge) and cause you to transcend that and
tap into the esoteric Spirit knowledge, in Greek it is called -  Ginosko. Whose report will you
believe??  Don’t die from your diagnosis. I am not saying don’t get a diagnosis, that information
can be useful to help you overcome. I am  saying, replace Diagnosis with Ginosko. Jesus often
spoken of  this  experience  that  takes  you  beyond natural  knowledge.  In  Hebrew  it  is  called,
Da’ath.  (I share this from personal experiences.)

     America is literally under a spell of witchcraft and we are transferring it upon the nations.
The witches,  wizards,  warlocks and sorcerers  are your educated scientists  and chemists  that
manufacture, prescribe and control the flow of prescription drugs.  You don't have to allow their
spells  (diagnosis)  to  be  a  death  sentence.   Supernatural  healing  and  natural  healing  is  yet
available.  The Greek word for sorcery if “pharmakeia,”  this is where the word pharmacy comes
from. 

     “But there was a certain man, called Simon, which before-time in the same city used sorcery, and
bewitched the people of Samaria, giving out that himself was some great one: To whom they all gave
heed, from the least to the greatest, saying, This man is the great power of God.  And to him they had
regard, because that of long time he had bewitched them with sorcery.”   Acts 8:9-11

     We thank God for all the wonderful doctors and modern science, however, many have deified
modern Western  medicine  and have  allowed their physicians  to  become their drug dealer –
sorcerer and  held in high regard, accepting every diagnosis and prognosis that roll from off their
tongue.  
     
     “You will no longer shine bright as candle light in the dark, your cheerful character will be
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darkened and subdued, and the voice of joy and laughter will no longer be heard in you at all;  the
medical associations, suppliers and makers of pharmaceuticals have become powerful in the earth.
By their sorcery and witchcraft in the form of what is called medicine, they have deceived and now
control all the nations.”  Revelation 18:23  Order of Melchizedek – JL Version

     “Neither repented they of their murder, nor of their sorcery...”   Revelation 9:21  KJV

     This was predicted in the Bible 2000 years ago, specifically speaking to our time.  Look around
you!    You  see  Zombies,  children  and  adults  moving  about,  talking,  working,  playing,  and
carrying on with life, but look closer.  There is no light in some of their eyes, little to no light in
their soul, empty shells of human beings under a strong spell of witchcraft and don't know how to
break it.  They sit next to you in church, worshiping every week or preaching to you from the
pulpit.  They work with you, your neighbors, your banker, grocer, lawyer, your adult children,
your elderly parents and even sometimes your doctor.  Most don't even know they are bewitched
and are not even responsible for their condition.  The sorcerers and sorceress carry on, accepting
no responsibility for their many mass murders caused by their addictive charms they create and
dispense liberally.   They have become powerful.   But that same verse says the light  of  their
influence will come to an end along with their wealth and celebration of it. What causes this form
of sorcery to be so powerful?  FEAR!!!  You get a negative report from most time a well meaning
caring physician, who can only practice what he has spent over $150,000.00 to train for and is in
debt for years.  That report creates fear and the only way he knows, or can tell you, without be
held accountable, how to help reduce that fear, is to take chemo or some other addictive drug.  

     We are told in their bombardments of ads, to fear the symptoms of depression, prostate
cancer, breast cancer, heart attacks and strokes. The systems of this world can offer no hope, no
peace. They only offer FEAR. Be Afraid - be very afraid is their message and it produces death.
This is the message of the Carnal Mind, the Serpent Brain.

     “To be carnally minded is death.” Romans 8:6 KJV

     “It will seem like all hell has broken loose — and everyone all over the world in a panic, the wind
knocked out of them by the threat of doom… When all this starts to happen, up on your
feet. Stand tall with your heads high. Help is on the way!”  Luke 21:25-28 Message Bible

     There is only one way out of this serpentine downward spiral behavior of racial and religious
hate, sorcery and pride, and one way to be deprogrammed from the brainwashing indoctrination
of fear. It is not in the false comforts of religion and government promises. It is not in the illusions
created by fear that provides a false sense of security and locks us up in denial, addictions and the
blaming of others. We must unplug from the system and return to Eden within and partake of
Christ, the Tree of Life. We must return to the Being we call God with our whole heart, not the
Religious-Political images, rhetoric and flawed ideas that's dressed up as God on the outside, but
is filled with venom.  We Must Return To LOVE.

     “Thou will keep him in perfect peace, whose mind is stayed on thee because he trusts in thee.”
Isaiah 26:3 KJV
      “For God hath not given us the spirit of fear; but of power, and of love, and of a sound mind.”  2
Timothy 1:7 KJV
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PART TWO

IDENTIFYING YOUR FEARS

In this section we will Identify Fear.  In doing so, we will take a
closer look at modern science to realize that true spirituality and
true science are not in conflict, but do agree.  We will discover
how fear activates the Reptile Brain called the R- complex and
the  functions  of  it.  We  will  also  discover  how  the  Reptile
(Serpent) Brain is what the Bible calls the Carnal Mind, or what
some refer to as the Ego.  Further, we will see clearly the Truine
Brain as the (3) characters in Genesis chapter 3. 

Let's  continue  to  move  beyond  the  outer  court  realm  of
understanding in Part Two, into the holy place (soul). We will
begin our transition from basic Christianese terminologies. Our
intent is  to reach a wider audience,  and speak in tongues the
mysteries,  using  scientific  metaphysical  and  contemporary
terminology.  Fear not, language is powerful and has the ability
to open new portal of awareness.

ON THE PATH
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CARNAL MIND

Created in the likeness of the Divine?
But something within is about to drive me out of my mind-

The urges, thoughts, images and anxieties-they overwhelm me
The erratic emotions, impulses, hidden fears and insecurities wont let me be-

In this masquerade where no one or nothing seems real
Carefully I play my part hoping to remain concealed-

This unwritten familiar script we all know
Our survival instincts must protect the Ego-

Dread and hate when the mask is off and the party’s ended
Alone with my comfort foods-forget those I have offended-
The chemicals I eat have morphed my body into oversized

As I pretend to not hear those who laugh and criticize-

The hissing voice in my head compels me to run far away
When the challenges of life comes my way-

Created in the likeness of the Divine?
I think there is something wrong with my mind-

I have killed at least a thousand people in my head
Unspeakable perversions flood my mind while on my bed-

A snake must have crawled in and taken control of my brain
Somebody help me before I go insane!!

Absolution and a renewed mind is what I want and need
I must let go my fears, dethrone the Ego and greed-
I chose to take off the mask, love myself and others

Through Christ I now realize we are all sisters and brothers-

I AM created in the likeness of the Divine!!
Transformed, informed, conscious and in my right mind-

The deceptions and fears of yesterday have gone
I AM fulfilled, free and never alone-

John Lewis
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CHAPTER IV 

THE BRAIN

     “Science without religion is lame; Religion without science is blind.”   Albert Einstein

     The Brain is made up of about 200 billion cells. Each cell has about 50 neuron transmitters,
and there are at least 100 trillion neuron connectors. Each of these neuron transmitters has the
capability to store and transmit at least the amount of information the latest desktop computer
can hold. This elaborate network communicates through an amazingly complex languages of the
brain.

     Your brain is an extreme super bio-computer that connects you to the physical world, the
spiritual (invisible) world, other galaxies and other dimensions and planes of existence. You are
not limited to the  present reality or the present world. Your brain has the ability to connect you
to eternity past and eternity future in real time.  The brain does not know what we call “time.”
This powerful device serves many purposes and one of them is to allow Mind or Consciousness to
flow through it.  It is this Consciousness that exist everywhere at once that the human brain has
access to.

     This section of the book identifies the R-complex aka Serpent Brain as the Carnal Mind and
describes the 4 main functions of the Serpent Brain.  We will discover how these 4 functions are
necessary for human survival and body maintenance; also how they can be the cause of a life of
misery and death.

     All of humans have been stamped with the nature (mark) of the beast and can descend to the
lowest and most primitive ways of life. On the other hand, all humans have been stamped with
the nature  (mark) of  God and can choose  to  ascend to the highest  levels  of  spirituality  and
expression of Love.

     Science tells us that the brain develops in 3-stages, the R-complex (Reptile/Serpent Brain), the
Neo-Mammal Limbic Nerve System and finally, the Neo Cortex.  Let’s look at the most primitive
part of the human brain. The R-complex and brain stem is the part that functions like a reptile or
serpent. Out of the billions of cells and  neuron that make up the whole brain, only a few cells
make up the Serpent/Reptile Brain. This is the seat of aggression, ritual and territorial behavior;
there is no real life in its present state. This is the part of the brain that is concerned with only
number one; it is the all about “me.” It will steal, kill, rape, lie, destroy and think nothing of it
because  the  Serpent  Brain  does  not  think,  it  only  acts.  There  is  neither real  creativity,  nor
anything new that emits from the Serpent Brain; it has the ancient behavior of a reptile. It is the
predator that lies in wait for the prey. In biblical scripture this would be called the Carnal Mind;
this is where all the works - which are called sinful flesh emit from.  Apostle Paul said,

     “For to be carnally minded is death; but to be spiritually minded is life and peace. Because the
carnal mind is enmity against God: for it is not subject to the law of God, neither indeed can be. So
then they that are in the flesh cannot please God.”   Romans 8:6-8 KJV
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     The carnal mind is the obsessive, compulsive actions and mindset that opposes all that is good
or God. In one sense this can be call Satan, the devil or the Serpent. It is the direct opposite of
that which is spiritually or morally correct. The carnal mind is the consciousness and lifestyle or
mindset that stems from the Serpent Brain.  It also attracts like negative energy from outside
itself and becomes a portal for lower states of consciousness passing through it.  It is ancient
selfish behavior activated by fear, that puts one in “survival mode.” To be carnally minded does
not necessarily make one evil. It only means that one is very narrow, shallow, and fearful and is
choosing to live in the dark, dirty, musty basement of illusions; instead of the well lit penthouse of
reality.

     There is an elevator that descends and ascends regularly that can take one from the lowest,
filthiest dungeon up to the Penthouse, where you were designed to live. The elevator is called
Jesus  (Yahshua)  the  Christ.  I  am not  speaking of  a  historic  religious  storybook Jesus.  I  am
speaking of the Now, Resurrected living Christ.

     “In Him we live and move and have our being.”  Acts 17:28 KJV

     One must rePent in order to return to the Pent-house from which humanity descended from.
Repentance means to change or transform your mind-consciously choose to no longer be led by
or listen to the whispers, hissings and impulses of the Serpent Brain/Carnal Mind. It is accepting
forgiveness, forgiving others and yourself. When this takes place one is given access to operate
from the super computer of higher consciousness that connects you to the unlimited world of
reality. This is the Spiritual Mind/Neo-Cortex of life and peace.

SERPENT BRAIN

     We are at the end of an important planetary cycle of 26,000 years; this is where the end
becomes the beginning and the beginning becomes the end. Another way of seeing it is the ancient
symbol  of  a  serpent  with  his  tail  in  his  mouth  -  All  is  One.   This  symbol  was  given  many
thousands of years ago in the land of Egypt.  It is called the Ouroboros.  Thousands of years later
the ancient Hebrews that came out of Egypt (Africa) used it as the powerful mystical 9 th letter or
hieroglyph of the ancient Hebrew alphabet, Teth  In order for us to really understand how the
end will be, we are forced to go to the beginnings. This is also why if you are a student of the
Bible, you will find the many parallels between the Book of Genesis and the Book of Revelation.  
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    Genesis chapter 3 can be encapsulated as Paradise, Paradise Lost, the Search and Promise of
Paradise Restored. It starts off with the Serpent being the most subtle beast of the field, but
somehow winds up in the Garden. The traditional historical understanding of this story is great
for understanding the very basic principles of what is perceived to have gone wrong. However, in
order for us to really get the deeper messages, one must first internalize this experience and see it
on a meta-physical level. It will do you little or no good to only visualize a literal snake or an alien
Reptilian being talking to a woman over 6000 years ago in the Middle East or Africa without the
understanding that this is your personal experience.

     By the way, metaphysics only means to go beyond or greater than the physical reality.  This
should be the goal of  all  people on the path of  spirituality,  to progress beyond the realm of
appearance.  In other words, for every part of your physical body, there is a spiritual counterpart
in the universe.  Remember, Yahweh told Moses to make sure he built the Tabernacle according
to the pattern shown to him on the mountain.  That Tabernacle of Moses was a replica of the
Cosmic Tabernacle in the heavens.  “Don't you know you are the temple?”  Furthermore, the
physical body, organs, and the brain, are the physical conduit for which the etheric or energetic
body, organs and brain to express; that exist within and without what we know of as the physical
body. 

The brain can be divided into 3 main parts- Science calls it the Triune Brain.

     1)   The Reptile (serpent) Brain is also called the root brain or R-complex.—I ACT

     2)   The Neo-Mammal Brain where the Limbic Nerve-System is - I FEEL

     3)   The Neo-Cortex the Covering of Gray Matter-Frontal Lobes.—I THINK

     The Serpent Brain is the most inner core part of the brain, and the most primitive of the
Triune Brain, then there is the Neo Mammal and the Neo Cortex. Why is it called the Serpent or
Reptile  Brain? It  functions like the brain of  a snake or other reptiles.  Lacking language,  its
impulses are instinctual and ritualistic. It is concerned with fundamental needs such as survival,
physical maintenance, hoarding, dominance, preening and mating. It is also found in other lower
life forms such as lizards, crocodiles and birds. It is at the base of your skull emerging from your
spinal column. It computes only Basic Survival,  Self-Defense and Counter Attack. It is 100%
competitive, does not think, has no new ideas and it only computes the “ME” behavior. When we
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are out of control with rage, it is our reptilian brain overriding our rational brain components. In
Christian terminology it is the carnal mind. It is this carnal mind or ego that produces suffering,
disease, lack and ultimately death when out of balanced.
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REPTILIAN BEHAVIOR

Ancient instincts, selfish habits and impulses spring up from deep within 
Out of control urges and passions makes me want to sin-

My appetite and lust for food I can not restrain
60 lbs overweight-look at all the weight  I've gained!!

Discomforting deadly comfort foods to release my stress
My clothes don't fit-I'm sick and depressed-

Responsibilities and challenges overwhelm me day by day
The fear of failing makes me want to run away-

Another job, another relationship, another family and spouse
I am bored and smothered-I must get out of this house-

Hidden repressed anger-hurts of the past lodge within my being
Boiling just beneath the surface of the nice smile you are seeing-

Just one word or misunderstood action, I might just go off
I have no control and a life could soon be lost-

Relationship? Forget it, give me a one night stand
I just need to get off-give me a woman or a man-

So many encounters, quickies I don't remember-God forgive me please
Another pregnancy, abortion -Nooo!! Not a disease-

Aren't you tired of the spiritual, physical and emotional drain?
This is the life produced by the overly activated reptile brain.

John Lewis
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CHAPTER V 

4 BEHAVIORS OF THE SERPENT BRAIN

     Here are the 4 main behaviors of the Serpent Brain that were covered in the poem before this
chapter: (they have been called the 4 “F’s”- (but we will re frame from using coarse language)
FEEDING, FLEEING, FIGHTING, & F-- uh ...SEX. The Serpent Brain is also where FEAR lives
and becomes the energy to activate the 4 behaviors on negative levels. This is the base, where
negative energy rises from, the brain stem.

1) FEEDING

     FEEDING - As humans we know that it is important to eat in order to live. We are thankful
for communication from the R-complex in conjunction various other parts of the brain that helps
to know when to eat. However, due to the complexity of the times we now live in, many people
actually live to eat in western society.  Obesity has become the norm even for our children, but is
this normal? I see something more sinister and subtle going on as Americans are becoming eating
machines and developing various eating disorders.

     Many people who are morbidly obese can trace the root of their problem to a traumatic
experience or series of events in early childhood.  It could be a rape, molestation, physical or
emotional abuse.  Or, as a teen or adult, a relationship that became terminal and died.  Trapped
or hidden fear would be the root cause in some form of their obesity and food is being used as a
drug to numb the unconscious relentless emotional pain. It is the serpent brain that has been
activated  by  this  sometimes  unconscious  fear  or  experience  that  has  not  been  recognized,
confessed and reconciled. Thus, food becomes a source of survival on the emotional level and a
means to further deny the trauma of earlier years. Food can become a substitute for that lost
loved one or broken relationship, when the reptilian brain focuses on “me” and puts you in a
survival mode. The logic of temperance and future ramifications of stroke, high blood pressure,
diabetes, heart disease and cancer is shut down. The reptile brain or carnal mind does not think;
it Acts. The bill boards and mesmerizing TV ads are constantly appealing to the inner fears and
need for comfort foods; they are followed by the ads for dieting. The see-saw effects of this type of
propaganda is designed to keep you off balance and confused.  That extra desert, second and
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third servings of the meal and 3:00 am meal is a hunger for something else that food can never
satisfy.

     Due to the deep level of emotional trauma coming from a broken relations, some females will
find themselves gaining so much weight, until they appear no longer attractive.  Unconsciously,
they are manifesting a fear of relationship or rejection and repelling any future advancements
off.  Food even becomes a substitute for sex and intimacy, as the marriage to food is solidified.  

     Bulimia is another emotional and eating disorder, where one consumes a large amount of food,
followed by guilt,  shame and vomiting...only to repeat it  again and again.  This purging and
forced fasting after large meals are often connected to body shaming and a distorted view of one's
self.  Fearing they are fat. The already mistaken identity becomes lost in a sea of shame. 

     The Serpent Brain is a master of illusions, if it can not get you to overeat, due to unresolved
fear, one might go in reverse and under eat and starve to death.  Anorexia is the body going on a
forced fast in an effort to deal with a recent trauma, or a suppressed trauma that suddenly comes
to the surface.  There is no longer an appetite, as the fear of gaining weight sets in and the goal is
to not eat.  

     It is all rooted in Fear.  One must get the courage to deal with that fear once and for all and
take their power back.  A strong connection with the Creator and finding your true identity in the
living Christ can produce the Love to overcome all fears.                   
     
     Then, there are others who are victims in this complex society, victims of the Serpent Brain
operating through high officials  with intent  to  control.  The genetically  modified  food that  is
produced for us is designed to alter the human DNA. It is designed to reprogram the DNA, thus
creating sickness,  disease,  shorter lifespan and death.  The genetically  modified hormone and
chemical injected fast food is addictive. Your body will crave it again and again and yet not get
the proper nutrients, while the body morphs to mimic the animal it eats. You are what you eat.

     Young girls seem to be maturing much faster, they are growing breast, getting their period,
their young body looks like that of someone in their 20's.  Why is that?  The hormone injected
Fast Foods and animal products are creating more estrogen and other hormones in our kids,
thus, girls are reaching puberty much sooner and looking older.  Sadly, it is also affecting our
young boys and men.  The unnecessary doses of estrogen in food is creating more estrogen within
their body.   Estrogen is  a   predominantly female  hormone,  boys should be developing more
testosterone to look, sound and act more like the men they are coming to be.   However,  the
opposite  is  happening, as the feeding frenzy off of Fast Foods and animal products increase.
More young men are developing breast and becoming more emotional.  We are developing more
feminine males, with higher pitch voices, smoother skin and less desire to be the dominate (top)
when it come to sexual activities.  In counseling with men, I am finding more are having an urge
to explore being dominated sexually in heterosexual relationships. The extreme estrogen injection
in food is all happening by a sinister design.  It is not by accident or coincidence.

     Detach yourself from the inner fear of not having enough and the need to consume large
amounts of toxic food in one day, there is no lack, only abundance. Even in the time of potential
worldwide food shortages, there will always be enough. Flee the Fast Food joints along with your
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young children.  Learn to listen to your body; instead of the endless ads that program you to eat
things that will cause mutations and death. Take the focus off of the illusion of  “me” that appears
in the mirror or in your mind.  That is part of the problem, fear has your focus on “ME” yourself,
shift the focus to something and Someone greater than you.

     “If you are willing and obedient you will eat the good of the land.”  Isaiah 1:19 KJV

(When  fear  in  this  area  has  been  overcome,  and  faith  through  love  if  activated;  one  will
experience an insatiable hunger for the things for God and spiritual food.  The hunger and thirst
shall be filled with the Living Bread -spiritual nourishment that comes through communing with
him.  The Living Waters will be refreshing and quench the thirst – this comes from living in his
Presence)

2) FLEEING

     FLEEING -This ancient survival instinct is what has caused our species to survive. We have
all heard stories or have personal experiences of sensing something about to happen and our
instincts forcing us to leave just before something traumatic did happen. This may have been a
relationship, an airplane crash, a vehicle accident, storm or confrontation that we were saved
from. We need to know when to run and when not to run.

     The fear of commitment has caused many to flee from their responsibility of being a parent,
spouse, business partner, friend or from fulfilling their dream. Circumstances in life which are
perceived as a threat to the EGO, that do not instantly benefit “me” create the fear that set many
to flight. The emphasis is on “perception,” What the carnal mind or reptile brain perceives as a
threat is not necessarily a threat. However, to the narrow, self  serving mind of someone only
concerned with their best interest, the least disruption will become a threat. Their fear based
insecurities  will  not  allow them to  stick  around or work on  a  relationship;  their  hard shell
exterior is actually too fragile, so they must run.

     People  change their jobs,  careers  and partners  like  they change their clothes.   Fear of
commitment or fear of being abandoned.  The carnal minds kicks in and finds an easy way out
due to abandonment issues.  This behavior seems to follow some throughout life, as they bounce
from one city or state to the others,  In their spirituality, it is the same.  They seem to bounce
from one church, fellowship group or gathering to the others, they fear committing to anything or
anyone.  The least pressure or disagreement, they flee.
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     Dead beat parent are sometimes a victim of this.  Often they don't leave because they don't
love, but they are afraid of responsibility, or not being able to be responsibility.  Mostly men find
themselves in this predicament. Either way, it is a very selfish choice;  the only way this fear can
be overcomes is by taking the focus off of “ME.”  Receive the  perfect love of God that will help
you endure all things, be long-suffering, temperate, and “self-sacrificing.”  The excuse of working
long hours can be another form of “fleeing” in many relationships.   Fear of communicating,
interacting with the family  reveals  deep underlying issues  and insecurities.  If  you can relate
better to strangers in a bar, people on your job or at church, than you can to people that you live
with; there is a problem. Possibly, you are repeating the behavior of your father.  Whatever it is,
fix it,  or your children will  possibly be infected with the same fears.  Give yourself  a chance,
you're probably a great parent.

     Necropolis is called the wealthiest place in the world. It is filled with scientists, scholars,
athletes,  poets,  actors,  artists,  good  politicians,  preachers,  singers,  musicians,  homemakers,
parents and all the unknown geniuses of the world that ran. They were once dreamers, until
something or someone planted a seed of fear. Maybe it was the cunning first question the Serpent
asked Eve,  “Did God really say...?”  This is the crafty question that challenges your God given
ability to express yourself and causes one to fear and doubt.

     Reptiles don’t dream, they don’t have the ability to dream, their whole reality is in the waking
state. When the reptile brain or carnal mind is engaged, all your dreams are forgotten and wither
away as grass on a hot summer day. The focus shifts  from how my talent or life can enrich
someone else,  to how this might negatively affect “me” or the need for “instant reward”.

     Here are some thoughts that stem from the fear in the carnal mind: What if my vulnerable ego
get bruised?  What if I am embarrassed?  What if I am rejected?  What if I really can’t do it?
What if she/he if unfaithful to me?  What if I can not provide and I am seen as a failure? What
if...?  What If???!!

     “Run away and you will never have to ‘possibly’ face the fact that you failed,” says the ancient
Serpent Brain. “Go as far as you can and start a new life.”  But the new life does not seem so new,
it’s  a repeat or continuation of the old one(s).  The characters change, but the sad saga cycle
continues. Then, there are the gnawing questions eating away, What if I had not run or dropped
out on the relationship, or had not set my dreams aside?

     Over 50% of marriages today end up in divorce court. Hollywood and society has glamorized
this type of reptilian behavior and made it socially acceptable as the norm, but is this normal?
No!  Yet I realize there is sometime no other way.  It should not be normal for spiritual people.  A
secure spiritual foundation is the anchor and solution to the fear of commitment or selfishness.

     “Greater love has no man that this that he would lay down his life for his friend.”  John 15:53

(When this fear is overcome by faith and Love, one will run and not be weary and walk and not
faint.  The name of  Yahweh will be realized as your strong tower and a place, experience one can
run to and find courage, acceptance and safety.
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3) FIGHTING

     FIGHTING -There is a time and season for everything. Fighting is certainly one of our basic
survivor instincts.   Unfortunately, on this planet during this time, there are sometimes a need to
physically defend oneself.  Verbal fights can sometime be unavoidable, whether, at home, on the
job, in court, and occasionally with an irrational neighbor.   Our challenge or goal should be, is to
aim not to be the instigator or agitator of such base behavior.     Fighting  can very well cause the
extinction of humans on the planet, as it almost did during the days of Noah. Genesis 6 says, “the
earth was filled with violence and every imagination of man's heart was to do evil continually.”   It's
beginning to look like that today.   It is not only important to know when to fight for something,
but how to fight.

     “The weapons of our warfare are not carnal, (based in the serpent brain mentality) but mighty
through God...”  Ephesians 6 KJV

     The real powerful weapons of spiritual people are not guns, knives, bombs and missiles. The
most powerful weapon is LOVE; of course few actually believe that today even though we preach
it. Isn’t it amazing how Mahatma Ghandi defeated the British Empire without firing one shot?
Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. led the great Civil Rights Movement of Change and Equality that
changed America without invoking violence or firing one shot. The weapons of Love and Truth
will always dispel the darkness.

     When the Serpent Brain “perceives” a threat it will quickly move into “pre-emptive strike”
mode. The 21st century disturbing policy is, “strike them before they strike us” or “Because They
Might Be Thinking About One Day Striking Us.” It is this policy that has launched us into the
early stages of World War 3 and threatens the life of everyone on the planet. Fear in overdrive
has also trickled down to every aspect of our society, totally disregarding the respect for life.

     The Serpent Brain is where fear lives and is the base where negative energy stems from, the
brain stem. You have heard people that commit horrendous crime say “I don’t remember what I
did,  it  was  all  a  blur.”   Or,  you remember getting  upset  and  saying  things  you  don’t  even
remember and didn’t mean, when you felt  threatened in some way. That’s  true,  the Serpent
Brain does not think, it only reacts. If someone says that they reacted in a negative way with their
heart  instead of  their head it  is  a  lie.  What they really  mean is  that  they conceded to their
primitive emotions (the Serpent Brain); instead of accessing the rational part of the brain. These
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are sometimes mistakenly called “crimes of passion.”  

     If one appeals to the fear in the serpent brain, all the triggers and switches to the frontal lobes
will be shut down, thus causing the instincts of it to be fully engaged. At this point it all about
“me,” doing whatever to survive, defend and counter attack. There is no reasoning or logic to
determine if there is a real threat or not, the serpent brain goes into the pre-emptive strike mode.
It reacts with ancient programming.

     The Fear of someone or something being taken away, challenged or changing activates the
reptilian brain/carnal mind. We seem to have come full circle with the story of Genesis chapter 6.
Just before the cataclysmic earthquake, tsunami and flood, the land was filled with violence and
killing.  Man’s  imagination  was  obsessed  with  violence  and  hurting  others-the  Me,  Me,  Me
attitude.

     “I am going to put an end to all people, for the earth is filled with violence because of them...”
Genesis 6:13 NIV

     We seem to have become a generation of vipers, filled with suppressed anger and rage creating
violence everywhere. Children and young people have become desensitized to violence and death,
because they have seen thousands on TV, Video Games and the evening news. Many kids can
barely discern between the virtual video world and real life. Vehicles are now used as weapons or
someone will blow your brains out for cutting them off on the freeway. Road rage is not confined
to young people anymore and what is “perceived” as a “mugging” (a staring look) can end your
life.  Many in Law Enforcement seems to take their license to kill seriously and look for humans
to kill or beat mercilessly.  Filming Live murders and beatings is not rare, especially in minority
communities. 

     We have become a society on the edge filled with mentally ill people on drugs. Some have the
audacity to go into a Sunday morning worship service and kill innocent people, because they feel
threatened by their expression of spirituality. Trigger words and gestures that activate the carnal
mind challenging old paradigms, traditions, the ego and religious ideas cause the serpent brain to
act and react. It would be very easy to relinquish ourselves of responsibility by blaming a demon,
satan or something outside of us. (This is not to suggest there are not outside forces, entities that
can interact with our reality). We must get rid of the gospel according to the late comedian Flip
Wilson that states, “The devil made me do it.”  If we really believe that lie, we should empty the
prisons and not support capital punishment-because the criminals should not be held responsible
for their crimes.

     “Where do you think all these appalling wars and quarrels come from? Do you think they just
happen? Think again. They come about because you want your own way, and fight for it deep inside
yourselves. You lust for what you don’t have and are willing to kill to get it. You want what isn’t
yours and will risk violence to get your hands on it.”  James 1:1-2 Message Bible

     “WHAT LEADS to strife (discord and feuds) and how do conflicts  (quarrels and fighting)
originate among you? Do they not arise from your sensual desires that are ever warring in your
bodily members? You are jealous and covet [what others have] and your desires go unfulfilled; [so]
you become murderers. [To hate is to murder as far as your hearts are concerned.] You burn with
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envy and anger and are not able to obtain [the gratification, the contentment, and the happiness that
you seek], so you fight and war.”  James 1:1-2 Amplified Bible
     
     We as a society must find the things that are really worth fighting (exerting energy or force to
change or stop something) for. We should “fight” for Peace, Unity, and Love, to Eradicate Evil,
Sickness, Famine, Injustice, and Death. This fighting is easily done in our “prayer closets” on our
knees, meditation, by random acts of kindness and by electing “real” leaders and love. Yes, this is
also  done  by  Protesting.  If  most  of  the  people  in  their  religions  (Christians,  Jews,  Muslims,
Hindus and Buddhist) would simply put their beliefs into practice, we would have heaven on
earth. “Fight the good fight of faith.”

     “There is no fear in love [dread does not exist], but full-grown (complete, perfect) love turns fear
out of doors and expels every trace of terror! For fear brings with it the thought of punishment and
[so] he who is afraid has not reached the full maturity of love [is not yet grown into love’s complete
perfection].”   1 John 4:18 Amplified Bible

     (Many people fight because they feel they need to control something or someone, it is rooted in
the fear of not being in control or being dominated.   Once this fear is overcome, a person would
be an awesome intercessor, prayer warrior or advocate for social injustices and human rights.
Love unconditionally dissolves the need to hurt others or even animals.  Be a healer instead.) 

4)  SEX

   SEX-  (My intent is to show some of the extreme measures, due to the turmoil one can be driven
to; when living in fear of not rising to ridiculous standards of our culture.) As humans, if we
expect to prolong our species, we must have sexual intercourse in order to procreate and for
natural enjoyment the Creator sanctified.  We can appreciate how the serpent brain interacts
with other parts of the brain to make this a pleasurable experience. People are becoming less
inhibited with sexuality, even among Christians, many are becoming less uncomfortable talking
about something that is natural, normal and should be discussed. After all, none of us would be
here without it.  There has been and yet is a lot of confusion between the male and female brain
in regards to sexuality and how male and female relate to each other. To really understand this,
we must realize that men perceive life differently from women and when it comes to relationships
and sex, the expectations should be based on reality not misleading expectations.

THE FEMALE SERPENT BRAIN
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     I think it  is  safe to assume people are having more sex,  based on the TV  and internet
advertisements;  even older people are.   TV shows,  ads and over the internet  are constantly
telling women when and how they should be having sex. The old Serpent Brain seems to be good
at making love and war.

     There are subtle sinister messages that are being sent our direction to create Fear and self
rejection.  Fear sells.   These crafted messages sometime laced with “trigger words” sexualize
everything  from  toilet  disinfectants,  to  pharmaceuticals.  One  can  barely  watch  TV  or  a
commercial without noticing the “Boobs” and “Booty.”  In my mind, it is hard to visualize a fast
sports car without visualizing a barely dressed young woman posing beside it in very suggestive
manners.  Long before all of the sexual overtones were aired on TV, it was called the  “Boob
Tube,” how prophetic). The subtle messages are; if you want anything in life, want to be accepted,
successful, respected, or be cool, you got to look sexy based on society’s standards.  Of course this
means women must wear very low cut blouses, short skirts or extremely tight pants leaving very
little  to  the  imagination.   In  order  words,  women  are  pressured  to  disrespect  and  degrade
themselves in this misogynistic culture.  
 
      What if a girl does not have the big boobs?  Most are going to feel bad about themselves,
because they have been programmed to believe that big boobs and a big round booty defines
them. Many end up agreeing to reduce themselves to a piece of “meat.” After all, what else should
a man look for in this sex crazed society that has clearly defined what is sexy?  Celebrities, Music
Videos of MTV, Reality Shows and everybody that's anybody has told her how she is suppose to
look, feel and act.  This sets her up for rejection due to self-rejection and the way she sees herself.
Night after night staring in the mirror, adjusting her breast, getting bigger pads to create the
illusion of bigger breast -stick your chest further out.  What conflict and turmoil it creates in the
mind  for  having  a  flat-butt  and  how  it  is  perceived in  this  modern  world  that  emphasizes
conformity. The fear of not being beautiful or good enough leads to depression, competition and
low self esteem.

     If she is married or has a boyfriend, social programming has told her that men really only love
women with Big Boobs and a Bubble Butt. Her fears create the illusion that her man is not being
faithful and would rather be with someone else. Sometimes this fear becomes a reality, due to her
expectation and actions. She is watching his eyes and somehow what she’s feared becomes her
reality. She perceives him looking at every big breasted or big booty woman.

     This inner turmoil and fear forces some women to have an enlightened moment, or so it
appears. There is a way to be beautiful and sexy like the girls in the magazine, on TV, or next
door. Breast and Butt Augmentations is the trend, even for girls not yet fully developed. The
Carnal Mind/Serpent Brain is highly competitive and will  go to any extreme, because it’s  all
about “me.” Therefore, her non-thinking brain will persuade her to have unnecessary surgeries,
putting her life at risk.  

     Peer pressure and the counsel of social media have persuaded many young women and girls to
give up their virginity and have sex with a total stranger,  to feel validated and accepted. This is
part  of  the Social  Survival  Programming that  assures  status  and makes one feel  part  of  the
majority.  
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(Big boobs and a bubble butt are wonderful if you have them, so are smaller boobs and a not so
round butt.  Take the focus off of the less than 1% of you that exist in the physical world. You are
not your body.)

THE MALE SERPENT BRAIN

     The hissing of the Serpent Brain has not left men out on this. There is hardly a week that goes
by that I don’t get an email invitation to order Viagra or some other erectile dysfunction drug.
The  old  Serpent  Brain  seems  to  be  good  at  making  love  and  war.  In  order  for men  to  be
successful, cool, cute and sexy, they must look like they live in the gym, or have a gym at home.
The  programming  from  the  bombardment  of  ads  and  commercials  says,  he  must  have
“MUSCLES,” very defined features, a 6 pack and a there is a growing emphasis on the size of his
butt.. The evening and late night commercials are constantly telling men their Penis is not big
enough and that women want them bigger. “Bigger is Better,” they say.  If a man wants to be
cool, sexy, accepted and successful, he must have a bigger one and wear pants that reveals a
bulge.   Somehow men are now being defined and defining themselves by the size of their penis,
testicles and biceps.

     What if a guy doesn’t have a big penis? Because of the constant programming of society, the
sneak glances at his well endowed peers in the shower room, and comparing himself with others
sets him up for self-rejection. Each time he takes a shower, he is reminded of his underdeveloped
penis and small testicles. Looking in the mirror reminds him that he is too fat or too skinny and
his body size is not what is perceived as attractive. Due to his frustration and fear of not being big
enough, he will not perform as well in bed, thus, confirming his fear of not being big enough. His
perception  of not being big enough may drive him to penis pumps, potions or penis pills that
guaranteed to  make him bigger.  The Carnal  Mind is  highly  competitive  and will  go  to  any
extreme because it’s really all about “me” surviving a relationship or being seen as a super stud.
Therefore, his non-thinking brain (penis) will lead him to pornographic material and set him up
for  more  self-rejection  after  viewing  super-sized  male  models  with  which  he  feels  he  must
somehow compete.  This can lead to a cycle that renders him not able to interact with another
person, the virtual world of porn is less intimidating.  This addiction can also negatively impact a
man/boy with a big penis, rendering him unable to perform well, with an actual partner. 
     
     A man's fears and perception that his woman is not being satisfied, faking orgasms and would
rather have a man with a bigger penis can become a self fulfilling prophecy. His actions, and
blaming her for his frustrations over not being able to perform well can awaken or create a desire
within her for a bigger man.

     Don’t allow the carnal mind to reduce and mentally handicap you to the point of defining
yourself or being defined by the size of your butt, muscles or penis; you are Bigger than that. The
compulsive behavior of the carnal mind can never be satisfied.  Some men are so driven by this
unhealthy  obsession  that  they  undergo  penile  implants  or  extreme  stretching  exercises.  The
Biggest Sex Organ You Have Is  Not Between Your Legs, It's Between Your Ears. Your Brain!
Once  you  move  beyond  the  lowly  reptilian  brain  activated  by  fear  to  access  higher  more
developed brain activity, your satisfaction and the ability to satisfy your beloved will never be an
issue.
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(A monster  package  and  muscles  are  fine,  so  is  the  average  or below  average  package  non
muscular body.  Take the focus off of the less than 1% of you that exist in the physical world. You
are not your body)

THE TRANSGENDER SERPENT BRAIN

     As knowledge increases in an ever changing world, we will be forced to re-think many things
that we thought we knew.  This may become extremely challenging for those who subscribe to a
rigid religious paradigms.   Even though modern science has mapped the complexities of the
human brain and human genome, they are yet lost in the maze of understanding how it all works.
To add to the confusion of letting go old beliefs and theories, there is the rise of the transgender
person.

     Male and female brains are on average slightly different in structure as we have already
explored, but is there a difference in the Transgender person, a male that feels within he is a
female, or the female who is convinced from within that she is a male?

     Spanish investigators—led by psychobiologist Antonio Guillamon of the National Distance
Education University in Madrid and neuropsychologist Carme Junqué Plaja of the University of
Barcelona—used MRI to examine the brains of 24 female-to-males and 18 male-to-females—both
before and after treatment with cross-sex hormones...the female-to-male subjects had relatively
thin sub -cortical areas (these areas tend to be thinner in men than in women). Male-to-female
subjects tended to have thinner cortical regions in the right hemisphere, which is characteristic of
a female brain. (Such differences became more pronounced after treatment.) “Trans people have
brains that are different from males and females, a unique kind of brain,” Guillamon says. “It is
simplistic to say that a female-to-male transgender person is a female trapped in a male body. It's
not because they have a male brain but a transsexual brain.” Of course, behavior and experience
shape brain anatomy, so it is impossible to say if these subtle differences are inborn...”

     A trans-person is mostly living in a world of confusion; fear added to that is like the Serpent
Brain on steroids.  In their search for their gender identity, the perplexities of expression would
probably be overwhelming.   If one is a male with a huge penis and testicles, but feels he is a
female, swim parties would definitely not be on a frequent activity.  If one is female with big
boobs, but feels she is male, their wardrobe would be limited to extra large tops.

     I can't image the amount of thought one has to put into sex reassignment surgeries and the
importance it is for trans-people to have an identity that matches what their brain is wired for,
instead  of  what  their  genitalia  says.   What  is  even  more  complicated  with  transsexual,
transgender people is, the outside can be changed to match what science interprets their brain to
say or what they feel, however, their DNA will not change and yet identify them as the male or
female they are genetically. Of course, this could be heartbreaking, even for gay people.  

     The  overall  solution  to  this  extremely  heartbreaking  life  of  confusion  and  fear  is  to
TRANScend the identity on your birth certificate as male or female, the identity your brain and
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emotions says you are – not by a series of surgeries and hormone treatments.  Become a “real”
TRANS, by tapping into your true identity as the divine image and likeness of the Most High
God; which is male and female.   

     “So God created humans in his own image and likeness, in the image of God he created them;
male and female.” Genesis 1:27
     
(Being blessed with both male and female genitalia is fine or not sure which you should have.
There's more to you than what''s between your legs or the feelings inside.  Take the focus off the
less than 1% of what you appear to be or feel.  You are not your gender, nor body.)

UNDERSTANDING THE FEMALE BRAIN

     In order to understand the female brain, we will move beyond the reptile brain for a moment
to explain higher brain activity.  From the male perspective, women are the most complex creatures
on the planet, so complicated that God had to anesthetize Adam before he presented her to him.  She
is a mystery above all mysteries, and once you think you have things figured out and you know
exactly  what  she  wants,  it's  all  changed...and  without  warning.   Little  things  become  huge
mountains easily; one reason is because the outer layers of the cortex of the female brain are
much thicker than males. (Don’t accuse me of calling women “thick headed.”)  This is the area of
reasoning, logic, and thinking. An innocent remark can morph into a civil war, because she reads
so  much  more  into  it  and  sometimes  over  analyzes  what  may  have  prompted  it.  Plus,  her
hippocampus, which is larger than the male hippocampus, will cause her to remember you made
a similar remark exactly 3 years,  2 months and 17 minutes  ago.  When the Serpent Brain is
engaged, men are no match for women in wit, memory and arguments.

     According to Dr Laura Schaefer, author of the Female Brain; “A little kiss, peck on the cheek
or calling ahead to make reservations goes a long way. It means so much more because her outer
cortex will magnify the intents, thoughtfulness and gesture.”

     When the reptile brain is engaged and the focus is “me” females will become depressed more
easily than the male. The female brain produces significantly less serotonin than the male brain
does; this is the brain chemical that helps make us happy. This could be another reason women
should be treated with extra care and with constant encouragement.

     The Creator made man and woman differently for a purpose, when the roles are confused, and
the man expects the woman to SEE things as he does; or the woman expects the man to FEEL as
she does; there is chaos.  Allow your man to be a man and don't try to make him into  your
girlfriend.   Otherwise, this opens the door for the hissing of the Serpent Brain to manifest fear,
competition, extreme imaginations and revenge.
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UNDERSTANDING THE MALE BRAIN

     In order to explain this we must move beyond the reptile brain for a moment to explain higher
brain  activity.  The  hippocampus,  where  initial  memories  are  formed  occupies  a  smaller
percentage of the male brain than the female brain. This is why most men on their first date
don’t remember things that may have been discussed on the phone, or at the work place, or may
not notice changes you have made in your wardrobe, or cosmetics. It is not that he purposely
forgets; the capacity is just not there, unless he has trained himself to remember details.

     According to Dr. Larry Cahill of the University of California at Irvine, “Some of the limbic
cortex involved in emotional responses are smaller in men than in women. This is another reason
men are more prone to speak exactly what they are thinking, without coating words or realizing
the emotional effect on the female. Females use the left part of the amygdala that tends to deal
with emotions and details;  males tend to use the right part  of  the amygdala that  deals with
memory, but not necessarily details. Men don’t easily get hints; we are not that smart.”
     
     The hypothalamus in males is at least two times bigger than in females and contains twice as
many cells. This connects to the pituitary gland which releases the sex hormones. Men naturally
think about sex more than women, because they are hardwired that way.   Studies show that
healthy men between 18-25 have sex thoughts between 1-388 times a day, compared to women in
the same age group 1-140 times a day.   When the Serpent Brain is stimulated with visual and
imaginary temptations, the carnal mind can go into overdrive and out of control. However, a
disciplined transformed mind is well balanced.

     [Some recent stats show that 1 in 8 people in America have a sexual transmitted disease and in
some of the larger cities, the stats say 1-4% of the people with STD’s are incurable. Remember,
when the Serpent Brain/Carnal Mind is engaged, all logic and reasoning is shut down. It Does
Not THINK, it only Acts].

Allow your woman to be a woman and don't expect her to be excited about everything your male
friends would.  Otherwise, this opens the door to fears and false sensing of rejection...she just
doesn't See it that way.

RUNNING INTERFERENCE

     The Reptile Brain is ritualistic in nature. It is used to sets of patterns and behaviors that have
been developed from childhood. The set patterns are comfort zones, things we feel familiar with
and  don’t  really  want  to  change.  In  many  ways,  we  allow  these  behaviors  to  define  us.
Oftentimes, these patterns exist on the subconscious level and we find ourselves behaving certain
ways  or  having  certain  physical  manifestations.  The  majority  of  people  live  their  lives  like
clockwork; it is the same pattern everyday. This systemic behavior provides the level of comfort,
security and sense of control necessary to survive.

     For some, this ritual is lunch at 12 noon and dinner at 6:00 pm on the dot, everyday.    Ten or
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fifteen minutes beyond, or before the everyday ritual can cause an argument or bad mood, and
throw the rest of the day off for everyone involved. For others, it may be going to a restaurant
and eating a certain type of food, watching a favorite sitcom year after year, or playing a game, or
sport on a certain night ritualistically. What this does is reinforce the habitual behavior of the
serpent brain, thus, limiting oneself. These simple examples are very powerful and hint at deeper
levels of insecurities that can create more serious negative behavior patterns. Interference with
this  level  of  comfort  is  interpreted by the serpent brain as  a threat  and must  be dealt  with
immediately. Something out of the norm, without being forewarned; like switching the days for
certain  meals  or introducing  a  new  meal  can  create  a  heavily  tensed  atmosphere.  Someone
dropping by unannounced or a spontaneous idea that would change the daily routine could wreck
havoc on the engaged serpent brain. It is not used to thinking, it only acts.

     Listen to the hissing and whining of the serpent brain.

     “But we always have roast beef on Tuesday and fish on Friday.” “You know this is the way I
always do my laundry, the whites first!” “This is my spot; I always sit here to watch TV.” “I have
been traveling the same route home from work for 10 years.” “We go to the same camping spot
every summer for vacation.” “Our religious service always ends at 12:15 pm; if it goes longer I
will  just  leave.”   “You never put rosemary on the  potatoes  before!”   “I  always play ball  on
Wednesday.”

     Running interference to interrupt the rituals will actually loosen the strongholds of the carnal
mind set behavior patterns. Spontaneity is the key word. At first it might not feel comfortable and
the  fear  of  doing  something  different  might  seem  overwhelming.  By  performing  simple
spontaneous exercises, you can liberate yourself from the bondage and torment of needing to
have control. The ritualistic behavior is simply about control.

     Here are some suggestions to help transform the mind and break behavior patterns. These
suggestions will make it easier to set yourself free from more serious ritualistic behaviors:

* Become open to spontaneity
 
 * Free yourself from a rigid scheduled lifestyle

* Take a new route home from work, enjoy the extra 5 minutes of driving

* Try a new exotic restaurant each week

* Do your laundry on a different day

* Try a new hair color and fashion

* Take a vacation to a new location

*  Listen to a different type of music and try to appreciate it
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*  Have a snack or a meal with a neighbor that barely speaks English and learn to
   communicate without verbal language

* Visit a religious service from a different faith (Mosque, Synagogue, or Buddhist Temple)
               and get something out of it

* Go out of the way to help someone
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DARK DREAM

My human life is a product of the first parent’s choices and imaginations
I carry the genetic marker that identifies me and my limitations-

A cursed race by the Almighty-I am told
Labor, suffer, and soon die like a beast-pray to save your soul-

A complicated hard life of blood, sweat and tears
Cry louder to the space-God until He hears-

Cursed creation! How can I change the world?
Maybe it was just their imagination? I think I can change my world-

Hidden in my DNA, there must be a secret code
The information to reverse the lie I have been told-

I can see with my other eye now deep from within me
There was nothing wrong with me-I AM free!!

My perception of things have now changed
As I learn to synchronize the language of my triune brain-

The Creator was not disappointed, angry or displeased
He rebukes the silly rituals-we thought we had to appease-

“You cursed yourself,” says the Almighty to the first pair
“It’s time to wake up from your extended nightmare”-

John Lewis
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CHAPTER VI 

MARK OF THE BEAST

     Modern science confirm that there are only 2 base emotions or frequencies humans express,
from which all other emotions develop from.   They are FEAR and LOVE.  At any given time, we
are either operating out of fear or love. 

     In the historical or literal understanding of Genesis 3, we have discovered that FEAR caused
the problem in Eden.  Adam and Eve lost their identity and were afraid that they were not like
God, and that God was trying to keep something from them.  This is the same ancient fear that
plagues  humanity today and religion has magnified it. By over emphasizing the doctrine of “sin,”
instead of the “good news” of God’s Kingdom and righteousness, we have created more “sin” or
what is termed “sinners.” Instead of proclaiming what Christ has done (It is Finished), we seem
to keep reprogramming people to believe they are “UNDONE.”   “Woe is me, I am undone” is
echoed throughout humanity. In my experience of surveying and asking people why they don’t
attend a church or attend a religious function, the answers were all similar. Here are some of the
answers I got again and again: “The preaching is negative,” “I feel condemned,”  “The preacher
doesn’t  make  sense,”  “They  just  want  your money.”  etc.  If  we want  to  see  a  real  spiritual
movement, we must stop appealing to the Serpent Brain by using fear tactics.

     There is so much we hear about the mark of the beast these days and the Christian book stores
are filled with writings of those who are considered experts in Bible prophecy or Eschatology. A
closer look at Genesis chapters 3 & 4 will provide some deeper insight to what the mark might be
on an esoteric level.

1 Now the serpent was more crafty than any of the beast the LORD God had made. He said to
the woman, “Did God really say, ‘You must not eat from any tree in the garden’?”   2 The woman
said to the serpent, “We may eat fruit from the trees in the garden,   3 but God did say, ‘You must not
eat fruit from the tree that is in the middle of the garden, and you must not touch it, or you will die’
4 “You will not surely die,” the serpent said to the woman.  5 “For God knows that when you eat of it
your eyes will be opened, and you will be like God, knowing good and evil.” 6 When the woman saw
that the fruit of the tree was good for food and pleasing to the eye, and also desirable for gaining
wisdom, she took some and ate it. She also gave some to her husband, who was with her, and he ate
it. 7 Then the eyes of both of them were opened, and they realized they were naked; so they sewed fig
leaves together and made coverings for themselves. 8 And they heard the voice of the LORD God
walking in the garden in the cool of the day: and Adam and his wife  hid themselves from the
presence of the LORD God amongst the trees of the garden.”  Genesis 3:1-8 KJV

     “Adam laid with his wife Eve and she became pregnant and gave birth to Cain. She said, “With
the help of the LORD I have brought forth a man.” 2 Later she gave birth to his brother Abel... Now
Cain said to his brother Abel, “Let’s go out to the field.” And while they were in the field, Cain
attacked his brother Abel and killed him.”   Genesis 4:1-2, 8 NIV
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After Eve and Adam's encounter with the Serpent, (which also represents the RNA messenger
genetic structure) their R-complex aka Serpent Brain was activated  producing fear and the four
main functions went into manifestation in this order.
 

1) -  FEEDING (they ate the fruit) Genesis 3:6
2) -  FLEEING (they ran from the Presence of God) Genesis 3:8
3) -  SEXUAL DESIRE (Adam knew his wife) Genesis 4:1
4) -  FIGHTING (Cain murdered Abel) Genesis 4:8

WHAT IS THE MARK?

     Adam figuratively received the mark of the beast by partaking of the fruit of the tree of
knowledge of good and evil. (Kha-rag-mah is the Greek NT word for “mark” from which the
English word Character is derived; or behavior). Through this reptilian interaction or genetic
tampering,  a  DNA mis-sequence on the genetic  marker of  humans came about.  The Serpent
Brain became negatively activated. Before this time, the oldest of the triune brain (Reptile Brain)
functioned in unison with the other two parts (Limbic Nerve System / Neo-Mammalian Brain and
Neo-Cortex) in the earlier Adamic creation. Before Genesis chapter 3 Adam and Eve operated
out of “whole brain” or “hemispheric synchronization” capacity with the ability to communicate
with animals, plants, and all life forms, to experience multidimensional realities, to understand
and access the stars, they experience agelessness and a light-body.

     The outward story and picture of the Serpent became Adam and Eve’s inward reality. They
and all of humanity became marked or received the genetic misinformation that produced fear
and activated the Serpent Brain in a negative sense.  This became the beast within mankind.
Adam fell genetically, dimensionally and consciously and he has continued to fall as the character
of the beast has become more deep-seated in mankind.

     “Now the serpent was more crafty than any beast of the field.” Genesis 3:1 KJV

     What about the number 666, computer chips and other hi tech implants? It’s  fear and
ignorance appealing to the Serpent Brain creating reactions. We give you permission to turn off
the negative Serpent Brain and THINK. (We acknowledge that implants are highly probable and
may become mandatory in this new world order of things to some degree).

PROVOKING QUESTIONS:

*  What laser tattoo, computer chip or implant the size of a grain of rice that man can
make is so powerful it can undo the blood work of Christ at the Cross and the resurrection power
that’s manifesting in you now?

* Do you really believe a literal etching on your hand or forehead could change God’s love
for you? (Selah, meditate on this thought). 
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(In posing those thought provoking questions, I am also fully aware of the hidden purposes of
such implants and hi-tech devices that can literally change human DNA.  One of the sinister
intents is to obstruct the frequency of God that will cause transformation.)

     All of humanity has the mark of the beast, but greater than that, all humanity has the mark
(character) of God waiting to be activated.

“So the LORD God said to the serpent, “Because you have done this, Cursed are you above
all the livestock and all the wild animals! You will crawl on your belly and you will eat dust all the
days of your life.”  Genesis 3:14 NIV

     The Serpent was cursed to slither on the belly and eat dust. This means that the Reptilian
Brain (carnal mind) expresses itself through the base or lowest level of humanity (fear, rituals,
anger, rage, violence, sexual deviation, etc). Fed by fear, the Serpent Brain reacts to the ancient
programming of contaminated fallen Adamic genetics. It is the old Reptilian Brain that creates
and receives deception.

     “That old serpent, called the Devil and Satan is what deceived the whole world...”  Revelation
12:9 KJV

     WHERE IS THAT OLD SERPENT?!  The innermost core of the human brain, the oldest and
most primitive part of the brain that functions likes a Serpent (reptile-dragon brain). I heard this
ancient Egyptian proverb as a child that seems to have stuck in my mind over all these years.
“There is a devil and there’s no doubt, but is he trying to get in or get out.”   I am not denying that
there is a negative force, energy, entity or spirit that may operate outside of the human reality.
One can only exert authority over what is recognized.  However,  the most concern should be
focused on overcoming the ancient reptilian programming within.  There is nothing wrong with
the system; it just needs reprogramming (new information, revelation).

THE CURSES

     The human brain is divided into 3 main parts, as we have discussed; it is called the Triune
Brain (Serpent/Reptile  Brain,  Neo-Mammal Brain and Neo-Cortex).  We are living proof and
science  confirms that  the 3-brains  communicate with each other;  this  is  how we are able  to
function as healthy human beings. And we know from scripture in Genesis chapter 3 that there
appears  to  be  this  communication  between  3  entities  (Serpent,  Eve  and  Adam).  On  the
metaphysical level, this is further proof of the inner dialog of Genesis chapter 3 within humans.
From  here  on,  see  this  experience  of  Genesis  taking  place  in  you,  the  communication  and
questioning take place frequently.  Also, understand not only is your brain  triune, but you are a
triune being.  

    The reptilian brain communicates through a system of nerves, in other parts of the brain in
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images of dream-like state. Dreams do not originate in the Serpent Brain, reptiles can not dream.
However, through the system of nerves going through the Limbic Nerve System images can be
formed and projected into the Neo-Cortex or Frontal Lobes area.

     “And the LORD God caused a deep sleep to fall upon Adam, and he slept...“  Genesis 2:21

     Adam fell into a deep sleep; I wonder what he might have dreamt. There is no Scripture that
says, “God woke Adam from his sleep.”  Could Adam yet be asleep and dreaming? Is it possible
that his dream has lasted over 6000 biblical years in linear time, but only seems like a night to
him in the realm of “no time?”  Could we all be the virtual images that make up Adam’s Dream?

SERPENT =  REPTILE BRAIN

     “So the LORD God said to the serpent, “Because you have done this, Cursed are you above all
the livestock and all the wild animals! You will crawl on your belly and you will eat dust all the days
of your life. And I will put enmity between you and the woman, and between your offspring and
hers; he will crush your head, and you will strike his heel.”   Genesis 3:14-15 NIV

     The first curse (punishment) came upon the Serpent; he would slither on his belly and eat dust
all the days of his life. (Does this mean he had legs or wings prior to this?)   Furthermore, there
would be conflict between the seed of the woman and the “Serpent's offspring.”

     Either I missed something, or there’s more to the literal historic aspect of this story and much
more happened around the tree with Eve than what you are told in Sunday School or Sunday
morning worship.  The Serpent  has  an offspring?!  That  would  mean the  Serpent (Reptilian)
performed a sexual act with someone that got pregnant and we know know it was not Adam.  It
had to be Eve.  Her first son Cain, the one that became the first biblical recorded murderer, was
fathered by the Reptilian.  This is why we yet have a reptilian-hybrid race (seed) yet on the planet
today. Allow that to sink in, as we move forward with our main idea.

     The Serpent's curse was to eat dust. In watching nature and science programs, I’ve never
heard them talk of a serpent that had a diet of dust. Snakes are carnivores. They seem to always
be more interested in rodents, livestock and sometime humans.—I ACT!!

     The reptile brain was  perceived  to be restricted to relating to the 4 basic functions. The
restrictions were negative expressions of fear, hostility, and the survival mode. All of this is from
the dust realm (dust represents the lowest form of humanity expressed through Self-ish desires).
The prophet Isaiah said,  “Awake, shake yourself from the dust, arise.”  Isaiah 52:1-2 KJV

     Adam was formed from the dust of the ground; the Creator genetically altered those lowly
particles by speeding up the frequency of the molecules and breathed life into him and he became
an organized living, acting, feeling, emotional, soulish spirit being. However, when humans are
not operating at optimum level and not living out from Spirit, the vibratory frequency of our
being is  slowed down.  Instead of  being the  imaged  formed clay  (stardust)  man that  can be
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reformed again and again in the Masters hands, we become loose disorganized dust particles
blown about by the winds of life and doctrines, lost in a dust ball of actions and reaction driven
by fear.

     “For dust thou art, and unto dust shall thou return.” Genesis 3:19 KJV 

     Only at the lowly dust level does the Serpent have access to devour or overcome you, to
magnify the reptilian behavior and bring death. Don’t allow yourself to become “Devil’s Food,”
which means functioning on a slower vibration lacking star light. Arise, shake yourself from the
lower dust nature and be the expressed image of God that you truly are.

    The 4-main Behaviors/Functions of the Serpent Brain are not bad or evil,  they are necessary for
man’s survival when in balance. Without the Serpent Brain (brain stem), we would not be able to
function on the  basic  levels  as  humans;  sleep,  eat,  body maintenance,  and memories.  It  is  the
unconscious work of the Serpent Brain the keeps your heart beating and lungs breathing.

EVE =  NEO MAMMAL BRAIN

     “To the woman he said, ‘I will greatly increase your pains in childbearing; with pain you will
give birth to children. Your desire will be for your husband, and he will rule over you.” Genesis 3:16

     The second curse (punishment) was for Eve or the Neo-Mammal Brain, where the Limbic
System of nerves are that control the emotions or E = energy in Motion.  She would experience
pain,  hurt  and  sorrow  in  child-bearing.  She  would  also  experience  ranges  of  out  of  control
emotions brought on by love, the greatest of all emotions. Love hurts. It would be the emotional
struggle of bringing forth seeds of promise and somewhat losing her identity.—I FEEL!!

  This  is  the  perceived punishment  or  restriction  in  the  expression  of  the  emotions  and
imagination,  where  seemingly  there  would  be  a  struggle  to  stay  balanced.  This  (Eve-Limbic
Brain) is the feminine side of human (not in gender), or a type of the soul of all mankind. The
challenge of being a submitted disciple would be tested again and again as Eve, the Neo-Mammal
Brain, the master of manipulating emotions, would demand equal time.

     “Casting down imaginations, and every high thing that exalts itself against the knowledge of
God, and bringing into captivity every thought to the obedience of Christ.”  2 Corinthians 10:5 KJV

     Feelings can be very deceptive and our reality can change at a moment’s notice. Through
spiritual weapons of divine power are we able to pull down the false images and imaginations
that become erected in our mind. The fear induced images demand attention and worship, but a
higher command has gone forth to make no images to bow to, even mentally. Allow the Christ
image or Christ Consciousness to be erected in your emotions and imagination and be led by the
Spirit instead of emotions.
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ADAM = NEO CORTEX BRAIN

     “And unto Adam he said, Because thou hast hearkened unto the voice of thy wife, and hast eaten
of the tree, of which I commanded thee, saying, Thou shall not eat of it: cursed is the ground for thy
sake; in sorrow shall thou eat of it all the days of thy life; Thorns also and thistles shall it bring
forth to thee; and thou shall eat the herb of the field; In the sweat of thy face (brow) shall thou eat
bread, till thou return unto the ground; for out of it you were taken: for dust thou art, and unto dust
shall thou return.”  Genesis 3:17-19 KJV

     The third perceived curse (punishment) was for Adam or the Neo-Cortex Brain, which is the
highest level where positive brain power resides and where electrochemical energy rushes when
the amygdala is turned on. This is one of the areas where science discovered that the “born again
experience,” “nirvana” and “enlightenment” takes place. The frontal lobes become open and all
the senses from the Serpent Brain and Neo-Mammal Brain are magnified, as the Triune Brain
becomes seemingly ONE, flooded with unlimited information and euphoria.—I THINK!!

     The  perceived punishment came upon the ground to not produce and what did come forth
would be through hard labor, the sweat of Adam’s face (brow) all the days of his life. Spiritually
speaking, this means that the Pineal Gland, a small gland between the left and right hemisphere
of the brain (called the brow chakra or 3rd Eye in Afro/Asian culture) would become closed. In
ancient art this gland was often symbolize by the Pine Cone. Humans shut or cover their eyes
when they become startled are afraid, this is what happened to Adam. His 3rd eye was shut.

     The 3rd eye is the area of intuition, it is the member that sees or is God. Because of the
perceived curse, the frontal lobes and right brain would become complicated to access and open
also. Spirituality, enlightenment, the supernatural, unlimited sight, creativity, abundance and all
the positive energies would somehow be sealed within.

     (The pineal gland is one of the main glands of the endocrine systems of glands that control the
body; it helps to orchestrate the body and sleep. It is a pine cone shaped gland lodge in the middle
of the left and right hemispheres of the brain between the eyebrows).

     Adam was told that his success would come through the sweat of his brow (“ze-ah”-the
Hebrew root word for sweat means, agitation and fear). The Creator was saying that through
works  and  much  effort  humans  would  gain  access  to  the  realm  of  unlimited  intuition  and
spirituality  again.  Isn’t  this  what we have experienced for at  least  the  past  6000 years-hard
religious  and  humanitarian  works  motivated  by  fear  of  our  Father/  Creator.  We  have  only
manifested a limited expression of Him and the kingdom of heaven within.
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     Every level of human consciousness and expression was affected and restricted as a result of
the curse projected from the Serpent Brain activated by fear of not being who God had already
declared they were. Fear paralyzes the unlimited potentials within.
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INVISIBLE CLOSET

I walk pass that room ten times a day, I don’t see it anymore
It has blended into the wall I created-I can’t even see the door-

It’s just stuff, old junk-- things I don’t want to think about
It's really nothing, I'm okay - but trapped need to get out-

No, I can't find it, I don't want to look ~~~ it’s not time
The noise from behind that wall drives me out of my mind-

Maybe ~~a peek but please don't make me go inside?
The fear, the pain, the memories ~~ I want to hide-

Stuck in time from the trauma of years ago and shame
Afraid to go into my invisible closet to deal with the pain-

Today nameless fears will be identified and dismissed
When I realize I deserve a life of peace and bliss-

Trapped emotions will leave my body and soul
As I release my fears to be made whole-

I am not the person in the invisible closet, scared and bound
I have been liberated and the wall is torn down-

John Lewis
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CHAPTER VII 

IDENTIFYING YOUR FEARS

     Please take as long as you need and identify your fears. I want you to write them out on some
paper.  This is a necessary exercise. Bring these fears out from the hidden invisible realm and
closet of your mind; into a visible state and look at them, see them for what they really are. Take
time and write them down, no matter how insignificant they may be or how many they may be.  

     Try to remember when and where each fear originated no matter how horrible or silly it may
appear to be. Once they are written, speak this Prayer Affirmation below over each of them and
feel the Love of God filling your being, as you release them, to be tormented by them never again.
Practice this for a few days, or as long as you need to and then take the paper and shred it or
burn it. Allow this to be a prophetic or symbolic gesture of being released to move from Fear to
Love with greater confidence in each of those areas.   (Do this each time fears accumulate, or if
some some reason old ones return. You Are Free!)

PRAYER - AFFIRMATION

(SPEAK THIS OUT LOUD WITH EMOTIONS)

     Father/Mother/Creator, I am thankful that you have given me a spirit of power and love. I
confess  that  I  have a  sound (healthy)  mind,  a  disciplined  mind;  I  have  the  mind of  Christ.
Therefore, I release myself from known and unknown fears and emotions attached to them in my
life.  Shine the search light of your Holy Spirit  and reveal where every seed of fear has been
planted and root it out by the power in name of Jesus (Yahshua) the Christ.

     (Release the childhood, adolescent and or adult  fears.  Release the emotion that  may be
associated with each fear if applicable by speaking out loud the prayer affirmation below. You
have permission to express every emotion during this exercise;  yell, scream or weep if necessary).

     I release all Childhood fears of the dark, of something in the closet, of something under the
bed and abuse (name it) in any form. I release all my Adolescent fears of not fitting in, or not
getting enough attention and love; rejection. I release all my Adult fears of abuse, abandonment,
of being alone, of not being able to care for myself, of rejection, of poverty, of success, of disease,
of death and of committing the unpardonable sin. I will no longer be manipulated and controlled
by trigger words that create negative emotions, fear, division and hatred. I ask for the seal of God
to be on my forehead to protect my mind and change my thinking process now.

     I receive the peace of God in every area of my life. The love of God fills my life and fear has no
place in me. I AM a son/daughter of the Most High God - I  AM created in His images and
likeness. My carnal mind is being transformed and renewed moment by moment to produce life
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and peace.  I  AM renewed in  the  spirit  of  my mind.  I  AM redeemed from the curse.  I  AM
complete in Love. I AM filled with Love. I AM loved and I love others. Amen. So be it.

     Now that you have written out your list, spoken the prayer and have released your fears and
torments, where do you go from here? This is the part where you learn to become a disciple
indeed. Reading a book, making a list, saying a prayer or having someone else pray for you is
only the first step. Your perception of life and everything around you must change daily. You must
consciously choose to Forgive yourself daily and Forgive others. There are residuals of the old
pattern of thinking, attitudes and behavior. There is also emotional and cellular memory that will
seek to  draw  you  back into  fear,  anxiety,  self-pity,  condemnation and  guilt.  When these  old
companions come knocking on the door of your thinking, emotions and memory, don’t answer it.
Don’t even dwell on the past for an instant. You must pull down the mental images immediately
and forgive yourself and others. The old tormenting companions will  go away for the moment.
Eventually, they will know they have no more access to you and wont return.

     Keep yourself filled with positive emotions, thoughts and speech, loving all that is good (God).
Study and meditate on the positive powerful words of your “holy book” and live them. Love
yourself and allow yourself to receive the unconditional love from the Creator; this will keep the
old reptilian companions of fear, self-pity, depression and guilt from your mental door. Loving
others  and allowing them to “BE” without self-righteously  judging others,  will  drive the old
tormenting companions far away.  They are attracted to negative thoughts, words and actions.
This is the simple key to Your Transformation.
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PART III

TRANSFORMING YOUR FEARS

There is a clock set in the lowly caterpillar’s DNA. At the appointed time, she must put herself
into a cocoon and become transformed into a seemingly totally different specie.  As the inner
alarm goes off, she will emerge with unimaginable beauty and lightness, sampling the new world.

So it is with humanity; we are at the end of time for living as only humans. We are emerging out
of the cocoon of fear and transforming into the image of the Divine. Hear the sacred blast of the
12 horns within that releases you from the illusionary self. The tired Carnal Mind/Serpent Brain
of humanity has run its course and must surrender to the power of transmutation. Humanity will
arise with lightness and enlightenment to soar and sample a new world.

In Parts I & II, we dealt mostly with the issues of the body (physical world -outer court) and soul
(holy place-relationships). Now we will progress to unravel the mysteries of Spirit (holy of holies-
your Identity) – the realm of Reality.  This part is highly prophetic of things that will be and are
manifesting now.  Allow this to become your experience, as we speak in the language of science,
metaphysics, various religions and 21st Century Mysticism.

BECOMING THE PATH
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TRANSMUTATION

The apothecary mixes her herbs and spices with the precise measurements
to produce an unknown fragrance-

The alchemist draws from within himself the contrast of elements to
produce the metal of divine radiance-

Codes, clues, markers and hidden symbols are the cloaks for the
practitioners of illumination-

While chanting and conjuring the awesome power of transmutation-

The unearthly sweet fragrances have intoxicated my senses and carried me away, 
Far from the fears and regrets of yesterday-

The perceived curse that was, is not and is gone from me
Absorbed by the Serpent hanging on a rugged Tree-

No more a lowly serpent with a venomous bite
You have now grown wings-so take your flight

To the highest realm around the throne of my being
Guarding the Word most sacred that I am seeing

The fire of the inner alchemist burns within to melt my soul-
After I am tried I shall emerge as pure gold-

Holy, holy, holy cries the Seraph from within
My body-temple is filled with the glory light again-

Reformatted DNA, I have evolved and in my right mind
My 3rd eye is open and I transcend space and  time-

John Lewis
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CHAPTER VIII 

TRANSFORMATION OF THE SERPENT BRAIN 

     There is  nothing wrong with the equipment (reptile  brain); it  is  there to serve a higher
purposely  than  what  we  have  known.  Every  part  of  the  human  anatomy  declares  hidden
powerful  messages of the wonders of our Creator. The appointed time has come for humans to
evolve and for the messages in our anatomy (body temple) to speak. Jesus (Yahshua) and all the
prophets of every culture foresaw and spoke of this great change. The language they used to
describe it was often in parables or metaphors. We will  discover this in the following chapters, as
we  follow  the  many  clues  and  codes  given  throughout  the  Bible  and  from  ancient  cultures
worldwide.  Once  the  Serpent  Brain  is  reprogrammed  and  activated  to  function  as  prior  to
Genesis chapter 3, humans will function out of whole brain synchronization. This is Divine Mind
or the Mind of Christ. 

     The Brain is called the Triune Brain because it has 3-main parts. The Bible speaks about 3-
Minds:  (Mind  is  the  consciousness  within  the  brain,  the  thinking,  feeling,  reasoning  and
impulses).

*  THE  CARNAL MIND  =  The  Serpent  Brain  =SERPENT-  “To  be  carnally  minded
(operating from the system of impulses generated by fear and selfishness) is Death. This process
does not submit to the higher law (operations) of all that is good or God.”  Romans 8:6 Order of
Melchizedek JLV

* THE NATURAL MIND = The Neo-Mammal Brain =EVE-  “The natural mind does not
receive (understand) the things of the Spirit of God; for they are foolishness (because the natural
mind depends on the 5-sense realm and is led by emotion, this soulish mind can not process spiritual
truth)”  1 Corinthians 2:14 Order of Melchizedek JLV

*  THE  SPIRITUAL  MIND  =  The  Neo-Cortex  =ADAM  -”To  be  spiritually  minded
(operating from the system of meditating on God thoughts motivated by love and selflessness) is Life
and peace. This thinking is submitted and aligned with a higher frequency, the Divine Mind, the
Mind of Christ.” Romans 8:6, Philippians 2:5 Order of Melchizedek JLV

     “Do not be conformed to this world (this age), [fashioned after and adapted to its external,
superficial customs], but be transformed (changed) by the [entire] renewal of your mind[by its new
ideals and its new attitude], so that you may prove [for yourselves] what is the good and acceptable
and perfect will of God, even the thing which is good and acceptable and perfect [in His sight for
you].”  Romans 12:2
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BOOK OF GENETICS

            
     It  had been about 3 or 4 years  since I  stepped further away from the religious box of
limitations, I had long jumped out of.  I had long been considered a bit weird, although, people
could not deny the prophetic call and miracle manifestations that followed my ministry.   I was
constantly warned and encouraged by godly father-like men of God, “Just stick to the basics son
and prophesying and your ministry will be very successful.” But I was hungry and craving for
MORE.  The 'just' beyond basics that I taught/preached was not enough.  Deep was calling to my
deep and I was answering.  My spirit was being flooded with “spiritual science,” I was able to
connect the dots easily  between the Bible,  holy books from other religions,  Indigenous story-
telling from various lands; with what I was understanding about modern science.  It was LIFE!
It was Exciting!  It was TRUTH!  It was all the same Voice, using different words.

     While sitting in the airport in Manila, Philippines, waiting to fly back to Seattle, WA, after
weeks of living in the glory and seeing many lives changed and supernatural miracles; something
happened.  As I was meditating on what I had been receiving and writing about DNA, Spirit said
to host a DNA Conference in October.  It was to be called, DIVINE NATURE ACTIVATED –
DNA Conference -  Sukkot (Tabernacles) 2003.  This would mean a “coming out,”  becoming even
more controversial and enduring more persecution.  The letters D-N-A and quotes from science
was mostly  a  “no,  no,”  unless  it  dealt  with Creationism.   The DNA Conference was a  huge
success, as Spirit drew people from across the nation and out of the country.  They left with an
experience, testimony and an introduction to the Book of Genetics (Bible),  as they had never
heard before.
     
     The Book of Genesis is the book of genetics, genes, and beginnings. This is one of the reasons
we find extensive geneology of mankind; so and so “begot” so and so, etc. etc. In chapter 2, we are
introduced to the science of DNA, genetic manipulation and a form of cloning.  As our heavily
edited version of the story goes; the Creator realized there was no one suitable for the Adam he
had formed and that it was not good for him to be alone. God caused a deep sleep to fall upon
Adam and took a “rib” out of his side and created woman. I think most people realize it was not
a literal (spare) rib taken from his side. The Hebrew word for rib is “tsela” which means to
curve, side chamber, to build, or a cell. God literally took from the nucleus of the human cell, the
curve (spiral deoxyRIBonucleic acid) and X chromosome to clone a female version of Adam,
called Eve.
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     The Creator left many clues throughout the Bible and other ancient cultures to make it easier
for us to fully understand our beginning and unveiling. He was fully aware that English would be
the predominant language of the 21st century, when there would be an awakening of human
consciousness. Thus, we will find a play on words throughout the Bible, other holy books and
metaphors. DNA is deoxyRIBonucleic acid, and this is further confirmation of how the clue was
hidden in  the  middle  of  the  word.   Unfortunately,  most  who study the  Bible  have  not  even
scratched the surface to discover the many hidden clues that lead to a deeper spiritual life.  The
ceiling for understanding biblical mysteries and receiving revelation knowledge is not normally
allowed to go beyond the Pastor and the limited information he has learned in Bible School,
sometimes I called, Cemetery.  It is because they rarely go beyond the dead letter of the word.

     Genesis is the outward record book of fallen genetics on the planet, reflecting the internal
book of genetics called DNA. The DNA structure is called the Book of Life by modern scientist; it
is the record keeper of all humanity. The prophetic psalmist David alluded to this internal book.

     “My frame was not hidden from you when I was made in the secret place. When I was woven
together in the depths of the earth, your eyes saw my unformed body. All the days ordained for me
were written in your Book (scroll) before one of them came to be.”  Psalms 139:15-16 NIV

     Coiled and rolled like a scroll within each of the more than 60 trillion cells of the human body
is over 6 feet of pure Intelligence called double helix or double serpent DNA. This is the Internal
Book of  Genesis-Revelation or Genetics-Unveiling;  where  all  life,  past,  present  and future  is
recorded. The  Book Genesis is the outward story of your internal story and that of every person
that has been on the planet and will be on the planet.

    Some of the most recent scientific facts about DNA reveal that there is 6.5 feet of DNA in each
cell.  “Taking into  account  of  there  is  approximately  60 trillion  cells  in  the  body human,  some
scientists say more.  If all the DNA in an adult human were to be unwound from each cell, stretched
out and connected together, it would reach from Earth to the Sun and back 70 times. This is based
on “Length of a Human DNA Molecule,” The Physics Factbook, Edited by Glenn Elert.” 

     You are a biological super-computer, filled with genetic and molecular codes far beyond what
the present human mind can think or imagine — words have not been created to even verbalize
it. Thus, DNA has to be designed by a Superior Thinking Mind and not random molecules, cells
and gushy stuff randomly meshing together. 

    The so called “fall of Adam” that brought on the perceived  curse (punishment) was not just
about what might be considered a moral fall, error in judgment or disobedience to the Creator.
More importantly, it was a fall in genetics, a fall dimensionally and a fall in consciousness. A big
prophetic clue is the story and art of Genesis chapter 3 of a serpent coiled around a tree. That is
the outward picture of RNA, or the single helix of DNA. RNA is (RIBonucleic acid). The RNA
structure is usually seen as a single helix structure, a spiral upward as a serpent. RNA has four
different bases: adenine, guanine, cytosine, and uracil. The first three are the same as those found
in DNA, but uracil replaces thymine as the base complementary to adenine. This may be because
uracil is energetically less expensive to produce, although it easily degenerates into cytosine.

     This ancient single helix art-single serpent structure wrapped around a pole or tree can be
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traced back to at least 5000 years, as the ancients carved this image on pottery, in caves, and on
walls. Our ancestors somehow knew about this science and we have just rediscovered it a little
over 50 years ago. The mystical clues were left to tell us that the key to humans being restored
would be found in our DNA and the Reptile Brain.  Let us explore Adam's perceived Fall step by
step and his ascension.

ADAM’S GENETIC FALL

     The stories we read about in the Bible and other holy books of the history of mankind's plight
and prophetic redemption can be found written in the stars of heaven, nature and even the cells
of the human body. The Genetic Fall of Adam is prophetically implicated when the Creator told
the Serpent that he would crawl on his belly  (lowest expression) all  the days of his life.  The
Serpent was a symbol or metaphoric of the messenger RNA structure.  In Christian belief, this
Serpent represents the devil transformed into an angel of light. The Greek definition of the New
Testament word for 'angel' means messenger.  The Serpent's message caused a mis-sequencing in
human genetics that eventually led to physical death.. In this instance, the DNA frequency as a
receiver and transmitter in humans  became limited to  receiving and transmitting lower and
slower vibration frequencies. Thus, some the Intelligence and information coiled within the DNA
would become fear based distortions and easily manipulated by thoughts. This mis-information
programming would cause the physical body to become weak, limited, lacking, dis-ease prone
and destined to eventually die by a specific time, as the Psalmist David wrote 3000 years ago.

     “All the days ordained for me were written in your Book (DNA scroll) before one of them came to
be.”  Psalms 139:16 NIV

     “And the LORD God commanded the man, “You are free to eat from any tree in the garden; but
you shall not eat from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, for in the day that you eat of it you
will surely die.” Genesis 2:16-17 KJV

     When Adam and Eve perceived that the genetic programming of their double helix DNA had
changed, and they were no longer expressing their light-bodies, they became afraid.  This genetic
fall  or  genetic  manipulation  of  the  human  began  to  manifest  rapidly.   The  fruit,  whether
metaphoric or literal, triggered something in the DNA of humans that caused them not to be able
to access all that they were.  Internal systems began failing, as codes and sequencing in their body
malfunctioned and missed; switching some operations off.   The 64 Codons (Codons -sequences of
three nucleotides, genetic codes, genetic language and literal switches that determine internal and
external manifestations, based on being turned on or off) were being turned off, possibly one by
one or in gene clusters  and they could feel  an unknown level  of  humanness,  they had never
experienced before.   The beautiful glory light emanating from within, due to the 64 codes on,
became duller and duller; as what was perceived as ugly on their body appeared.  

     The jeweled treasure that covered their outside vanished inside,  to  be later known as a
treasure hidden in  earthen vessels.   They covered their genitals  with fig  leaves  to hide what
appeared as ugliness compared to their prior higher genetic genitalia manifestation. They were
frightened and appalled at their decaying human flesh and sense of mortality.  Can you imagine,
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it must have felt like a beautiful butterfly having a reverse metamorphosis, degenerating into a
caterpillar.   The new fallen  genetic  mis-information was transferred from the template  DNA
strand to be copied onto the complementary DNA strand assuring that every human born would
have the same genetic mis-information that produces death.

      “I was afraid, because I was naked; and I hid myself.”  Genesis 3:10 KJV

     Furthermore,  so  great  was the  fear and negativity  projected from Adam, who was the
powerful Elohim (God) of the earth,  that the very DNA of the planet and all its creatures began
to reflect the perception of Adam’s reality. They too were affected by this genetic fall, the aging
and death process began to manifest all around them. In and through Adam’s fallen genetics, all
life forms experience the state of death.  

     Humans today have only about 20-22 of the 64 Codons turned on in our genetic make-up, 42-
44 remained turned off.  This is not enough to sustain longevity and divine health. For the wages
of what is perceived as sin is death. What is sin?  Sin only means missing the mark, it is an ancient
archery term used when one does not hit the target.  It is the Greek NT word “ha-mar-te-a.”
This goes much deeper than disobeying religious rules. Rebellion and disobedience to Divine Law
written in our heart and our conscience is only the outward expression of what has happened at
the genetic-cellular level with all humans.   

     Since Genesis chapter 3, all  of humanity has missed the mark - “sinned.”  What mark?
Several years ago I was mowing the dried up weeds, little grass and dust, in my desert landscape
back yard.  I accidentally hit a slightly raised hill of dust and got a good dose of blow back from
the  lawnmower.  I  have  an  allergy  to  dust,  especially,  that  amount.   While  in  bed  suffering
needlessly a few days with a fever, chills, flu like symptoms and loss of my voice, I prayed for
healing.  I needed my voice back, because I had to travel to speak at a conference the following
day.  As I meditated on the definition of “sin” missing the mark, I heard the Spirit say loudly
within me, “What mark?”  Then, the answer came immediately in my spirit, “we have missed the
genetic marker.”   My unnecessary suffering, refusing to take medicine, unless I can't handle it
anymore paid off in many ways.  With that rhema revelation alone, that revealed word brought
healing and light.  My fever immediately broke, the chills left, my voice returned and I got up
rejoicing. The next  day I flew to speak at the conference.  Of course, now I had a new message,
“Missing the Genetic Marker.” 

     What is a genetic mark or marker? A genetic marker is a gene or DNA sequence with a known
location (mark) on a chromosome and associated with a particular gene or trait. Genetic markers
can  identify  sets  of  genes  that  cause  cancer,  disease,  ancestry,  health,  eye  color,  skin  color,
longevity, etc.

     The wages, outcome or effects for missing the genetic marker, genetic mis-sequencing and mis-
information of DNA language is surely death. So what religions interpret as “sin” should not
really be only about the external things we do or don’t do.  Perceived negative speech, thoughts
and actions are only external effects of a deeper genetic cause in the programming of all humans.
There is a genetic marker -language for Glory, out of which flows divine health, longevity, wealth,
opulence, immortality, joy unspeakable, peace, unconditional love and divinity. This is why the
Apostle Paul said, 
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     “All have sinned  (missed the genetic marker) and fallen short of the glory (marker-target).”

     The story of mankind and the planet does not end there: “BUT the gift of God is eternal life
through Jesus the Christ.”  The gift (Greek NT word “charisma” = Grace,  knowledge, favor,
virtue) of God was manifested in the embodiment of Jesus (Yahshua) the Christ in the message
and life  that  he  lived.  He  represented  and  presented  the  Original  DNA Template  Strand  of
Regeneration.  In Him alone was the knowledge, technology and Grace codes to recreate and
restore genetically fallen or downgraded humanity and all creation.  He (Christ), being the 2nd or
last Adam, carried in his DNA the turned on 42 genetic Codons (codes on) that originally got
turned off in the 1st Adam, leaving us with only 24 turned on.  Thus,  making it  possible for
humans to operate as divine beings again, with all 64 genetic codes turned on.  This mystery is
also concealed in the genealogical record of Jesus (Yahshua) in Matthew chapter 1 account of 40
generations leading up to Yahshua being the 41st. Each named generation leader represented a
codon being turned on to eventually produce Messiah with the 64 codons turned on and later his
New Creation specie being -manifested sons/daughters of God, the 42nd.  22+42=64

     Herein lies many other mysteries set forth in numbers/numerology that I wont veer too far off
into, lest we leave our point.  64 or 6+4=10 -  Yahweh gave us the Torah summed up in 10 mystical
Commandments that were not meant to be kept in the legalistic sense as Moses and others to this
day thought.  They were a metaphor for the divine law of 10 laid out in the body human in many
ways.   It is the Yod (10th letter of the Hebrew alphabet), hand or finger of God reaching out to
humanity.  Yahweh gave the ancient Hebrews 613 laws and ordinances to keep (6+1+3=10). The
64 Codons turned on, is a metaphor for the 10 Commandments activated to bring Life and Light.
However, people always had a problem “keeping” the top 10 and we fall short, repeatedly missing
the mark, thus, guilty of breaking all.  Jesus (Yahshua) gave us an expanded revelation of how to
“keep” or activate the 10 or 6+4.  It is through LOVE.   64 or 6+4=10  - 10 reduces to 1.  There is
only (1) Law, it is the Law of LOVE.  This law fulfills all and trumps all laws.  Love the Creator,
love  your neighbor and most  of  all  Love  yourself.   This  creates  Change or Transformation.
“Hear, O' Israel: the Lord our God, Yahweh is ONE.”    Deuteronomy 6:4 

     This mystic secret is also cleverly hidden in other cultures.  In Chinese culture, the mystery of
the 64 Codons is concealed in the “Classic of Changes,” or Book of Changes, better known as the
“I Ching (Change).”  I prefer calling it the “Eye Change.”  The I Ching is ancient Chinese text of
64 mystical symbols used for divining the mind of God.  This form of prophetic science is used by
casting I Ching sticks - the 64 reveals the unknown.  In the Bible, this same prophetic science was
called “casting lots,”  Jesus disciples used it in Acts 1:26.  Moving beyond the basic obvious, the
64 codes of Chinese text is an ancient interface on a subtle energetic level to hack into the 64
Codons and create Change.  The universal message of the Creator about the coming Change is
embedded in every culture.   Again, the 64 ancient Chinese characters reduces to 1. 
     
     There are only (2) frequencies that create emotions on the planet, Fear and Love.  Everything
you see and don't see stems from one or the other.  The Ultimate Love frequency was sent and
amplified to absorb and transmute Fear, and all it's torment.  Creator God sent Love in the form 

of the God-man, Jesus (Yahshua) as his gift (Grace) to activate the power of  “pa-len-GE'NE-sia.”
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     This is the ability to create and form life again and again from within oneself. ReGENEration
(Greek  NT  word  palengenesia  =  regene-ing,  new  birth,  renewal  and  re-creation)  is  the
reactivation and raising  to  a  higher frequency  fallen  or downgraded human DNA; that  will
produce unlimited realities and physical immortality. This Re-Gene-ing also includes all creation
and the planet itself.  

     “Jesus replied, “Yes, you have followed me. In the re-creation (re-generation) of the world, when
the Son of Man will rule gloriously, you who have followed me will also rule ...”   (Romans 3:23,
6:23 KJV, Matthew 19:28 Message Bible) 

     

ADAM’S DIMENSIONAL FALL

     “Adam, where are you?”

     The  Fall in Genetics or reprogramming of human genetics led to the  Fall Dimensionally.
Locked within the human double helix DNA programming are unlimited potentials; the fiber
optics of this bio-frequency information granted Adam and Eve access to many dimensions and
realities of existence. In that existence, all dimensions are one. They were not limited in mobility
and could travel at the speed of thought throughout the universe. However, they might not have
come to full realization of this or the need to prior Genesis 3.  Their physical light-body was their
space suits, equipped with the ability to adapt to any environment. Remember, they were created
in the image and likeness of the Elohim.  They were Elohim (Gods).

     Humans fell from easy access to the 4th dimension, 5th dimension and beyond, which granted
unlimited movement; to the limited 3rd dimensional world. The trans-dimensional and multi-
dimensional states became shut off in part, granting access only to those with a craving to move
beyond the 3-dimensional world of illusions.  However, for the most part for eons, accessed was
granted  through  rigorous  prolonged  fasting  and  other  extreme  spiritual  disciplines  that  are
necessary to by-pass the delusions of the 3-D world. The invisible worlds/dimensions around and
within humans slowly became out of reach and considered nonexistent.  Humans continued to fall
or be lowered to a state of being, whereas, they only could believe what they could see.  As their
inner eye closed, only the two physical eyes were relied upon. The dense limited illusion of the
world became their accepted reality.

     The Voice that once walked and talked with them in the Garden of their being, in the cool
(Hebrew word ru’ah = spirit) of the day, or Day of the Spirit within was suddenly perceived as a
voice of intimidation, judgment and anger. The loving voice, that they perceived as an angry voice
said,

     “And the LORD God called unto Adam, and said unto him, Where art thou?”  Genesis 3:9-10
KJV
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 This 3-dimensional world was strange, scary and new, they were not used to it and they did not
know where they were. The vibratory frequency of this realm was slower and everything was
denser.  They were unsure of  how to function in this  new realm; fear had created this awful
illusion for them. It  was as if  they had literally been relocated to a distant dying planet.   In
reality, they were yet in the Garden. Fear had created lines that separate or appear to separate
dimensions and this new reality was changing moment by moment as they entered into a form of
“twilight zone.”  

     Not only were they affected by this change, but the creation that they once governed and lived
in harmony with had lost much of its beauty and glory. The glory-light of the Creator’s essence
emanating from every body of water,  animal, tree,  leaf, stone, flower, fruit,  blade of grass in
amazing digital colors had greatly diminished.  Even the insect kingdom was no longer attractive.
Material creation had somehow become a prisoner to the 3-dimensional world and its limited
expressions and changes. 

     “For I consider [from the standpoint of faith] that the sufferings of the present life are not
worthy to be compared with the glory that is about to be revealed to us and in us! For [even the
whole] creation [all nature] waits eagerly for the children of God to be revealed. For the creation
was subjected to frustration and futility, not willingly [because of some intentional fault on its part],
but by the will of Him who subjected it, in hope that the creation itself will also be freed from its
bondage to decay [and gain entrance] into the glorious freedom of the children of God. For we know
that the whole creation has been moaning together as in the pains of childbirth until now. And not
only this, but we too,...”   Romans 8:19-23  Amplified Bible

     The Eternal Voice yet calls out through the portals of time, space and dimensionality, “Come
up  here,”  Revelation  chapter  4.   We  were  given  the  example  of  how,  as  we  ascend  in
consciousness, the wall of dimensionality will come down. It will be as the Wall of Jericho did.  It
was  the  frequency,  the  sound  that  caused  the  Wall  to  fall  down  flat.   Can  you  hear  the
sound???!!!  It is not the sound of “Old Time Religion,”  that's not good enough.  It is not the
sound of Americanize version of God or any other nation. It is a pure unadulterated message to
connects  you back to  the  Godhead.  It  is  a  sound being heard by a  few but  increasing,  this
sound/message  of  the  12  trumpets/horns  of  Initiation  within  will  cause  the  walls  in  our
consciousness to fall – and the walls of dimensionalities without.  It will dispel all fear of giant
ideas, giant religious doctrines of men, giant theologies, giant religious personalities, and giant
denominations; that have dominated, intimidated and tried to defied the true army of Yahweh.  

     Release a frequency from your mouth.  It's time to, “Shout.”  Shout until every Fear from the
serpent brain is silenced.  Shout until every perceived Wall is crumbling in your life.  Shout, until
you realize, you're bigger than any giant that would challenge you. Shout on behalf of others,
until their  perceived Walls that separate them from what the Father has comes down.  Shout,
until there is no separation, all is one and you have access to every realm. Shout!!!   

     “God  has  gone  up  with  a  shout,  Yahweh  with  the  sound  of  a  trumpet.”   Psalms  47:5
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ADAM’S FALL IN CONSCIOUSNESS

     The Fall in Dimensionality led to the Fall in Consciousness. This new 3-D world of limitations
and denseness weighed heavily on Adam’s and Eve’s minds. The oneness with the Creator they
once  shared  had  now  developed  into  duality.  God  was  no  longer a  part  of  their  being,  but
perceived as  an  Entity  separate  from them and  angry,  needing  to  be  appeased.  The  Fall  in
Consciousness caused them to experience amnesia and to forget who they were and where they
were. Their conscious reality of themselves had drastically changed, as they saw themselves as
naked  (without  covering,  exposed,  vulnerable,  afraid  and  shameful).  The  consciousness  of
creation had also fallen and was not responding to them as it did before they fell genetically and
dimensionally.  The reverence creation had for the one who had given them their nature/name
was quickly diminishing.

     “I was afraid, because I was naked; and I hid myself...And God said, 'Who told you that you were
naked...?”   Genesis 3:10-11 KJV

   Take note! It was not the Creator that told Adam he was naked (weak, vulnerable, without
protection, exposed, sinful or shameful).  It was Adam’s confession based on FEAR, stemming
from his newly activated serpent brain.  That had become his belief and reality. Adam (humans)
out of fear, since then have been confessing that they are shameful, sinful, something is wrong
with them and weakness; thus, enforcing the genetic misinformation and making it stronger.

     Adam had come to believe that his heavenly Father/Mother Creator was actually against him,
and somehow this strong fear based belief was encoded into his DNA and cells, passing it down to
all humans.  Science has proven that humans can change their DNA by their thoughts or belief
system.   Furthermore,  we  pass  those  genes  down  to  our  offspring.   Shame,  guilt  and
condemnation filled the first parents of the Genesis chapter 2 creation.

     “As a person thinks and believes in their heart, so they must become.”  Proverbs 23:7 OOM JLV

     Therefore, we have gone to extremes to appease, please and win the affections, favor and
attention of the Creator through ritual, religion and rebellion. The reptilian illusion of an angry
God upset with His creation and anxious to destroy it is reinforced every Sunday morning in
most of Christendom.  It is also enforced among the other Abrahamic religions (Judaism, Islam).
This is what makes it difficult for the sincere truth-seeker to find their way to the kingdom of
God within.

     “You generation of vipers and hypocrites that do not permit others to enter the kingdom...”
Matthew 23 KJV

     At the same time the fear voices of religion and hate is preaching, the Voice of our Loving
Father/Mother, who is already pleased and is madly in love with creation is constantly calling in
the depths of our being,  “Where are you?” This is a Cell call, a call at the cellular level, to be
restored. The Voice is calling out from the inner Scroll of Genetics, “Return to me, I Love you.”
The call is encouraging a Cell Break.  Break out from the cell bars of illusions and limitations.
In reality, we never left the Garden.  Adam thought he was somewhere else, where God was not.
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Where is God not??? If you make your bed in hell, is He not there also?

     God is in that Bar, the Strip Club, Dance Club, Pornography Theatre, Prostitution house,
Adulterous  Motel  Room,  violent  alley-way,  under the  bridge,  drug  infested  place,  depressed
suicidal paranoid place,  fake perfect lifestyle,  success but no peace,  selfish, arrogant lifestyle,
messed up family, broken marriage, back-slidden hypocritical lifestyle,   scared and hate-filled,
that dead legalistic Church, Mosque, Temple or Synagogue –---- “Where are you??!!”  This is a
Cell Call of Love – Answer it and you break out of your jail you created for yourself.  RePent
means to change your mind again for the good; ascend in consciousness to the Pent-house. 

     “He has come in the volume of the Book (DNA scroll) that is written about you.”  (Hebrews 10:7,
Psalms 40:7)

     “Once you were alienated from God and were enemies in your own minds.” Colossians 1:21
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PERCEPTIONS

Perception is the companion and foe of humanity
It is the blessing or curse that creates my reality-

Shaping and reshaping my every action and reaction
Allowing me to experience the joy and sorrow of my creation-

I see and don’t see based on what I think I know
Judging, complimenting and criticizing this cosmic show-
From one extreme to the other my perception is strained

Caught up in the outer missing the inner that I can attain-

It was my perception that separated me from my divine self
Judging myself unworthy and everybody else-

There is a realm beyond perception which my 3rd eye can see
It is the realm of reality that’s manifesting in you and me-

With closed eyes I see the truth all around
Waiting to be experienced to liberate those who are bound

With the limitations and confusion of the sense realm,
Into the glorious liberty of the I AM

The curse that was and was not is gone
I AM back in my garden singing the Seraphim songs-

Not separated from the Source nor can ever be
Partaking of the Tree of Life that’s within me-

John Lewis
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CHAPTER IX 

WHAT CURSE?

     “Christ has redeemed us from the curse of the law; being made a curse for us, cursed is everyone
that hangs on a tree.”   Galatians 3:13 KJV

     “Christ redeemed us from that self-defeating, cursed life by absorbing it completely into himself.
Do you remember the Scripture that says, “Cursed is everyone who hangs on a tree”? That is what
happened when Jesus was nailed to the cross: He became a curse, and at the same time dissolved the
curse.”  Galatians 3:13 Message Bible

     In the previous sections, Part I- Indoctrination of Fear & Part II- Identifying Your Fears, we
discovered and explored the  perceived  curse rendered by the Creator. 2000 years ago Jesus the
Christ became what mankind had perceived as a curse and hung on a tree to CANCEL all the
torments  stemming  from  the  reptile  brain  or  carnal  mind  activated  by  Fear.   All  the
indoctrination  of  fear,  brainwashing,  and  genetic  misinformation  within  our  DNA  was
reprogrammed by his death, burial and resurrection. That which appeared as a curse is now a
blessing, to those who understand and believe. However, the realization of this truth has not yet
been fully manifested. This is partially due to the fact that we are yet operating in the system of
time, instead of the NOW.

     Time itself  can be somewhat of an illusion, although it  appears to be managed by solar
activities.   It appears that we are trapped in every moment that has existed and does exist, going
through time.  That is the reality of the 3-Dimensional world.  It is not the reality of what we call
Spirit, God or Energy that exist before, above, below beyond and through what is called Time.
Breaking through the genetic, dimensional and consciousness barriers of time brings us to a state
of no longer going through time. Rather, time goes through us and we catch up with what already
is...as one lives in the Perpetual Presence - present, NOW.

ADAM  -  REDEEMED  FROM  THE  CURSE  &  REACTIVATED
PINEAL GLAND

     “The Man said, “The Woman you gave me as a companion, she gave me fruit from the tree, and,
yes, I ate it.”  Genesis 3:12 NIV

     Adam, represents the Neo Cortex- (I THINK). He no longer has to be led by Eve (Limbic
Nerve System- Emotions-I FEEL).  Thus, the perceived punishment for listening to and obeying
her; instead of what the Creator spoke to him is over.  Eve is a type of the soul that Adam, a type
of the human spirit, was led by. Soul is the feminine feeling part of humanity. Soul is mind, will,
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emotions, intellect and imagination.  Humans are comprised of spirit, soul and body.

     “As many that are led by the Spirit of God, they are the sons of God.”  Romans 8:14

     Let us now fast forward to the 21st century, with the knowledge that there is no curse.  Curses
or blessings are normally placed or perform by using “words” magically.  A magician, sorcerer,
witch or prophet normally repeats the words like a chant to reinforce and build the energy of the
word. Normally, this is done with strong emotions involved and belief in the words that become
Spells.  It would appear that humanity and the planet was placed under a spell, a bad spell in
Genesis chapter 3.  According to biblical chronology, that would be nearly 7000 years ago.     

     2000 years ago, someone was sent to break or reverse the 'bad spell'  or  perceived curse
inflicted on human consciousness. In reality, this perceived curse was generated from the reptilian
brain and dream world of the 1st Adam in the Garden of Eden.    It was broken by the 'good
spells' (God spell-Gospel), words of the last or 2nd Adam aka Jesus (Yahshua) in the Garden of
Gethsemane.  His  ego death in  Gethsemane -  “Father,  not  my will,  but  thine  be  done,” made
Golgatha easy.    The Gospels are magical or spiritual words of transformation, once the proper
technology of faith is applied to unlock them.  We have a repeat of them 4 times with various
degrees of emotions and intent, as a written record.   

(Remember, Adam went to sleep in the Garden of Eden. The 2nd Adam did not fall asleep in the
Garden of Gethsemane, but his disciples - sons of Adam did.)

     Now Adam, the Neo-Cortex Brain (Gray Matter) is set Free?  He is redeemed from the curse.
YES!!!  Things are not always as simple as black or white, the gray does matter.

     According to the finished work of the last Adam Christ 'good spells,'  the perceived curse of
economical and spiritual poverty has been broken. There is no need to struggle; use the spells by
just asking, believe, receive and allow abundance. The fertile field of higher consciousness and
brain activity is accessible and waiting to be plowed to produce instant manifestations of thought.
We  have  access  to  the  frontal  lobes  and  right  brain,  where  Spirit  generates  visions,
foreknowledge, enlightenment, creativity and abundance unlimited. The curse said,

     “In the sweat of your brow you will eat your food.”   Genesis 3:19 NIV

     The word brow here is a metaphor for the 3rd Eye (Brow Chakra), Eye of Horus, scientifically
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called that pineal gland.   All of these are names describing the same thing, don't stumble over
'words'   or phrases,  making them a bad spell.  Chakra simple  means wheel  of  energy.   The
physical organs are only replicas of the energetic/spiritual organs in the body.  According to the
Genesis 3:19 verse, the brow (3rd Eye) has become dysfunctional under the perceived cursed. 

     Does modern science confirm what the ancient Africans, Indians and other enlighten cultures
knew?  Do humans really have a 3rd eye, or is this some baseless occultic teaching?  Is it located
between the eyebrows inside the brain?  Is this just a New Age teaching?

     'The front section of the Pineal Gland has the complete structure of a human eye. A study
from the laboratory of Dr. D.C.Klein, NIH has proven this:“the pineal gland contains more than
200 retina genes and photoreceptors.”  

     The ancient Egyptians and Indians were accurate to call the pineal gland the 3 rd eye, or eye of
Horus, since it  is  equipped to function as an eye. How did they understand this science long
before what we have now called modern technology?  

     Redemption from the  perceived curse also means that the pineal gland will begin to fully
function again. It will no longer be clogged with the sweat of Adam's brow.  Sweat is the Hebrew
word 'zeah,' which makes up the word zah ava; it means horror, FEAR, trembling and agitation.
Again, we see this whole experience was rooted in fear that produced hardship, poverty and
frustration.    The Brow Chakra -  3rd Eye,  Eye of  Horus,  the Pineal  Gland became clogged,
calcified and closed.  Good news,  the curse is broken. Now it's opening and we are seeing God in
our flesh, as the mind is  renewed. This is  the All-Seeing Eye of God within mankind, where
nothing is hidden.

     “Yet in my flesh shall I see God, whom I shall see for myself.”  Job 19:26-27 KJV

     You must develop your spirituality and INsight (eye sight from inside) to the point that you
can see God within for yourself and not depend on pastors, prophets, teachers, imams, rabbis or
gurus to show him to you. Remember, the Serpent’s question and statements caused Eve to fear
and  believe  she  was  not  the  divine  visible  expression  of  the  invisible  God.  The  deception
generated by fear leaves as we see or realize God in us, as us. Our struggle as humans to be like
God is over. We struggled, because we feared that we were only human and humans can never be
Gods. 

     This was the ancient struggle during Jacob’s dark night of the soul, where he wrestled inward,
outward, upward, to break away into a new dimension to see God in his face. First, he had to
overcame the  fear of  looking  his  twin  self  (brother-Essau)  in  the  face.   When  the  day  was
breaking, he was enlighten and named the place/experience Peniel (Penuel).  Genesis 32  Peniel
means To SEE God face to face.  This was a veiled mystical code name for what we would call,
Pineal in the 21st century.  The Pineal Gland is located in the center of the brain between the
eyeBrows.   It  is  the  Eye  of  Horus  as  the  ancient  Egyptians  of  Africa  portrayed  it  in  their
hieroglyphs.  This is the metaphysical place where you see God and become changed. Can you see
God in what appears as the weaknesses and imperfections in your flesh? Can you see God in the
shortcomings of your humanity?
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     Can you look into the mirror or say to others, “When you see me you see the Father?”  You
must come to that realization, as Jesus did.  As the eye of the Spirit is opened and we identify with
the Divine, the struggle is over. It is the return to Eden within. God is seen in all flesh and in
everything.  Race, skin color, ethnicity, political party, religion and every separation created by
fearful humans is dissolved in this place of Pineal/Peniel. There is only One, and we all make up
that One. There is Only GOD. How then can I fear, or hate others;  would it not be fearing or
hating myself??

WHAT DID THE ANCIENTS KNOW ABOUT THE PINEAL GLAND?

     As stated in Chapter VI; the pineal gland is formed in the shape of a pine cone and is lodged in
the middle of the left and right hemispheres of the brain, between the eyebrows. We know that in
Hinduism it is called the 3rd eye, and the Egyptians called it the All Seeing Eye of Horus, the sky
God.  Modern science proves that the Eye of Horus hieroglyph is the exact image of what the
pineal gland inside the brain looks like.  Also, we know that there was a play on words regarding
Jacob’s experience in Genesis 32 (Peniel-Pineal), that caused him to be transformed into Israel.
Were there other cultures also that knew about the powers and potentials of this tiny gland? Yes!
In most of the ancient cultures and religions this mystery is depicted in their art as we will see
below.  The powerful symbol you will see again and again from each continent, is the Pine Cone.
(Pine-al ~~ Pine)

     

     
     In the Dionysus Roman Religion, there was a  Bronze Hand that reveals many mysteries of
their practices. On the tip of the thumb there is a Pine Cone. Dionysus worshipers were known
for  seeing  visions;  after  working  themselves  into  a  frenzy  (brain  orgasm).  Dionysus  was
considered the god of religious mysteries, wine and ecstasy. 
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     In Reflexology the tip of the thumb is associated with the Pituitary and Pineal Glands. It is
believed that by massaging the tip of the thumbs, blockages are released and energy flows to
stimulate the Pineal Gland. As a result, visions become clearer.

     Below is an image of the Aztec Mexican goddess Chalchiutlicue, she holding a Pine Cone
symbolizing the birth, she was goddess of birth, streams and lakes.

    The Egyptian Staff of Osiris the sun god has a Pine Cone on top and the double helix around it.

    One of the ancient Assyrian winged god images extends a Pine Cone representing the power of
regeneration. The image is also known as Nimrod, the Assyrian god.

     The Pope carries a Pine Cone Staff and the Vatican Palace is filled with Pine Cone images on
the stairway carvings, candle holders and in various art forms. Did you know that the worlds
largest Pine Cone is erected in Vatican Square? What is the esoteric meaning behind this? What
ancient  secret  teachings  regarding  the  Pineal  Gland  might  be  hidden  away  deep  within  the
Vatican vaulted library chambers?

     Is this ancient Pagan and Christian symbol revealing ancient subliminal messages of esoteric
truth to be understood in our time? Why is it associated with Light and the Sun gods?  Jesus said,

     “The light of the body is the eye, if your eye be single your whole body will be filled with light.”
Matthew 6:22

     Meditate on what Jesus (Yahshua) said.  He did not say “eyes,” he specifically said, “EYE.”
The ancient Hebrews came out from Africa under the leadership of Moses, who was trained in all
the arts, sciences and religious practices of the Egyptians.  They were very much aware of the All
Seeing Eye of Horus, therefore, they understood what Jesus (Yahshua) was teaching. 
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     The Pine Cone is a symbol of Immortality and the Divine on earth.  The Judahites (Hebrews in
living southern Palestine/Israel) had previously been in Babylon and Persia for many years, but
had returned to their homeland of Judah (Jerusalem). It was discovered or revealed that there
was a prophetic festival that had been forgotten. This revelation came after two days (a prophetic
type of 2000 years). It was the Feast of Tabernacles-Sukkot that had been forgotten. In the book
of Nehemiah, the Pine Tree is one of the trees chosen to build the sukkah (booth) to celebrate the
Feast of Tabernacles. The Hebrew word used in this passage for pine is  sheh-men,  which mean
oil, riches and fatness. The oil was used to produce Light; it was also used to anoint the heads
(brow) of priests, prophets, and kings. 

     The Feast of Tabernacles (Sukkot), the 7th festival of the 7th month also foreshadows the
Reactivation of the Pineal Gland that’s affected by light in mankind. As we see the Pine Tree was
used.  This experience will produce the light-body, illumination, immortality and abundance, as
we operate as priests, prophets and kings in the earth.  Nehemiah 8

EVE-REDEEMED FROM THE CURSE

     “And the Lord God said to the woman, What is this you have done? And the woman said, The
serpent beguiled (cheated, outwitted, and deceived) me, and I ate.”  Genesis 3:13 Amplified Bible

     Eve, represents the Neo-Mammal Brain (Limbic Nerve System-I FEEL). She no longer has to
express deception, and vulnerability to deception, or listen to the hissing Serpent Brain ( I ACT),
because she has been redeemed from the curse of the law.  Through the power of the Good Spells
cast on her behalf, she is redeemed.  The perceived punishment for listening to the Serpent and
being deceived by him is over.  (The Serpent or reptile brain is  a type of carnality expressed
through the flesh body. The body is the physical part of our triune being that acts or manifests
what we are thinking or feeling).

     In this redemption, the sense of subordination to the male (Adam-Neo Cortex) vanishes, as the
(2) becomes one.  Each are celebrated in their uniqueness, for their specific abilities.  Eve the
Limbic system Feels and knows from within what to do and Adam the Neo Cortex Thinks to
wisely execute. The blame that Eve was carrying has been absorbed into Blessings.   Blessed and
highly favored as the Mother, nurturer and receiver of all that is good.      

     Eve  gets  to  know  what  unconditional  love  really  is;  without  the  fears  of  being  hurt,
disappointed and taken for granted. “Mature love cast out all fears, because fears torment.”  Love
releases the negative energies and impulses from the reptilian brain before they become actions.
It  paralyzes  Fear  and  transmutes  it  into  Faith,  thus,  preparing  the  Serpent  Brain  to  be
reprogrammed and function at the highest level of divine wisdom. Faith is energized by Love.

     “And I will put enmity between you (Serpent) and the woman, and between your off spring and
hers; he will crush your head.” Genesis 3:15 NIV

     Your complex Limbic Nerve System can now bring forth the seeds of promise without painful
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miscarriages  and untimely  deaths to  dreams.   Soul's  fulfilled dreams and desires  serve  as  a
weapon to literally crush the head of the serpent (fear impulses and actions of the carnal mind).
Each time you give birth to a prophetic promise, faith explodes and fertilizes the field of dreams
to produce more. This realm of E=motions is set on fire with the Holy Spirit to bring to pass
speedily the desires of the unified soul with spirit. The emotions -Eve (I Feel) that led Adam into
overstepping and engaging into what was  perceived as forbidden, has now been redeemed and
serves as dynamite to propel Adam (I Think) into his destiny.  

     It is your Energy in Motion that interacts with and engages the etheric realm causing the
desires and prayers to be answered quickly.  It is:
 
    “The effectual fervent (Greek word “energeo” boiling over, hot, bubbling, stirring) prayer of the
righteous that  avails  (Greek word “eskhuo” prevail,  to  be strong,  robust,  have  power,  forceful)
much.”  James 5:16 

     Eve, the female, the soul, the Limbic Brain system is where the Energeo in Motion comes
from.  Females seems to have a special grace in accessing that area of the brain more easily than
males in most cases.  This is a power center for producing the prophetic and supernatural.  The
communion  with  the  Creator  should  not  always  be  as  a  casual  emotionless  conversation  or
reading  from  a  Prayer  Book.   There  should  be  frequent  times  the  communion  with
Father/Mother God be like that of righteous Hannah who was barren.  

     Hannah had prayed for many years for her healing and nothing was happening.  However, on
that specific occasion, she had enough of not being able to conceive.  She continued to pray for
changed, but how did she prayed.  She prayed the effectual fervent prayer; a boiling over, hot,
intense, E=motion prayer.  She was so enraptured that she was “out of her mind” and the priest
thought she was drunk with wine.   She was drunk with Spirit, because she had bypassed the
Serpent Brain, with all of its fears, inhibitions, ego, insecurity, doubts and pride.  This was a holy
union  between  the  Neo  Cortex  and  the  Limbic  Brain  system  (Adam  knowing  his  wife  Eve
intimately).  What was produced?  What was the fruit?  It was a miracle son- she was healed of
barrenness and produced the nations' first Seer Prophet – Samuel. 1 Samuel chapters 1& 2.   He
is the only prophet that never missed.  Yahweh did not let any of his words fall to the ground.

     “And Samuel grew, and the Yahweh was with him, and did let none of his words fall to the
ground.“  1 Samuel 3:19

     Are there areas in your life which appear barren, unproductive, dead and unresponsive to all
the things you have tried?  I challenge you to pray a prayer out of your inner most being that
engages the Limbic Brain system incorporating all the energy in motion you have.  Prayer and
intercession is a form of giving birth.  You must PUSH with all that's within you!!!  PUSH=Pray
Until Something Happen.

     “Thus says the LORD of hosts, Consider you, and call for the mourning women, that they may
come; and send for skillful women, that they may come: Let them make haste and take up a wailing
for us, That our eyes may shed tears And our eyelids flow with water.”    Jeremiah 9:17-18 KJV
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     “But women shall be saved (redeemed) through childbearing...”  1 Timothy 2:15

    In the literal sense of the word this was speaking about salvation or redemption would come to
women, because it would take a female to give birth to Messiah.  On a more esoteric level, this
uncovers the great power lying in Eve-the Soul and the Limbic Nerve-Emotional Brain.  This is
the  Eve  in  both  male  and  female.   Expressing  intense  emotions  during  prayer  or
celebration/worship can be your salvation, due to what's birth from it.  

     In natural childbirth, once the truth of Eve being redeemed from the perceived curse of painful
childbearing is fully realized, women will no longer experience hard labor in childbearing.  It’s
becoming more popular to naturally give birth, without all the drugs. Eventually, as we continue
to evolve into higher states of consciousness, accessing higher levels of brain energy, the gestation
period won’t take 40 weeks. It could be as little as 3 months or less. The female body is well
equipped for this type of accelerated gestation. Access to higher brain activity can produce the
hormones and chemicals to make this a reality. (Could it be that this is how the ancients were
able to populate the world so rapidly)?
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ANGELIC LANGUAGE

Secret language, gestures, signs and metaphors
Spoken and written in parables, conceal in ancient lore’s-

Numerology, gematria, and sacred geometry
Count the letters, add the values to reveal your history-

Moses, Pythagoras, Daniel and Jesus all did revelate
In unknown tongues to be deciphered by the Initiates-

Set forth in fractals, codes, symbols and ancient art forms
A language too high for the natural mind to learn-

Kings, Pharaohs, Prophets, Shamans and Sages
All were schooled in the cosmic secrets of the ages-

Hieroglyphs, cuneiforms; Hebrew alphabet and astrology
Conceal the answers to the universal mystery-

Herbs, spices, oils, incense and incantations
Yet metaphors for angelic invocations-

Keys, clues and mantras to unlock the other side
To commune and receive a spirit guide-

Forgotten language, lost in rituals and outward religious manifestations
Forbidden to be spoken by fundamentalist in the general congregations-

If there is an interpreter one in ten thousand don’t let him come
Suppress him, ignore him-don’t let him unravel the mystery of what’s been done-

Angelic language is now being discovered and revealed in another venue
Scientist are confirming the codes hidden in me and you-
The clues are in our blood, cells, bones, and serpent brain

The fiber optic double helix transmitting sacred information to be explained

Serpent on a pole to take away my human desire?
Another metaphor for Kundalini setting my serpent brain on Holy Ghost fire-

Crossed out at Golgotha and laid in a tomb
I’ve been resurrected and filled with power in the upper room-

Concealed in the revealed, known and yet unknown
My eye now see the sacred secrets of the pine cone-

Hidden deep within the hemispheres of contrast
The ancients reminding me of my immortal past-

Cant you hear the whispers and hissings from deep within?
A wisdom that’s been locked up in your sacrum and laminin-

Your body-temple declaring the mysteries of the unknown tongue
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Preparing you for the kingdom now to come-

A remembered language of scientific codes and metaphors-transcending speech
Bringing the dark to light within the masses reach-

Interpreting the angelic language of love into the tongue of man
Deciphering the riddles and revelations for a child to understand-

John Lewis
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CHAPTER X 

FREEDOM FROM RELIGIOUS FEARS

     Some years ago, I heard a very interesting joke, which I receive and repeated as a Parable in
various forms many times, since I heard it.  Hear this as a parable: Three blind men were given a
task.  They were sent out to examine something and come back to describe it.  With the aid of
their walking sticks, they approached an animal and touched it.  Each of them came back and
gave their description.  The first blind man said,  “This creature is very skinny and long, like a
rope; with hair on the end.”  Then, another one argued,  “No, that's not true, this creature has a
very big fat body.”  Finally, the last blind man shouted, “That's not true, they are all wrong; this
creature is like a huge long nose that hangs and curls; it has horns on both sides.” 
     
     It was toward my late teen years, when I had my first spiritually enlightening encounter.  It
was so powerful  my life  change directions completely.   I  encountered the Living Lord Jesus
(Yahshua).  4 days later, I was taken out of my body, had a vision and was baptized and filled
with the Holy Ghost, “that with a mighty burning fire,” as they use to describe it. It was like
thousands of volts of electricity flowing through me, as I vibrated uncontrollably, speaking in
loudly in a strange tongue (language I never heard or learned) for some time.  

     At the end of that meeting, electricity was yet flowing through me and each person I shook
hands with got a jolt and fell over as they touched me.  People 'falling under the power of God'
rarely happened in that church and I did not understand what was happening.  All I knew, it was
the “best high” I'd ever had. The incurable grand mal seizures I had and the chronic migraines
that would literally cause me to faint and fall down flights of stairs, never came back.  I was
miraculously healed and went from being a fearful extreme introvert,  to an extrovert,  telling
everyone that came near me what God had done for me.  Some unbelieving family members and
peers told me my experience would soon “wear off.” It never did, I became even more radical.

     In my naivety as a neophyte, I thought that all people that really believed in the Creator got
along.  As part of my religious Indoctrination of Fear, I was caringly told who I could not hang
out with, what churches and religions were off the list and not to study anything about other
religions- because it would confuse me.  Of course, these people meant well and was trying to
protect me and also make sure too many people did not leave the church. Plus, they told me I had
to watch out for deception and demons that I might catch from reading about other religions or
visiting their place of worship.

     Due to my insatiable hunger for the reality of “God” and Him drawing me, I grew spiritually
really fast and had awesome supernatural encounters from day 1.  Plus, I just believed the God
Spells (Gospels) and was able to duplicate many of the miraculous events. My curiosity to know
why people believe what they believe and why religious people could not get along, even in the
same denomination, led and forced me to become a “Truth Seeker.”  It no longer mattered where
or who Truth came from, I was able to receive it. Because I desired truth in my inner self, it was
easy to identify and discern error.  Truth had set me free and the serpent brain could no longer
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use  fear  of  doctrines,   others  that  might  appear  different,  believe  differently  or  worship
differently to cause me to separate from them.  Nor could I any longer feel religiously superior or
agree that the Most High only talked to people in America that frequently went to a building with
a Cross on the top. In my encounters, research and listening….I did say LISTENING to others, I
found out many were describing the same experiences or overall message I understood, just using
different terminologies.  We were all like the blind men in my parable, limited, and only able to
perceive in part; the same massive elephant.   The tail,  body and trunk were all  parts of  the
massive elephant.

     As time went on over the years, I found myself speaking in the Catholic Church, a Jewish
Synagogue,  teaching and working miracles at a Hindu Colony in Asia, speaking at several New
Age Gatherings/Churches,  Unity  Church,  Spiritualist  Church,  talking to  Buddhist,  attending
Mosque frequently with my Muslim brethren, etc and Loving all people.  Of course, I continued
to attend Protestant Pentecostal/Charismatic church services.   I could not deny there was an
element of this massive God, that I had not seen or experienced anywhere else.  

     As the Mystery School in Seattle,  Washington developed  in my home, we went through a
period where Muslims frequently came and I used to teach from the Holy Koran and the Holy
Bible.  Because of my ability to be all inclusive; other truth seekers came and experience more of
God. This home gathering was where I encouraged the people that came from various religious
backgrounds, lifestyles and walks of life to leave their “labels” at the door and enter as one.  Isn't
it freeing to know that no one group have a monopoly on Truth, or God, and his Plan is for all to
know him (be saved)...and no one can prevent it?  It is so freeing to allow the Holy Spirit do his
job to draw and change others, while I do my job of loving.

     “And other sheep I have, which are not of this fold (religious persuasion as yours): them also I
must bring, and they shall hear my voice; and there shall be one fold, and one shepherd.”   John
10:16  

     “To the pure, all things are pure, but to those who are corrupt and do not believe, nothing is pure,
In fact, both their minds and consciences are corrupt.”  Titus 1:15 NIV

     “Blessed (happy, fortunate, anticipating God's presence, spiritually mature) are the pure (those
with  integrity,  moral  courage,  and  godly  character),  for  they  will  see  God.”   Matthew  5:8
Amplified Bible

 

WHAT ABOUT THE SERPENT’S CURSE?

     Does redemption from the  perceived curse also include the Serpent and all that it might
represent?  We’ve come to realized on the metaphysical (spiritual) level that this experience is
taking place within us.  This has been demonstrated in exploring the Triune Brain. Since the
finished  work  of  Christ  affected  and  redeemed the  Neo-Cortex  Brain  (Adam) and  the  Neo-
Mammal  -  Limbic  Brain  (Eve)  from  the  perceived curse,  it  must  also  have  affected  the
Reptilian/Serpent Brain, keeper of ancient wisdom.  One will have to move further from previous
rigid indoctrination to grasp this powerful revelation about the unlimited power of Love. Let’s
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look at various illustrations that show the transformation of the Serpent Brain. The human body,
scripture, history and even the constellations of stars reveal this mystical truth over and over
again.
     
      “And the angel of the LORD appeared unto him in a flame of fire out of the midst of a bush: and 
he looked, and, behold, the bush burned with fire, and the bush was not consumed.” Exodus 3:2 

     “And Moses answered and said, But, behold, they will not believe me, nor hearken unto my
voice: for they will say, The LORD has not appeared unto thee.  And the LORD said unto him, What
is that in your hand?  And he said, a rod.  And he said, Cast it on the ground. And he cast it on the
ground, and it became a serpent; and Moses fled from before it.  And the LORD said unto Moses,
Put forth your hand, and take it by the tail. And he put forth his hand, and caught it, and it became
a rod in his hand.”  Exodus 4:1-4 KJV

     Moses had an experience with fire, and a rod that turned into a serpent.  He became afraid
and fled from it. Fear and fleeing are the behaviors of the old reptilian brain being demonstrated.
God told Moses to pick up the serpent by the “tail” and it became a rod again. 

     The Serpent Brain is part of the brain stem that connects to the spine that runs down the back
to the tail  bone (sacrum-sacred bone).  The tail  bone was called by the ancients,  “ the seat of
immortality.”  It is yet believed by some sages, that through the complex nerve system connecting
the sacrum to the spine, immortality can be activated. The word sacrum comes from the Greek
“hieròn ostéon” and means, “holy bone” or “sacred bone.”

     Notice the human backbone and spine is looks similar to a serpent and the tailbone looks like 
the head with two eyes.

     Moses picked up the serpent by the tail and it became a rod again; after this experience with
the burning bush and exercise, he was able to perform the miracles and bring the people out of
the house of bondage. Moses first had to learn to face his fears and get control over his negative,
out of control actions. The reptilian instincts of  feeding, fighting, and fleeing and out of balance
sex  drive  had  to  be  surrendered  to  a  higher  cause.  This  is  the  learned  lesson  that  releases
humanity from the house of bondage of limitations and lack, into the unlimited realms of the
Spirit.
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MOSES & KUNDALINI

     First of all, God can not be limited to speaking 1611 KJV English or 21st century what I call,
Christianese.   Christianese  is  a  developed language (words,  phrases,  terms,  cliches')  used by
modern  Western  “Christians”  limited  to  their  understanding  and  interpretation  of  strictly
biblical Scripture.  It is strangely believed by many Evangelicals that using words from science,
ancient cultures or ancient religions to describe spirituality, somehow pollutes the biblical or their
personal narrative.   This fear and deception have caused many to not see the bigness of the
Creator and understand the magnitude of his Love.   A simple way to understand this,  is  to
realize that before Judaism was established 3500 years ago, Christianity 2000 years ago, or Islam
1500  years  ago;  God  existed.   People  were  engaging  and  encountering  God  in  Africa,  the
Americas, India, Europe and the Far East.  Their valid experiences were called by many names,
depending on what part of the world they were from. Over time some of the names have changed,
but most remain the same.  Keep in mind the parable of the blind men.  Our intent is to show the
Bigness  of  our Creator and that  there  was never a  time in  human history  that  He  was not
working in human lives and manifesting Himself.  What may be new to you, has been before.
“There is nothing new under the Sun.”  Ecc.3:1

     When Moses raised up the serpent and it became a rod again, he was declaring a powerful
spiritual truth known to the people of the East over 1000 years before Moses birth. In the East
this  would  be  called “kundalini  rising” in  the  Sanskrit  language.  Kundalini  means coiled  or
coiled serpent. It is the feminine energy life force at the base of the spine (tail bone-sacred bone)
that  rises  when  one  is  being  prepared  for  a  special  task,  enlightenment  or  to  function  in
miraculous power. (Man was created in God’s image and likeness,  both male and female.  El
Shaddai is the feminine or Mother/Goddess aspect of Father God. This should now make more
sense why the Serpent spoke to Eve). Kundalini rising is the force of creativity to perform and
become the miracles. This fiery serpent energy rises up the spine, into the brain stem (Serpent
Brain) and is expressed through the Neo-Mammal (Limbic Nerve System) and out through the
Neo-Cortex Brain.

     Moses was well educated in the sacred secret arts of the Egyptians who were masters in
spiritual and magical practices. Do you think that Moses was totally clueless to the experience he
was having? Do you think that he was naive to what it meant by raising up the serpent that
became a rod? The fiery burning bush and this feat are clues that he knew what this meant.

     “Moses was educated in all the wisdom of the Egyptians and was powerful in speech and
action.”  Acts 7:22 KJV

     The spiritual encounters with Almighty God are universal  and not limited to particular
religions that think they have a monopoly on Truth. The Creator makes Himself known in every
culture  and  religion.  People  all  over  the  world  have  what  are  perceived as  “Christian
Experiences.”  It  is  the human brain that creates names and labels to define the experiences
(Christian, Eastern or Egyptian etc). However, the reptile brain creates fear of the experiences, or
name of it, because they are given labels different names than we are used to.  In stating this, I do
realize that any spiritual experience or encounter can become polluted if  fear,  ignorance and
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arrogance is not purged from it, it is this that opens the door to deception or the counterfeit.

Observation of What is Called the Kundalini Religion (Cult) of Hinduism

     In Christianity, amazingly there are over 40,000 denominations and most can't agree on much
beyond the very basics.  Some of them believe and practice the supernatural aspects of the “Full
Gospel.”   Most don't believe that the supernatural or miracles are for us today and they actual
demonize Pentecostals  and Charismatics  for believing.   Other world religions have the same
ideas.  In Islam, there are many factions, some believe in the supernatural and act similar to
Pentecostals – they are called Sufi.  Sufis dance, twirl and see visions.  In Hinduism, the oldest
established religion in the world it is also the same.  However, there are those who do believe,
teach and practice the supernatural, they are of what is today called the Kundalini Cult.  

     In short, one would think he is attending a highly energized Charismatic/Pentecostal service;
while  at  a  Kundalini  gathering,  without  the  western  comforts.   People  are  sitting  in  lotus
positions orderly on the ground, as the leader is in the same position up front.  When he feels the
kundalini starts to rise in him, the worshipers rush to the front, as the guru (teacher/preacher)
lay his hands on them -speaking over them.  He is imparting and activating kundalini within
them. The catchers stand behind those that might fall down to catch them.  People are shouting,
jumping, dancing, vibration, laughing, crying, feeling fire on parts of their body or chills,  rolling
on the floor, filled with ecstasy and being healed of diseases.   Keep in mind, these experiences
and teaching were taking place in India mostly and Eastern Africa thousands of years before the
Day of Pentecost (Christianity).  Who can counsel the Creator and tell him what he can or can
not do?  Does the Kundalina people label Charismatics/Pentecostals  experience counterfeit?
    
     Have you ever been in worship, prayer, meditation, reading, listening to a living word, music
or hearing a testimony and you felt chills go up your spine to the base of your neck making the
hairs  stand  up  and  chill  bumps  covered  your  arms,  while  your  body  twitched?  Or,  the
manifestation may feel as heat or fire on the body or in the bones. That’s kundalini rising, the
coiled serpent energy becoming activated in a positive way. In Christian terminologies it is called,
“the  Anointing,”  “the  Quickening,”  or  “the  Holy  Ghost  bearing  witness.”   Sit  quietly  in
meditation for a few moments, you might feel the transformed serpent energy (Spirit of God)
crawling up your spine, or manifesting as heat or fire.

     Then I said, “I will not make mention of him, nor speak any more in his name.” But his word
was in mine heart was as a burning fire shut up in my bones.  Jeremiah 20:9 KJV

     In the ancient times, if a person had really met with God he or she would have some out of the
ordinary abilities to prove it. One could not simply announce they were sent by God or produce
papers from a religious school they had attended to validate such claim.  It was not about how
much one knew intellectually or learned education, it was Who you knew that qualified a person.
A person had to prophesy an accurate word or show a material supernatural sign as evidence
they had an encounter with the Most High. Even in the days of Jesus the Christ, he said people
would not believe unless they saw a sign. The most common test 3500 years ago in Egypt to prove
enlightenment  or  experiencing  “kundalini  rising”  was  turning  rods  into  serpents.  During  a
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contest in Pharaoh’s court Moses’ (Aaron’s) rod was cast down and became a serpent, but so did
the sorcerers; however, Moses (Aaron’s) rod swallowed up the others.

     “And the LORD said unto Moses, See, I have made you a god to Pharaoh: and Aaron your
brother shall be your prophet. When Pharaoh shall speak unto you, saying, Show a miracle: then
you shall say unto Aaron, Take your rod, and cast it before Pharaoh, and it shall become a serpent.
And Moses and Aaron went in unto Pharaoh, and they did so as the LORD had commanded: and
Aaron cast down his rod before Pharaoh, and before his servants, and it became a serpent. Then
Pharaoh also called the wise men and the sorcerers: now the magicians of Egypt, they also did in
like manner with their  enchantments.  For they cast  down every man his  rod,  and they became
serpents: but Aaron’s rod swallowed up their rods.”  Exodus 7:1, 9-12

     The “anointing” or “kundalini” can be used for what is  perceived  as good or evil,  because
there is but One Power Source, the Power of God. It is like electricity that exists all around us;
some  harness  it  to  benefit  mankind,  while  others  to  bring  destruction.  However,  when  one
chooses to use the anointing to liberate humanity it can swallow up, absorb and transmute all
negativity. The light of reality will always dispel the shadows of illusions; Moses absorbed their
energies to further his purpose. When one learns the Serpent’s wisdom, one can handle serpents
without being harmed. There is no fear in love.  Have you heard the Serpent speak? SSSSSssssss.

     “Let every soul be subject to the higher power for there is no power but God.”  Romans13:1

THE BRASS SERPENT

     Numbers chapter 21, the children of Israel became discouraged again and tired of moving
from one state of consciousness to the next; they just wanted to settle down and not have to learn
anymore. This  is  the attitude that  most Christians have today; they are satisfied with the 4-
spiritual laws and elementary teachings about Christ. The “children” of Israel were fearful and
worried how they would survive (old reptilian behavior). They were called the 'children' of Israel
and continue to be, even to this day because they refused to mature spiritually and move beyond
the “me” attitude.  Children are easily frightened and made afraid. Could this be why many
Evangelical & Fundamental Christians are so afraid of anything that appears different?  Could it
be that even though most claim to have been “Christians” most of their life, they are yet plagued
by Fear – because they are “children” spiritually? 

     “They traveled from Mount Hor along the route to the Red Sea, to go around Edom. But the
people grew impatient on the way;  they spoke against God and against Moses, and said, “Why have
you brought us up out of Egypt to die in the desert? There is no bread! There is no water! And we
detest  this miserable food!”   Then the LORD sent venomous snakes among them; they bit  the
people and many Israelites died. The people came to Moses and said, “We sinned when we spoke
against the LORD and against you. Pray that the LORD will take the snakes away from us.” So
Moses prayed for the people. The LORD said to Moses, “Make a snake and put it up on a pole;
anyone who is bitten can look at it and live.”  So Moses made a bronze snake and put it up on a pole.
Then when anyone was bitten by a snake and looked at the bronze snake, he lived.” Numbers 21:4-9
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    Because of their complaining, fiery serpents came out and bit the people. Due to the large
amount of people dying, God told Moses to make a serpent of brass and put it on a pole. As he
lifted up the brass serpent on the pole and the people looked at it, they were miraculously healed.
There is nothing more liberating than facing your fears.  Ignoring or denying there is a problem
will never make it go away.  Look at it!

     The brass represents hardship, judgment or punishment.  The esoteric message here is; all the
hardship, punishment and perceived judgment that had been inflicted by the serpent brain would
be transmuted to healing and life in the raising up of the serpent, or “kundalini rising.”  Another
hidden message in this scripture is; if you don’t frequently have this experience of the raised
serpent (Kundalini Rising, Holy Spirit), you’ll continue to function in the realm of negativity, fear
and death.

     The Serpent has both a negative and positive connotations; however,  in the western world
serpents are mostly associated with evil.  Fear activates the negativity that produces pain and
death; faith activates the positive that produces wholeness, abundance and life. Don’t get bitten
by the humanistic serpents’ wisdom, but as Jesus said,

     “Be wise as serpents and harmless as doves.”  Matthew 10:16 KJV

     The lesson that the 'children' of Israel did not learn regarding the fiery serpents is:  Fear can
poison and kill you just as venom from a snake.  The things you fear most will become your
reality. They feared they would die in the desert and kept giving power to that belief by speaking
it with emotions; they all died in the desert except two of them. The power of life and death is in
your mouth; words generated out of fear hasten to become what you have spoken.

KING TUT

     The  Pharaohs  of  Upper Egypt  wore a  cobra-shaped headdress  with  a  Serpent  head or
sometimes two at the top over the frontal lobes (Neo-Cortex Brain) just above the pineal gland,
with the tail going down the brain stem (reptile brain) and spine. How did they know about this
science over 4000 years ago, while we are just now learning this? Could it  be that they had
learned how to listen to the Serpents’ Wisdom within?
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CADUCEUS, DNA & LAMININ

     When Moses was instructed by God to put the serpent on a pole, it was not the first time this
was revealed as a healing symbol. Over 500 years before Moses in ancient Sumeria (Iraq), the
enlightened ones used this symbol, but it was the 2 snakes (double helix-DNA) symbol. They also
carved these symbols on vases in honor of the serpent god of healing called Ningishita.

     A few hundred years after Moses, a very famous and skilled physician practiced in Greece,
and his  name was Asclepius.  He practiced around 1200 BC (as  described in Homer’s  Iliad).
Eventually,  through  borrowed myth  and  legend,  he  came to  be  worshiped  as  Asclepius,  the
(Greek) god of healing.

     The Asclepiadaes were a large order of Priest-Physicians who controlled the sacred secrets of
the healing arts, which were passed from father to son. Harmless Aesculapian snakes were kept
in  the  combination hospital-temples  built  by  the  ancient  Greeks,  and later borrowed by the
Romans in honor of the healing god. The idea of the church, temple or cathedral being a place of
healing is not a new idea; true science and spirituality always went hand in hand.

     Again, it appears that the Creator was busy interacting with humanity all over the world and
imparting deep esoteric teachings that were preserved by a priesthood of sometime scientists.  He
did this in Iraq, Africa (Egypt), Greece, India that we have record of.  

A Statue of Asclepius with a Serpent on a Pole (RNA)

     Metaphorically speaking, the one serpent on a pole represents the RNA (ribonucleic acid). The
RNA structure is usually seen in esoteric ancient art as a single helix structure, a spiral upward
as a serpent.

     The RNA world hypothesis proposes that the universal ancestor to all life relied on RNA both
to carry genetic information like DNA and to catalyze biochemical reactions like an enzyme. In
effect, RNA precluded the emergence of the first cell, the dominant, and probably the only, form
of life on earth.
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     (It makes even more sense now that the Serpent Brain is the oldest part of the brain and must
also be redeemed from the curse; you might prefer the word reconciled).

     As time went on, the healing symbol of the serpent on a pole evolved into two serpents on a
pole with an eagle on the top, an arrangement more similar to an ancient Sumerian symbol.

   
  This ancient Sumerian symbol dates back to over 4000 years ago. This is the double serpent or
double helix DNA structure that somehow this ancient civilization of which is now known as Iraq
was acquainted with.

     They somehow knew that  healing,  wholeness  and immortality  was connected to  genetic
information. Many other messages can be derived from this symbol.

     The modern symbol below is called the Caduceus; it is seen outside every medical facility
worldwide and in all medical units and vehicles.  It is a global symbol of the healing arts and
practices.  Where did it originate?  Did modern scientists just happen to choose serpents on a
pole as a symbol of healing for today?

     This is the DNA structure, it was discovered in 1953.  The double helix or double serpent
(coiled serpent) within humans is the blueprint of our being.  The DNA in each cell coils as a
serpent, when stretched out, it is over 6 feet long.  
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     When looking closely at the ancient Sumerian symbol and the Caduceus it is easy to see, the
Double Serpent Helix of the DNA structure is the same. The DNA double helix was known by
these ancient people without modern technology: although we just re-discovered it a little over 50
years ago.  Where did this scientific  knowledge come from in an ancient world that modern
history says was mostly illiterate?  Yet science today can only read 3% of the DNA language of
codes.

     Below is Laminin. This protein was discovered in 1979. “Laminin is the major non-collagenous
component of the basal lamina, such as those on which cells of an epithelium sit. Laminin is a
protein found in the “extracellular matrix,”  the sheets of protein that form the substrate of all
internal organs also called the “basement membrane.”  They are a family of glycoproteins that
are an integral part of the structural scaffolding in almost every animal tissue. In simple terms,
Laminin is vital to making sure overall body structures hold together.

     Somehow this ancient symbol that appears as a helix, double helix, double serpents or serpent
on a cross has repeatedly appeared down throughout history and even in our bodies. This recent
discovery  further  confirms  the  hidden  codes  and  messages  laden  within  our  body-temple.
Laminin, this mystical symbol, is found in the tissue of almost every animal on the planet. It
signifies  the  mysterious  Divine  force  that  holds  all  things  together  and  foreshadows  the
restoration of all creation through reprogrammed DNA and the Serpent Brain.

     When the Serpent Brain realizes that it no longer has to operate in survival mode fueled by
fear, it will be the key to unlocking the ancient wisdom of Life and Immortality. I expect science
to be confirming this in the near future along with many other discoveries regarding longevity,
multi and trans-dimensional existence being connected to the ancient reptile brain and DNA.

     “And the serpent said, you shall not surely die..”  Genesis 3:3 KJV

     The serpent teaches us a very powerful lesson regarding the principle of resurrection and the
glorified light-body. The serpent is a symbol of resurrection life and immortality because it sheds
its skin to be renewed. The new or resurrected body does not come from outside, but from within,
as it does with the serpent. Shed the illusion of fallen Adam and put on Christ the resurrected last
Adam. Shed the illusion of mortality and put on immortality, now. Or rather, allow Christ and
immortality to manifest from within.
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     The Caduceus was also called the magic wand of Hermes and Mercury, used for magical
incantations  of  healing.  It  was  also  used  by  merchants  to  protect  them  from  thieves.
Astrologically speaking, it coincides with the Zodiac Sign of Scorpio, the Giant Scorpion. On the
older maps this constellations, it also had an Eagle/Phoenix in the Scorpio sector.  However, there
is also the man Ophinuchus, a huge sub-constellation of Scorpio; also considered the 13 th Zodiac
house. He is wrestling with a serpent coiled about his body and is being stung in the heel by the
Scorpion.  We  find  that  long  before  humans  on  earth,  even  the  heavens  conceal  the  ancient
mystery of the coiled serpent and foreshadow what shall be.

     This life and death scenario played out upon the night sky is also a symbol of sexuality and
immortality. The serpent secrets venom that has the power to cause death or bring life; it is made
up of nearly 90% protein. The male semen consists of protein, and it has the same power to bring
life (procreate) or death through STD’s. By the way, doesn’t sperm (with its head and tail) move
and look like tiny serpents?
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CHAPTER XI 

JESUS, THE SERPENT ON A POLE

     What happened to Moses’ Serpent on a pole and what did it prophetically foreshadow? The
brass serpent of Moses’ time later became an object of worship, an idol, because of the miracles
of healing it continued to produce more than 500 years later. It was similar to Asclepius’ Serpent
on a pole that healed, and inspired the development of a secret healing cult. It became like the
coiled serpent magical  wand of  Hermes.  The name for Moses’ brass serpent was  Nehushtan,
meaning the old serpent; the brass thing. Around 700 BC, King Hezekiah destroyed it because
people were burning incense to it and worshiping it.

     “He got rid of the local fertility shrines, smashed the phallic stone monuments, and cut down the
sex-and-religion Asherah groves.  As a final stroke he pulverized the ancient bronze serpent that
Moses had made; at that time the Israelites had taken up the practice of sacrificing to it—they had
even dignified it with a name, Nehushtan (The Old Serpent).”  2 Kings 18:4 Message Bible

     “As Moses lifted up the serpent in the Wilderness, even so the Son of Man must be lifted up.”

     “And if I be lifted up from the earth, I will draw (drag) all men unto me.”  John 3:14, 12:32 KJV

     The constellations, mythology, human anatomy, and Scripture all foreshadowed what would
be summarized,  fulfilled and realized in Jesus (Yahshua). He would literally absorb all the fears
and everything that stems from this Serpent Brain in the negative sense.  This was also concealed
in the story of Moses and Aaron's  serpent-rod eating the serpent-rods of the magicians.  In
essence, He would become what was  perceived as evil, in order to release all creation from the
curse of fearing and believing we are not the image of God. This mistaken identification is the
root cause of rebellious, violent, self destructive, hate-filled, selfish lifestyles; people don’t believe
or fail to realize they are the image of God. Instead, it is more comfortable operating out of the
old carnal mind, the serpent brain.

     The Prophet Isaiah spoke regarding Jesus (Yahshua) symbolically being connected to the
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Serpent Brain Stem;

     “And there shall come forth a rod out of the stem of Jesse.”  Isaiah 11:1 

{This verse also conceals to another hot subject, “stem cell research” and its potential}. Jesus
(Yahshua) became the serpent on the pole, the Nehushtan – the old serpent (brass=judged or
cursed thing), taking the judgment of humanity to the Cross and becoming the perceived Curse.
This  powerful  message  is  inescapable.   Even  is  one  is  an  Atheist  or  Satanist,  it  is  also
demonstrated in every human; our flesh is hung on a Skeletal Cross.

(Stop reading and do this exercise now: Stand up, feet close together and stretch your arms out 
horizontally. You are vicariously crucified with Christ.  Your flesh is hung on your skeletal cross). 

     He crossed out everything that appeared to have been working against humanity on a hill
called  Golgotha.  Golgotha  means  the  place  of  the  skull  (head).  This  was  also  signifying  the
Transformation of the Serpent Brain/Carnal Mind that had produced death, but would be raised
up to produce life and peace.  The problem all along has been in our mind, our perception.  We
were enemies in our own mind.

     Some Christian traditions say that the place was named Golgotha, the place of the skull – can
be  traced  to   Jewish  tradition.   It  was  believe  it  is  where  Adam’s  skull  was  buried  and
miraculously the earth raised up and formed into a skull shape.  Thus, for thousands of year
everyone knew it as the place of the skull or Golgotha. The last Adam (Christ) blood had to be
spilled on the head of all humanity (Adam), to cancel the perceived curse. History also point out
that Golgotha was the place where executions often took place and that  the hill  is  naturally
formed to look like a skull until this very day.  

     Fear was overcome and defeated by the power of Love. The battle for the mind was defeated
at the place of the skull. The first Adam from the Garden of Eden was canceled by the last Adam
(Christ) that went to the Garden of Gethsemane and did not fall asleep before Golgotha.

     In  reality,  was  it  really necessary  for the  all  powerful  Creator to  allow  this  particular
crucifixion in order to forgive what was perceived as “sin?”   Think about it. Do you mean to tell
me the all powerful God could not forgive sin without a human sacrifice??   Can the Limitless
One be that limited? The answer is,  NO!  No! To all  three questions.  There had been many
crucifixions  in  this  place  where  people  were  barbarically  executed.  However,  this  literal
crucifixion of Jesus (Yahshua) and resurrection was given so that humans could ACCEPT the
forgiveness that had already been given before the foundation of the world.

     “...The Lamb who was slain from the creation of the world. “ (Revelation 13:8b) 

     Humans had fallen so far from the Divine in consciousness, and even further today, that
people wanted to see to believe. The only way we could be reached was by an outward extreme
miraculous physical sign. The fearful, unbelieving people of Jesus’ day constantly asked for a
sign. He told them He would give them the sign of Jonah, dead 3-days followed by resurrection.

     “Cursed is he who hangs on a tree.” Galatians 3:13 KJV
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     Behold, I show you another mystery. It was the Serpent in a tree that seduced the mind (Eve),
she  saw the fruit  that looked good.  It  was the Serpent on a tree that set the mind (soul  of
humanity-Eve) free. The Serpent in Genesis chapter 3 spoke to the woman.  “Did God really
say…?” The Serpent on the Tree in John 19:26 spoke to a woman and said, “Look at your son.”
Look at me now!!

     The Serpent in Genesis promised their eyes would become open and they did, but their newly
double-eyed vision created a distorted perception of reality.  The Serpent on the Cross restored
the single-vision, “If your eye (not eyes) be single (whole) you will see and become the Light.” 

     Let this mind be in you which was also in Christ Jesus. What mind was that? He knew who he
was, he was the form or visible expression of the invisible God, and so are you. As great as this
truth is, and from God’s Perspective “It Is Finished,” the old Serpent Brain in most of humanity
does not realize it yet. Why? The Serpent Brain cannot think or reason due to the perceived curse,
it’s  not  subject  to  the  law  of  God in  that  sense,  it  only  reacts  out  of  fear.  This  is  why  the
proclaiming of the good news (God spells = Gospel) is important.

     “How shall they hear without a preacher and how can they believe when they have not heard? So
then Faith comes by hearing and hearing...’’  Romans 10:14, 17 KJV

     “And there appeared another wonder in heaven; a great red dragon with seven heads...And the
great dragon was cast out, that old serpent, called the devil, and Satan who had deceived the whole
world.”  Revelations 12:3,9 KJV

     When studying the Book of Revelation (Book of Unveiling), it seems like the old serpent brain
is on steroids and crack cocaine. It has morphed into the  dragon brain, grossly distorted with
everything out of proportion. This is partially due to the fact that the overwhelming majority of
humans choose to live in fear (the dust realm), which is food (devil’s food) for the Serpent Brain.
One of the hidden messages is, the  7 headed dragon in the book of Revelation represents the
complete world system (7 continents) being under the influence of Fear, carnality and deception.
This Medusa Effect has turned the hearts of multitudes into stone, as the love of many has grown
cold.  This ancient prophecy show the complete degradation of society consumed by the serpent
brain thinking that has morphed into the dragon brain. We see to the expression of this manifesting
as unending wars, increased sexual crimes, perversions and various addictive behaviors; all based in
Fears.

     Today’s  society  exhibits very little  concern for human life  and can not see the value in
preserving it.  Fear dominates  the thinking of  our culture  distorting all  that  is  called  sacred.
Almost  everyone is in survival (defensive-preemptive strike) mode, which means, hurt someone
(physically, emotionally, financially etc) before they “might” think about hurting you.

     So how do we get out of this FEAR mode that feeds the old Reptile Brain, causing it to morph,
react, and destroy or self destruct? How do we cast down the Medusa Effect within us? Why are
we so afraid of each other, and of being who we really are?  Why do we allow media, politicians
and preachers keep us in fear; hating, judging, feeling superior and overly suspicious of each
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other-causing our heart  to become like stone?  What gives  us  the right to think or feel  our
individual expression of spirituality is better than others? How do we break away from this Fear-
Driven, mentally disturbed, toxic behavior?  

     Perfect (mature unconditional) Love and acceptance of yourself first and then for others will
destabilize and neutralize the old Serpent Brain -carnal mind. It will allow the Fire of the Holy
Spirit to ignite it with holy passion, producing transformation. The flaming sword yet guards and
beacons the way to the Tree of Life within, but we must go through the fire. This is where the
slithering serpent becomes the flying Seraphim (Fiery Serpent). One must have a personal body-
felt life changing encounter with the All Consuming Fire.
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CHAPTER XII   

GOD IS BETTER THAN SEX?!

     While living in Seattle, Washington many years ago, there was a group that met at my home
on Saturday nights (sometimes Friday nights). It was a very progressive Bible Study fellowship
that was also referred to as “the Mystery School.” Somehow through divine appointments people
were led there or found their way to my home from many parts of the world during the years we
gathered. We never knew what would happen during the meetings, as we endeavored to be Spirit
led.  Each meeting was very different.

    A middle-aged street evangelist by the name of Sister Carmelita from the Midwest happened to
have found her way to our humble gathering. The atmosphere was charged with excitement as
the people came in on that hot summer evening that I shall never forget. The time of worship was
lively and very prophetic as usual and Sister Carmelita came unglued, as the Presence filled the
room. Each person was having their individual spiritual encounter, as they were engaging the
Spirit. Some were weeping, others were in quiet meditation, some were kneeling with hands raise
uttering heavenly languages, as Sister Carmelita could no longer restrain herself.  

     She started to run up and down the narrow aisle between the chairs; sweating and shouting
euphorically. It was not unusual to see this type of emotion displayed when the Spirit moved, but
what was unusual was what she was shouting. “GOD, YOU ARE BETTER THAN SEX!! GOD,
YOU ARE BETTER THAN SEX!!”  She repeated many times as she held her head, running
back  and  forth  and  vibrating.  Somehow  I  lost  my rhythm  and  could  not  strum  the  guitar
anymore, as I bowed over with quiet laughter and a bit of embarrassment. There were a lot of red
faces in the room that night, as people tried to continue with their experience, but could not. 

     Those who were kneeling and crying rose up with laughter; while tears yet streamed down
their faces. As the meeting went on, Sister Carmelita tried to explain what she was experiencing;
while yet holding her head and vibrating.  It had been quite some time since she had been in a
meeting and experienced the raw, pure, unrestrained Presence of God. It was if her head was on
fire and she could not contain or control her emotion. I later came to realize she was having what
is termed by the scientific community as a “BRAIN ORGASM.”  Christians call it being filled or
overwhelmed with the Spirit.  Hindus call it Kundalini Rising.   “There are many manifestations
of the one Spirit.”  1 Corinthians 12

     Biologically  speaking,  this  heavenly  state  takes  place  in  the  Limbic  Nerve  System,  the
Emotional (EVE) part of the brain - I FEEL. The hormonal secretions are what help produce
these euphoric and mystical states. They are not delusions, emotional break downs, or epileptic
seizures, as many atheist scientists used to suggest.

     There are many people that have never experienced what we call the power of the Spirit and
what science calls a Brain Orgasm.  Why do some experience this while others don’t? There must
be an Ego death. The “i” (serpent brain) must submit and surrender to the higher brain activity
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and become as a child. The survival mode and fear of what you may look or sound like must be
shut down, and then the higher senses can become overwhelmed, as the fire of God falls on the
head or moves up the spine and consumes the serpent brain. The brain actually craves these
explosive  supernova  types  of  experiences.  You  don’t  have  to  have  a  brain  orgasm/spiritual
encounter as profound as Sister Carmelita’s, (although, it's ok if you do) for it to be real and
fulfilling. However, it is necessary for your spiritual development to have them often. God is truly
better than sex... sometimes?

     “The most beautiful emotion we can experience is the mystical. It is the sower of all true art and
science. He to whom this emotion is a stranger ... is as good as dead.”  —Albert Einstein

     It takes the Fire of God, Holy Spirit Fire, to ignite and transform the Carnal Mind/Serpent
Brain; to become the raised Fiery Serpent Brain expressing the wisdom of the ages. This was
demonstrated in part on the day of Pentecost; however, this is not a one time experience. One
must  be  continually  filled  and baptized with  this  holy  Presence  that  comes from within and
manifests on the outside.

     In the Upper Room, which is a type of a higher state of consciousness and higher brain
activity, the 120 disciples waited for the promise.  Acts 1:15      Here is another concealed mystery.
The astrological  body has 12 parts  and the deacons or sub-constellations  rise  in 10 degrees.
12x10 = 120.  Science tell us the body has 12 system or parts;  we are to be governed by the 10
Commandments.  12X10=120.  In short, as we surrender our whole body to the divine laws of the
Spirit, transformation comes suddenly.  

    In that higher state of consciousness, the disciples came into the One Mind, they tapped the
God frequency (accord).  The fire fell on their heads to bring transformation, they could actually
see the spirit-fire. Suddenly, these uneducated fishermen and housewives who had fled in fear
when their Master was arrested and crucified 53 days prior; were now filled with boldness and
power. The Fire of God transmuted their fears into faith. At this point, the Serpent Brain/Carnal
Mind becomes the Fiery Serpent Brain.

     “Then, what looked like flames or tongues of fire appeared and settled on each of them.”
Acts 2:3 NLV
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SERAPHIM SONG

O’Seraph that fly and encircle the throne
Arise in me with fire from my spine to fill my dome-

Ancient wisdom from the Ancient of days
Show me your acts and reveal Yahweh-

Crying holy, holy, holy to my triune brain
Let your message resound until everything has changed-

The new creation filled with light and glory
Trans-dimensional being to proclaim the mystic story-

Awaken all that is within to come alive
Unknown talents and abilities to be utilized-

Manifesting the Elohim that I AM and shall be
At one with the universe and all that I cannot see-

The supernatural is now natural, heal the sick, raise the dead
Teleportation, creative miracles and everyone has been fed-

The earth is full of God, His glory is everywhere
You can see it, smell it, taste it, feel it-it’s in the air-

John Lewis
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CHAPTER XIII 

FIERY SERPENT BRAIN

     “Be transformed by the renewing of your mind.”  Romans12:2 NIV

     The next step in the evolution of mankind is total renewal of the Mind: this is the only way we
can manifest the full image of God. The lowly reptile brain will then be changed into what I call
the Fiery  Serpent Brain or  Neo-Serpent  Brain.  The Fiery Serpent Brain is  the keeper of  the
secrets of life and physical immortality; it is the decipherer of the complex DNA book of life
codes, matrix and mysteries. The fire is the spiraling energy (spinal fluid) moving upward from
the sacrum (coccyx-tail bone, sacred bone), which was considered by the ancients as the seat of
immortality.  The  sacrum  has  the  shape  of  an  inverted  pyramid  or  the  head  of  a  serpent.
According to science, it is your serpent brain that has survived from the age of dinosaurs til now.
Locked within this ancient brain is the key to physical immortality and things the human mind
can barely imagine.

     “In the year that King Uzziah died, I saw the LORD seated on a throne, high and exalted, and the
train of his robe filled the temple. Above him were seraphs, each with six wings: With two wings they
covered their faces, with two they covered their feet, and with two they were flying. And they were
calling to one another: “Holy, holy, holy is the LORD Almighty; the whole earth is full of his glory.”
Isaiah 6:1-3 NIV

     The fiery serpent brain cannot be completely accessed until King Uzziah (Ego-man of sin)
that’s tied to the cursed serpent brain dies or is realized as dead. The “i” must completely cease to
exist, and pride must be dethroned. Then, Yahweh is seen high and lifted up on the throne of
human consciousness, then, suddenly appears the Seraphim.

     Metaphysically, this again is the coiled fiery serpent energy kundalini rising from the sacrum
up the spine into the brain stem crying, “Holy, Holy, Holy is Yahweh Shaddai, the whole earth is
full of his glory.”  Holiness or Whole-”I”-ness is singleness of thought-no longer the ego- self “i,”
but the I AM that, I AM.

     “Holy” is declared 3 times for each part of the brain (Serpent Brain, Neo-Mammal Brain, Neo
Cortex). The whole earth is full of his glory.  The “Wholiness” of the 3 brains causes the human
earth  body  to  be  filled  and  transformed  into  light  and  glory.   This  is  the  restoration,
reGENEration (Palengenesia)  of the human form, back to the way it was prior Genesis 3 - when
Adam was naked and not ashamed.

     “The light of the body is the eye. If your eye (3rd Eye-Pineal Gland-I AM) be single (healthy-
decalcified) your whole body (earth) will be filled with light (glory-understanding).”  Matthew 6:22
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     This is where the poisonous venom from the old mentality (serpent brain), which has exerted
control  through  a  system  of  fear  and  indoctrination  over  mass  consciousness  is  rendered
powerless. That which was released to bring subjugation and death is transmuted into the elixir
of life and physical immortality. This is what is meant by treading on (subduing) serpents and
scorpions, complete dominion, where nothing can ever harm you again.

     “I have given you authority to trample on snakes and scorpions and to overcome all the power of
the enemy; nothing will harm you.”  Luke 10:19 NIV

     At this point you are totally awakened to the reality of a new world existing where all things
work in harmony. The mind has been freed, the old matrix (world view) does not exist anymore
and your mission is made clear. As the ancient prophet Isaiah said after Uzziah (Ego) died, “Here
am I, send me,” so will everything within you say this.

     [Two  movies  come  to  my  mind,  where  Hollywood  accurately  portrays  that  the  next
evolutionary step in mankind lies in the brain stem (Serpent Brain). In Stephen Kings,  “Lawn
Mower  Man,” the  needle  shots  were  injected  in  the  brain  stem.   The  scientist  continuous
injections changed the serpent brain stem that controlled the base emotions ruled by fear.   That
retarded (severely mentally challenged) man was transformed into a god.

     In  the  1999  blockbuster  film, “The  Matrix,” Neo  took  a  shot  to  the  brain  stem  that
transformed him. As a matter of fact, all those born in the Matrix had to become unplugged by
this  reptilian  activation of  fire  to  the  brain  stem.  You will  notice  that  contemporary  science
preface the 2 brains, Mammal and Cortex with “Neo,” meaning NEW.  In the future, we will call
the  Serpent  (Reptile)  Brain,  the  Neo-Serpent  Brain  or  Neo-Reptile  Brain,  as  new  activity
stimulates from it].

CHRIST SITS AT THE RIGHT HEMISPHERE (HAND) OF GOD

     Most religious people feel comfortable with only recognizing the Creator outside themselves;
the space-God that lives out there and his Son sitting beside Him on the throne.  There is nothing
wrong with that concept.  However, it does not benefit me much with this concept and my ability
to relate to him is somewhat impaired, due to the distance between us.  It is more empowering for
me when I can realize, it is “Christ within me, the hope of glory.”  The relationship becomes even
more deeper and  meaningful, when I can actually identify him throughout my body temple.
Let's discover him more... 
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     “The LORD said to my Lord, Sit at My right hand, till I make Your enemies Your footstool”
Psalms 110:1

     I believe that before the Genesis chapter 3 encounter,  Adam and Eve operated out of Whole
Brain Consciousness (hemispheric synchronicity). The Trinity Brain functioned as ONE. I am
also sure that the Left and Right Hemispheres functioned as one on a much higher frequency
than we access at this time.

*    Left  Brain Characteristics  -  Theological,  rational,  questioning,  reasoning,  science,  math,
verbal,  direct,  past-present,  analytical  and  calculating  side  of  the  brain.  It  communicates  in
words  and  is  highly  systematic.  This  is  the  masculine  brain  of  the  hemispheres,  and  it  is
considered the negative. It also represents law and Adam. In Scripture, left hand (side) represents
correction, the dark side, lack and discontent.

*    Right  Brain Characteristics  -  Creative,  intuitive,  artistic,  imagination,  insightful,  holistic,
musical,  present-future  and  calculating  side  of  the  brain.  This  is  the  feminine  brain  of  the
hemispheres, and it is considered positive. It also represents Eve and grace. It has the ability to
communicate on a higher frequency beyond words and in pictures or images. In Scripture, right
hand (side) represents power, authority, fullness, blessings, joy, abundance and self realization.
Both  hemispheres  are  necessary  for  proper  body  functioning;  they  are  interconnected.
(Positive+Negative=Power)

     “After the Lord Jesus had spoken to them, he was taken up into heaven and he sat at the right
hand of God.”  Mark 16:19

     When we are completely restored to Edenic Consciousness, the triune brain will function as
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ONE. It will be accessing and utilizing all of its abilities locked in the 200 billion cells and 100
trillion neuron connectors. Christ now sits at the right hand of God.  In human biology this is
speaking of the Right Brain Hemisphere, on the right side of the Pineal Gland. This is the area of
creation, creativity, joy, supernatural, mystical experiences, healing, prophecy, spirituality and
where scientists say many mystical experiences take place.

NOTICE THE RIGHT HEMISPHERE & PINEAL GLAND DEEP WITHIN

  [Christ’s ascension to the right hand symbolizes the transformation and ascension of the serpent
brain.   Jesus (Yahshua) became the Serpent on the pole and ascended to the place of power, at
the right hand of God. The Pineal Gland represents the All Seeing Eye of God or 3rd Eye - God].

     “You have made known to me the path of life; you will fill me with joy in your presence, with
eternal pleasures at your right hand.”  Psalms 16:11 KJV

CLOTHED AND IN HIS RIGHT MIND

     There’s an interesting story in the book of Luke where there is a demoniac, a man with a
serious mental illness, possessed by demons and is suicidal.  He lived in the cemetery and was
often bound with chains to prevent him from hurting himself and others. His serpent brain was
in overdrive and his body was taken over by negative forces. Jesus (Yahshua) the Christ, being
full of compassion, exorcized his demons (fears-torments) and healed him. In the passage below,
notice his position and what mind he was in after being delivered and getting his power back.

     “Then they went out to see what had happened, and came to Jesus, and found the man from
whom the demons had departed, sitting at the feet of Jesus, clothed and in his right mind. And they
were afraid”  Luke 8:35

     This is a prophetic story of humanity before a Christ encounter and the Divine Plan at the end
of the ages for humanity’s deliverance.  As you read the story, starting from verse 26 of St Luke
chapter 8, the mystery is unraveled. First of all, the man lived in the country of the Gerasenes,
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which was opposite  of  Galilee.  Gerasenes means Reward at  the end.  Galilee means circuit  or
Circle of life. This is a prophetic picture of how so many exist today; in opposition to the natural
flow and circle of life. Their anxieties and fears will not allow them to experience the NOW flow
of life; it is always the “some day” mentality in the future. They find themselves in opposition to
nearly everyone and everything. Living itself becomes a daily struggle, when we live opposite of
Galilee. This man in the story was naked; he was fully exposed and vulnerable. He is a type of
Adam;  humanity's extreme condition in this age. (Adam’s perception of himself was naked in the
Garden). 

     This man could not live a normal life, he could not abide in his house; meaning, he was at odds
with himself. He was filled with fear, self-hate, shame, hurt, condemnation and guilt. He was out
of touch with the reality of his being. He lived in the cemetery – this is the realm of death.  It is
the  place  of  hopelessness,   buried  treasures,  unfulfilled  dream,  forgotten  talents,  unknown
inventions,  and abilities.  This man has lost all his dreams and had become a zombie, as so many
today.  He constantly mutilated himself; often he was bound with chains to protect him from
killing himself and others. Fear and torments had driven him completely out of his right mind.

     [While ministering among younger people, I am shocked again and again to see so many teens
and young adults with burn marks and cuts on their arms from self mutilation. Some dress in all
black with painted white faces and wander around cemeteries.  They are the living dead. This is
the same spirit activating the reptile brain of the man in this story 2000 years ago. Can you
imagine the mental torment and anguish many youth are in?   Some go to extremes in what is
being called the art of body modification, which is more like dis-figuration. Shockingly, many of
the ones I have met came from middle to upper class families, they had access to material things.
Nothing can substitute love.]

     Most of humanity lives in some form of fear, in the realm of death (the cemetery); to be
carnally minded is death. People are constantly being tormented, mutilating themselves with the
things of this life. Many are bound with addictions, obsessions, fears, anger, hatred, prejudice,
greed,  religion,  politics and are a constant threat  to themselves  and others until  they have a
“genuine” spiritual experience. Fear is what denies access to the right hemisphere of the brain;
where Christ sits.

     Once the Christ appeared and the possessed man recognized him, he was set free. When the
villagers of the area saw what had happened; the man was healed, clothed and in his right mind
sitting at the feet of Jesus, they became afraid and demanded that Jesus leave the area. When one
has  an  encounter  with  Christ  and  starts  to  operate  out  of  their  “right  brain” or  Christ
Consciousness, it tends to make those yet controlled by the carnal mind/serpent brain and those
in the analytical left mind (left brain hemisphere) afraid and intimidated. People have become
accustomed  to  seeing  drama,  dysfunction,  disorder,  disaster  and  death;  they  expect  it.  This
abnormality  somehow  provides  false  comfort.  It  is  something  they  identify  with  and  see  in
themselves. 

     We are at the end of the age and our Father God has a reward (Gerasenes) for all humanity
that has lived in opposition to Divine Law, which produces life; the reward is Christ. He will
come to your cemetery or place of bondage in your mind to give you resurrected life. You will be
clothed with your true identity.  You will be clothed with the glory of Eden and come to your right
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mind; where Christ sits at the right hand of God. Take your power back, by transforming your
mind. Repent means to change your mind – accept the love of God. Go tell what great things the
Creator has done and liberate others. It is the Christ in you, the hope of glory, not Christ in the
literal sky (heaven).

CHRIST STANDS AT THE RIGHT HEMISPHERE (HAND) OF GOD

     In Eastern culture, to be seated denotes influence or honor; to be seated on a throne is a place
of power and authority. The kings rarely stood or got off the throne while ruling and issuing
decrees, because the throne represents the seat of power. If a king stood while in the presence of
his subjects it was because he was upset and that meant someone might get beheaded, or that he
was extremely pleased. It was a high honor if the king stood because he was either pleased or
inclined to encourage someone.  In ancient Israel, there was also another special time when the
kings got off  the throne to come among their subjects.  It was during the month of Elul (6th
month on Hebrew Calendar)  that  the kings would walk among the  people  and answer their
requests.  Why? It  was strongly  believed during that  time of  the  year;  the  Creator God was
actually closer and moved among men to answer prayers.

     There is a scripture where Jesus (Yahshua), the Ascended Master, actually stands up on the
right hand of God to give someone a “standing ovation” from the heavens. Standing up also
denotes honor, service or serving someone; it is an act of humility. 

     “But Stephen, full of the Holy Spirit, looked up to heaven and saw the glory of God, and Jesus
standing at the right hand of God.”  Acts 7

     I think at this point, we are no longer thinking of heaven only as being a far away planet; in
the illustrations we are using,  it is much closer. We realize this whole experience is taking place
within us and we have been given this outward record of holy Scripture to only remind us and
bear witness to what is within. The letter (literal understanding) of the Word only kills, but the
Spirit of the Word gives life.
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CROWN OF LIFE

     Christ stands and sits at the right hand (right brain hemisphere) of God (pineal gland). This
also represents your position and authority; as the Apostle Paul wrote,

     “We are raised up and seated together with him in heavenly place in Christ Jesus.”  Ephesians
2:6 KJV

     Stephen was the first martyr of the 1st century movement, inspired by Jesus (Yahshua) the
Christ  called  The  Way.   At  the  end  of  his  bold  address  to  the  Sanhedrin  (Jewish  Religious
Supreme Court),  they reacted to  his  message with  great  fear.  Their religious  doctrines  were
challenged  with  TRUTH.  The  men  feeling  threatened  by  truth  reacted  violently  out  of  the
Serpent Brain and killed him. We see this scenario played out in homes, communities, cities and
nations  everyday.   In  organized religion one can easily  be  “black listed,”  their  character or
ministry can be assassinated, by those comfortably stuck in old paradigms.

     Humans have been killing because of their religious beliefs since Cain and Abel argued over
religious worship (Genesis 4).  People develop false perceptions about the Being we call God and
his requirements and expectations of us. The false perceptions become beliefs and doctrines that
they feel they have to defend and protect; even with their life. Their beliefs, doctrines and religion
actually become idols they worship; instead of the God they preach about. Is God not big enough
to defend himself?  Is he so easily threatened by a different view of him?  Could it be that you
have  only  been  seeing/experiencing  the  rope-like  tail  with  hair  on  the  end  of  the  massive
elephant?

     “When they heard this, they were furious and gnashed their teeth at him. But Stephen, full of the
Holy Spirit, looked up to heaven and saw the glory of God, and Jesus standing at the right hand of
God. “Look,” he said, “I see heaven open and the Son of Man standing at the right hand of God.”
At this they covered their ears and, yelling at the top of their voices; they all rushed at him, dragged
him out of the city and began to stone him. Meanwhile, the witnesses laid their clothes at the feet of
a young man named Saul. While they were stoning him, Stephen prayed, “Lord Jesus, receive my
spirit.” Then he fell on his knees and cried out, “Lord, do not hold this sin against them.” When he
had said this, he fell asleep.”  Acts 7:54-60 NIV

     Jesus gave Stephen a standing ovation for his courage, love for truth and willingness to forgive.
The name Stephen means Crowned. When the Bible speaks about the Believers wearing crowns
as king-priests, it does not mean that there will be a bunch of people sitting on clouds with literal
harps smiling with Burger King crowns on.  

     First of all the crown is symbolic of authority, signifying someone that is worthy to rule. On a
much deeper spiritual or metaphysical level it speaks of the “Crown Chakra Energy Center” or
the Pituitary Gland, one of the Master Glands of the Endocrine System. It is considered a Master
Gland because of its hormones that control or direct most of the other glands. It is located deep
within the brain at the base of it. It is intimately connected to the Limbic Nerve System (Eve) and
very close to the top of the Serpent Brain.
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     One of the most powerful messages in the story of Stephen is, when the Serpent Brain or
Carnal Mind is ignited with Holy Spirit Fire and transformed, one can easily lay down his or her
life for the sake of truth. One realizes that he does not belong to himself and that there is no
resistance or fear.   The gnashing teeth,  the throwing of stones,  nor any other weapon can kill
someone who has already experienced Ego death.  Courage, love for truth and forgiveness are
attributes of the Christ, and this is what causes the Christ Consciousness to rise within us at the
right hand of God to serve all mankind and applaud us. “Let God arise.”

     Metaphysically speaking,  this is  the opening of  the Crown Chakra energy center (using
Eastern-Sanskrit terminology) or full activation of the Pituitary Gland that orchestrates the 6
other main glands (pineal, thyroid, thymus, adrenal, pancreas, gonads/ovaries) of the Endocrine
System (medical terminology). Once the 7 main glands are vibrating at the same frequency, man
becomes the full expression of the Christ standing at the right brain hemisphere of God. This is
also  called  “hemispheric  synchronization,”  or  whole  brain  functioning.  In  the  Bible  (Judeo-
Christian terminology) these 7 Glands of the Endocrine System energetic counterparts are called
the 7 Spirits of God or the 7 Eyes of God. (Spirit of Yahweh (the LORD), Wisdom, Understanding,
Counsel, Power, Knowledge, Reverence)  Isaiah 11:2, Revelation 5:6  As we see, it is the same
elephant that's being described, using various terminologies.

     Stephen was the first martyr. Your first nature lower self-Ego (Adamic nature) must be
considered dead before you can be crowned with life. There is a part of your head that is called
the Crown (corona capitis). When babies are born, the top of the head (corona capitis) is soft, the
top skull has not hardened. The Crown energy center is yet open and they are directly connected
to the right hand (hemisphere) of God or the spirit realm. They easily interact with the angelic,
other dimensions and God. Did you ever wonder what babies are smiling at? Or, why are they
staring in a direction where there seems to be nothing and why they seem to be communicating?
What is  it  they are seeing and sensing? As time goes on the head is  hardened (literally and
metaphorically), the connection is slowly reduced for most and they become more acquainted
with the 3 dimensional world and forget the real world they descended from; until a spiritual
encounter awakens their consciousness again.

CROWN OF THORNS

     When Stephen’s crown energy center (Pituitary Gland-the Master Gland) was activated, the
heavens opened to him. He saw the glory of  God and the Christ  standing at  the right  hand
(hemisphere) of God; he had a vision and connected with the spirit world. He fell asleep to the
natural  illusionary world only to awake to the spiritual  real world that exist  in,  around and
through us all. The innocence and power to forgive as a child will cause the Christ in you to stand
tall in service to humanity.
     “Father forgive them they do not know what they are doing.” “Then Pilate took Jesus and had
him flogged. The soldiers twisted together a crown of thorns and put it on his head.” John 19:1-2
KJV
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     “And unto Adam he said ... cursed is the ground for thy sake; in sorrow shall thou eat of it all the
days of thy life;  Thorns also and thistles shall it bring forth to thee. In the sweat of thy face shall
thou eat bread.“  Genesis 3:17-19 KJV

     The thorns are associated with lack, poverty and things that cause pain and discomfort. This is
where the crown of thorns, the effects of the perceived curse on Adam operating out of the serpent
brain  (fear)  is  transformed into  the  blessing of  a  Crown of  life.  Jesus  (Yahshua)  the  Christ
demonstrated this by allowing his accusers to place a crown of thorns on his head in mockery.
This was showing how the Crown energy center (Spirit of Yahweh) has been suppressed and
limited in mankind. Our lives have been a joke, compared to the way we were designed to live.
The  pituitary  gland,  which  is  a  master  gland,  that  energetically  connects  man  to  Super
Intelligence was under the perceived curse until Jesus (Yahshua), the Serpent on the Cross (pole)
absorbed it (by taking on the crown of thorns) and transmuted it into a blessing. Stephen (whose
name means crown), in his vision, once again reiterates that Christ’s ascension to the right hand
is the ascension/transformation of the serpent brain, as Jesus (Yahshua) became the Serpent on
the pole and ascended to the place of power, standing at the right hand (hemisphere) of God.

     “Do not fear any of those things which you are about to suffer. Be faithful until death, and I will
give you the crown of life.”   Rev.2:10 KJV

     “To him who overcomes I will grant to sit with Me on My throne, as I also overcame and sat
down with My Father on His throne”  Revelation 3:21 KJV
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CHAPTER XIV 

SERAPHIM

     Throughout time and history,  fiery  flying dragons or giant  serpents  have been popular
subjects for myths and legends on every continent in the world. They were often worshiped as
gods or thought to be messengers and protectors of the gods. The fiery flying dragons somehow
were able to unlock the destiny of humans, thus, causing a great shift in consciousness during
those legendary times. The creatures were always somehow connected with releasing the latent
God-powers  in  humans.  In most  of  those  legends  the  hero often  had to tame or subdue the
creature before peace and goodwill  came to all  mankind. Somehow the stories of fiery flying
serpentine creatures or dragons found their way right into the Torah /Holy Bible. From Genesis
to Revelation, holy prophets seem to have this interaction with these other-worldly creatures.

     Seraphim (Seraph) means burning ones, to be set on fire, fiery flying serpents; dragons

     We are given a description of these biblical creatures through the eyes of the Prophet Isaiah.
They were serpentine as their name portrays, and they were able to fly and generate fire from
within their being. Isaiah accounts this particular species had six wings, two covering its face, two
to fly with and two covering its feet (mostly likely a euphemism for genitals). These creatures that
he  saw  seem  to  be  a  hybrid  of  humanoid  and  serpentine,  seeing  that  they  had  hands,
recognizable genitalia that required covering and a human voice.

     I think my favorite movies of all  time thus far have been the Matrix Trilogy. I had just
returned home from being on an extended ministry tour of southern Russia, when I was asked to
go watch the first film. I remember leaning over to my friend, often whispering in excitement
about the prophetic biblical parallels throughout the film I could clearly see.  Plus, it had not
been long since I had published my first extended article on “Serpent Brain” on the internet and
sent out in hard copies.  I saw confirmations one after another.  That first lengthy publication
served as much of the outline for this book.

     I am sure that most people would think that Neo was the most important character in the
movie;  however,  that  is  not  true,  although,  he  was very  important.  In  the  second and third
installments of the Matrix Trilogy, a character is introduced by the name of Seraph. He’s an exile
program that had once served the Merovingian (negative program-satan/ carnal mind). Seraph
was approached by a female program called the Oracle (positive program-Prophetic Voice of
God), to serve as her protector. Seraph revealed that his purpose is “To protect that which matters
most;”  that happened to be the Oracle, the most important character.  He protected her by using
dragon kung fu.  Seraph was the guardian of the Oracle, the closest to her, as in all the ancient
legends,  myths  and  mentioned  in  your Bible.   In  the  Bible  and  Hebrew  history,  there  is  a
mysterious  class  of  celestial  beings  that  are  translated only  one time in  the  Bible  by  name;
however, in a few other places the same Hebrew word is used. This mysterious Angelic Order is
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called the Seraphim or Seraphs. They minister to God and on His behalf.  They appear as Fiery
Guardians of the Throne of God.

     “In the beginning was the Word (Oracle).” John 1:1 KJV

     In our western religious concept of serpents, we have been told that they are evil and represent
satan. The 1st in rank in the Order of the Angelic are the Seraphim (flying serpents-dragons),
followed by the Cherubim. As with the ancient myths and legends from around the world, we are
told  the  Creator has  these  Serpentine  Celestial  creatures  closest  to  the  throne.   Why would
Serpents, reptilian dragon type beings be the closest to the throne of the Most High?

     There are 9 classes of Angels (messengers) in the Angelic Order of celestial beings revealed in
the  Bible:  Seraphim,  Cherubim,  Ophanim,  Dominions,  Virtues,  Powers,  Principalities,
Archangels, and Angels. Could the ancient legends and myths have been  true history?

     “In the year that King Uzziah died, I saw the LORD seated on a throne, high and exalted, and the
train of his robe filled the temple. Above him were Seraphs, each with six wings: With two wings
they covered their faces, with two they covered their feet, and with two they were flying.

     And they were calling to one another: “Holy, holy, holy is the LORD Almighty; the whole earth
is full of his glory.”  Isaiah 6:1-3 KJV

     This is the first and only clear encounter with the Seraphim in the Bible. The prophet Isaiah
was privileged to have this encounter and relate the story to us. Evidently, he knew what these
creatures were and was able to identify them.

     Isaiah’s name means Yahweh is Salvation, or Salvation from Yahweh (the Lord). However,
instead of salvation there was a lot of correction and condemnation being preached by Isaiah
prior to chapter 6. The things he spoke were not inaccurate, just out of balance. After seeing the
Seraphim and the glory of the LORD; Isaiah shouted, “Woe is me, I am undone, I am a man of
unclean lips.” Isaiah the prophet realized it was not just the people he preached to in the need of
Holy Communion with the Creator. He then realized the people were only reflecting the perceived
flaws and spiritual sickness in himself. In spite of the heavy anointing as the oracle, he was yet
somewhat operating out of the old serpent brain programming of fear and condemnation.

     The Ego (Serpent Brain) will never allow one to deal with ones own short comings; it is too
fearful to look into the mirror, because it is much easier to point them out in someone else. Ego
death is the most painfully scary and beautiful experience one could encounter. It is letting go
and detaching  oneself  from what  is  familiar and comfortable  to  embrace  the  uncertain  and
unknown. When Uzziah (ego, that which you get strength and validation from) dies, the focus is
turned to the inward mirror, the Word of God.

    “It’s easy to see a smudge on your neighbor’s face and be oblivious to the ugly sneer on your own.
Do you have the nerve to say, ‘Let me wash your face for you,’ when your own face is distorted by
contempt? It’s this whole traveling road-show mentality all over again, playing a holier-than-thou
part instead of just living your part. Wipe that ugly sneer off your own face, and you might be fit to
offer a washcloth to your neighbor.”  Matthew 7:3-5 Message Bible
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     “And why do you look at the speck in your brother’s eye, but do not consider the plank in your
own eye?  Or how can you say to your brother, ‘Let me remove the speck from your eye’; and look, a
plank is in your own eye?  Hypocrite! First remove the plank from your own eye, and then you will
see clearly to remove the speck from your brother’s eye.” Matthew 7:3-5 NKJV

     Then one of the Seraphim took burning coals to place on Isaiah mouth and said, “Lo, I have
cleansed you.”   Isaiah 6:7 KJV

     There is a fiery Seraph of higher consciousness within you that guards all that is holy and
righteous. It is the transformed Serpent Brain activated by the holy fire of God. It is released to
minister to you at the moment of ego death. The first phase of this is to make you realized that
you are clean; there is nothing wrong with you. You are not Un-done (anymore);  It is Done
(Finished)! The fear and false perception that made you feel unworthy and naked is gone; it has
been consumed by the Seraphim’s righteous thoughts. God loves you. The fire of God has not
come to annihilate you, but to purify you, the spirit of burning is a holy fire in your midst now.

     The next thing is that Isaiah volunteered for a new assignment and then is re-commissioned
after hearing the voice of the fiery flying serpent;

     “Here am I; send me”... “Go and tell this people.” Isaiah 6:8-9

     Again, this is the process of yielding and surrendering of the serpent brain, carnal mind, fear-
ego  “i”  to  the  I  AM  that  I  AM.  This  is  the  transformation  of  the  Serpent  Brain,  the
reprogramming that is motivated by faith and love. This is the transformation by renewing your
mind.  It is the same mind that has undergone a transformation.  The fire of the Holy Spirit and
Word purges, cleanses and makes it possible to function and think as we were designed to.  Isaiah
saw a vision of Yahweh seated on the throne; the smoke of his glory filled the Temple as the
Seraphim cried, holy, holy, holy, the whole earth is filled with his glory.

     “And there shall be no more curse...”  Revelation 22:3 KJV

     This is the full realization that Christ has redeemed us, every part of us, even the reptile brain
from the curse of the law. No longer does the metaphoric serpent have to slither on its belly. No
longer do we have to live out of the lowest dust realm controlled by fear. But now the Serpent
Brain is raised up, the brain/mind has been renewed, transformed and reformatted. It has gone
through the 12 stages of consciousness and heard the 12 horns/messages of Initiation blast from
within. At this point, it is the Fiery Flying Serpent (Mind of Christ) and the sole purpose for
Seraph is to guard the Oracle (Incarnate Word). 

     Most of your life you have been looking outside of yourself for something or someone to help
you  or  save  you.  We  have  all  been  trained  by  everything  around  us  that  our  completion,
satisfaction and  fulfillment  are  in  the  hands  of  someone  or something  else.  We have  sought
validation from family, friends, lovers, spouses, preachers and gurus. We have even looked to
careers, education and material things to spark the fire of life within us. All that we have looked
to have fallen short miserably and will continue to until it is realized; I AM the one I seek.
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     Your real  identity  is  what matters  most,  not the assumed one based on your biological,
religious and cultural make up.  Not the one you feel you have to assume so that people will like
you or accept you.  Not the one that you assume to hide behind, fearing what you consider as
flaws may be revealed. There is  a prophetic word of destiny and purpose in you that’s been
threatened by previous programs running amuck in your life called fears, beliefs, people and
lifestyles. There is also the Voice of God in you that may have been silenced until now but is
waiting to roar out your destiny with power. I release that Voice to resound loudly throughout
your being. 

     Some of us were silenced by religious people seeking to control our lives.  You are free from
that religious control, guilt and manipulation- today.  Do not fear what man or woman can do or
say, they can not curse what has been blessed.  Some people have been silenced by family, lovers
or people we had great confidence in.  Take your power back and never give it to anyone again.
You were not place here on the planet for abuse by those who say they love you.  Today, you are
released from that control and cycle of attracting abusive people to you.  You are released from
those toxic co-dependent relationships. Seraph comes to protect that word and promise that’s
been placed in you. The voice of destiny and purpose will always prevail when one totally submits
to the Christ; this is your true second coming.

     That Oracle, Seer, Voice of God is also symbolic of the Pineal Gland or Peniel; this is where
you see God face to face, or in your own face. When Jacob had wrestled inward, outward, and
upward to break away into a new dimension, his nature (name) was changed, as was his walk. He
named the place or experience Peniel, for his 3rd eye was opened. (Genesis 32) His twin brother
Esau that he ran from for 20 years and perceived as his Enemy, was no longer perceived as an
enemy.

     “I have seen your face, as though I had seen the face of God, and you are pleased with me..”
Genesis 33:10 KJV

     Jacob was a very religious man. But Jacob could not see God in the face of the  perceived
adversary until he saw God in his own face. Then, he was able to realize there was really no
adversary.    How  often  religious  people  see  their  brethren  of  another religious  persuasions,
political  party,  other races,  or ethnic  groups as  the  adversary.   We prejudge,  condemn, and
demonize based on a paradigm rooted in fear and ignorance.    Jacob's perception had caused him
to become his own adversary, looking over his shoulder in fear for 20 years. When the Serpent
Brain/ Carnal Mind is transformed, that which has been perceived as an adversary is realized as
God and devils become angels assisting you in your spiritual ascension.

     Most snakes are nocturnal; even in your darkest hour the fiery serpent brain is able to see
what others cannot see. Allow the mysteries of the kingdom within to be revealed during the dark
seasons. Dream yet another dream, make bigger plans for your future, defy what medical science
diagnoses about your body and be transformed. There is no more curse, there is no more enemy;
be reconciled to your true Self, there is no more fear. The ancient people in the book of Numbers
had to look into the face of the bronze serpent on a pole. It was perceived as the thing that was
causing pain and death. You must find the courage to look into the face of anything that rises up
within you to bring judgment, pain and sorrow or that comes from outside you. This is how you
over-come.
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    Stop prophesying death over yourself.  You are creating and giving permission for death to
become activated and accelerated.  Speak LIFE and Living.  Think LIFE!  I cringe when I hear
people say things like; ”When I die,”  “We all have to die someday,” or “I am looking forward to
dying and going to heaven.”  The serpent is a symbol of resurrection life and immortality; it is in
this transformed experience that physical immortality is granted.  It is a gift that 21st century
believers have little understanding of.  “I have come that you might have Life...”  John 10     

     And the Serpent said unto the woman, “You shall not surely die.” (Genesis 3:4) KJV 

     All of the ancient serpent wisdom and knowledge latent in your brain stem will become
activated as the coiled serpent energy (anointing) crawls up your spine,  igniting your Limbic
Nerve System and exploding through your Neo Cortex and frontal lobes. Biological chemicals,
hormones and neurological signals will alert your DNA to activate and function as it did prior to
Genesis chapter 3 Genetic Fall of Humans. The double helix, double serpent will be completely
reformatted as this new programming is copied onto all 60 trillion cells throughout your body.
The DNA scroll of 7 energetic seals will be broken and read plainly.  This should be the goal and
expectation of spiritual people.

     “Lo, I come in the volume of the scroll (DNA) that is written about me.” Hebrews 10:7, Psalms
40:7 KJV

     In a moment, in the subatomic structure of your being, in the wink of an eye you shall be
changed, transformed, metamorphosized. That body of frailty and mortality will be raised up
into  glory,  your  spirit,  soul  and  body  shouting  holy,  holy,  holy.  The  mis-sequencing,  mis-
information called missing the mark (sin) shall begin to communicate in proper sequence with
fresh light information on the targeted genetic markers.  That is the end of “sin.” Thus, your
Silent Sirtuin Genes will awaken, communicating loud and clear the message of life and longevity
throughout your body. A nuclear explosion of energy shall burst forth at the cellular level that
will cause your dying, aging, tired, crippled, deformed body to be swallowed up into LIGHT.
Your temple  light-body  will  be  filled  with  the  glory  of  God;  all  of  your flesh  shall  see  and
experience it.

    “I have come that you might have life.”  John 10 KJV
     “The last adversary to be destroyed is death.” 1 Corinthians 15:26

     See God, goodness, and love continually, hold that frequency (image) in your face,  behold it in
the face of all that is perceived as an adversary, even death; and you can not physically die. 
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RESTORED ABILITIES

     As we swiftly journey closer to the end of the age and into the new day, there will be many
noticeable changes globally in humanity. I have listed some of them below that Spirit revealed to
me when the outline for this book was first given around 1998 or so. We that understand the
truth and the power of repentance, which is changing and transforming the mind; will enjoy the
extra benefits. However, all over the planet, phenomenal experiences will be taking place among
those who are considered to be spiritual and even those who may not be considered spiritual. This
will  transcend religious and doctrinal  beliefs,  forcing many to re-think their theology.  All  of
humanity is connected at an energetic level and is part of the same Super Consciousness.  The
power to transform the serpent brain is available to all and will affect all.  

     The reptile brain does not dream in the present non-transformed state. However, through the
coming transformation process; there will be an increase in clear prophetic dreams and even
lucid dreaming with lots of activity stemming from the Neo-Serpent Brain.  

 * LUCID DREAMING-The dream-world will become very interactive for many and at
times link others together from a distance.  Many will  find themselves having shared-dreams,
each having a part that will fit together to solve problems and answer puzzling questions. There
will even be scientific studies of these phenomenons.  Groups of people will come together in
consciousness at the same or separate physical locations to purposely dream and see the past and
future.  It will be similar to Remote Viewing but in Lucid Dream states.

     Further, an ability will be developed out of the lucid dreaming state that will actually allow
one to physically-literally interact  with what is  being seen in the dream state to the point of
actually bringing tangible-material things out of the dream/vision state into this world.  Thing of
the past, present and future will be retrieved and verified.

* GIFT OF VISIONS & PROPHECY - It will become very hard to hide things or easily
deceive  others  as  the  gift  of  visions  is  restored.  There  will  be  a  release  of  the  Seer Prophet
anointing as the modern world has not seen.  Criminal cases will be solves swiftly as even Law
Enforcement embrace the forensic prophetic abilities. Some will be able to clearly see and read
the energy field of people, animals, and plants.  In great details, will events be revealed through
plants, animals and objects. Detailed accurate prophecies of things to come will be uttered by the
mouth of inspired oracles both young and old.

* X RAY VISION -The ability to literally see right through (x-ray) people and objects shall
become normal. This method will be used to diagnose many illnesses correctly with wisdom to
treat and heal them.  This spiritual  technology shall  become extremely popular,  especially  in
developing nations.

* TRANS-DIMENSIONAL VISION -As the pineal gland is decalcified and re-activated,
we will break out of the limitation of only seeing the 3-Dimensional world and will see into the
many other dimensions  existing all  around us.  In  the  Book of  Revelation  Apostle  John saw
creatures that had eyes within and eyes without.  The are the Orphanim.  This represents the
coming ability to see into other realms and dimensions at will and interact with them.  
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* ANGELIC & ALIEN ENCOUNTERS-We will walk where angels walk. The walls of
dimensionalities will be broken down and interaction with the angelic, crossed-spirits and beings
from other planets and galaxies will become the norm. The galaxies and multi-universes await the
complete restoration of mankind to its right mind.  Humans and angels (what some call aliens)
are destined to work together to restore the planet and our solar system. 

*TIME TRAVEL-Time travel and trans-dimensional experiences shall become the norm
for many. Portals and vortexes will be created and opened allowing the ability to move about
freely in and through time. In reality there is no time, there is only NOW.  The past-Now, future-
Now and present-Now all exist in the now-Now.  

*GIFTS OF HEALING - Gifts of healing and miracles like the world has not seen will
flow through us as fear is completely overcome. The mature love of God coupled with compassion
shall make what is termed supernatural natural. Healing by thought frequency, sound frequency,
spoken word and laying on of hands will not be limited to “the healers.” Creative miracles of
amputated limbs  and removed body  parts  will  be  restored –  it  will  no  longer be  hidden or
disputed, all  will  see it.   Extreme deformities,  muscular,  brain and nervous disorders will  be
instantly healed, causing many to turn to the Living God. People that have been dead and even
buried will be called back to life,  as supernatural powers are restored to those who believe.
Secular media wont be able to over look or discredit the awesome works of the Almighty.

*WONDER CHILDREN  -Infants  and  children  shall  display  paranormal  abilities  and
wisdom beyond their age.  Because  they have virtually  no fear or false  perceptions about the
universe it will be easy for them to naturally remain connected to the realm from which they
came.  Their  crown  chakra  will  remain  open.  They  will  be  performing  feats  of  telekinesis,
levitation and creative miracles.  A giant leap in consciousness will talk place that surpass most
adults at that time.  The prophetic  Scripture will  become fulfilled,  “A young child shall  lead
them.”

*TELEPATHY -The higher abilities  of  telepathy (the  ability  to communicate mentally
without speaking words, even at a great distance) will be common place. Humans will realize that
most of our form of communication in speech originates in the left brain hemisphere (western
form), which is the lowest form of communication. The highest form of communication is using
thought frequency, conscious or unconscious. This form of communication is activated by the
neo-fiery serpent brain (Seraph) out of the right brain hemisphere (eastern form)-when Christ
sits  or  stand.   The  brain  and  mind  is  subtly  being  prepared  for  this  through  the  modern
technology of internet and cell phone communication – the communication using partial words,
symbols (smiley face, sad face, hearts, etc) are linking us back to our highly advance ancestor that
used  hieroglyphs.   However,  before  hieroglyphs  and  cuneiform,  thought  was  the  universal
language and needs no interpreter.  

*TELEPORTATION -This is the ability to physically move from one place to another at
the speed of thought or at a lower speed. Jesus the Christ manifested this ability before and after
the cross. When the fearful religious leaders tried to throw him over a cliff, he was able to move
right through them in the invisible realm and they could not touch him. On another occasion, he
was able to teleport himself  and a ship filled with his disciples to the other side of  the lake.
Finally, after his resurrection he appeared in a room without opening a door.  (I have experienced
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teleporting  and  know  it  to  be  true.)   As  the  R-complex  is  transformed,  this  mode  of
transportation will happen at will.  This form of transportation will not be limited to places on
this planet.  

* ACCELERATED LEARNING & WISDOM -There wont be a need to study and gather
information and knowledge in the traditional sense. Just by holding an object in the hand or a
book, all of the information will be almost instantly absorbed or downloaded. In reality, all of the
knowledge of the cosmos and all that exist is already within us; books, information and objects
will only activate what we already know within.

*  PLANETARY TRANSFORMATION -Through  angelic  technology  and  new  sciences
that will be developed, coupled with the power of the Spirit  flowing through individuals,  the
planet shall  be restored.  The DNA of  the planet  shall  be reformatted to respond to thought,
musical sounds and spoken words. Barren land shall become as the Garden of Eden through the
manipulation of sound technology, and spoken word,  hunger shall be eradicated. The animal
kingdom,  vegetable  kingdom,  mineral  kingdom,  insect  kingdom  and  even  the  microscopic
kingdom shall be brought back into balance during this planetary transformation.  Creation will
again respond to the higher consciousness of the transformed mind-Christ mind in motion.  We
will have a new earth and atmosphere, as angelic technology is released. They and all creation are
waiting for us to grow up in love and overcome fear.

* DIVINE HEALTH & WHOLENESS -Divine health and wholeness will be restored to
humanity. It will be shocking to hear of someone dying less than 100 years old. Many shall enjoy
a healthy life for 200, 300, and 400 years. The aging process will be greatly slowed down, reversed
and eventually stopped. Someone 100 years older may only look like what we now perceive as 30
years old look. Some who have aged according to this out of balance fear driven culture, will have
the ability to reverse the aging process and even to shape-shift.  

     Detachment from what we know of as age is the first key-refusing to utter a number that is
beyond 30, unless it is absolutely necessary.  Numbers hold a vibratory frequency based on what
it is  perceived to be or look like.   If you think the number 40 as in age is suppose to look a
particular way and the people you are around think that; your face and body must manifest that
reality that you and others have created and projected on to you.  Aging is an illusion created
from the old serpent brain. It is the facial and body expression of hidden worries and fears..that
can sometimes be a result of transferred genetics-known as “premature aging,” or accelerated
aging.”  The fact is, we are all ageless, immortal and eternal beings...Spirit can not age, it just IS.

     The list of restored abilities above are only a few that most can readily identify with; however,
there are many more that most have never even imagined. As the inner Seraph becomes fully
activated and mankind returns to the unlimited being he is, he will only think and it will become.
This is the creative force of the Creator functioning at its optimum level.  There are no needs and
there is no lack.

     “The people that do know their God shall ACT “  Daniel 11:32  - I ACT.  If your eye be single
your whole body will be filled with light. It was the Serpent on the tree that seduced the mind and
it was the Serpent on the Cross (tree) that set the mind (soul of humanity) free. Let this mind be
in you which was also in Christ Jesus.
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     Shed the skin of fear, anxiety, frustration and all that is negative; there’s a new snake skin
garment of faith, patience, power, peace, joy and love manifesting from within. Allow the scales to
fall  from your eyes  as  Apostle  Paul  did  on  the  3rd  day;  this  is  the  3rd  day  for you  to  be
resurrected into a new life.

“And he was three days without sight...And immediately there fell  from his eyes as it  had been
scales; and he received his sight...’’  Acts 9:9,18 KJV

“Beloved, now are we the sons of God, and it does not yet appear what we shall be, but we know
that, when he shall appear, WE SHALL BE LIKE HIM...”  1 John 3:2
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12 HORNS OF INITIATION

Twelve cones extending from the looking glass in the shapes of horns
In sacred geometry sounding the melody-1 have been re-born

From the looking glass I now see
All that creation is meant to be-

Sounds of life frequencies blasting inside my brain
Exploding horns of initiation to bring me to another plane-

Summoning me yet deeper to an internal unknown route
Warning me if I don’t go within I will go without-

12 horns, 12 pairs of nerves vibrating the senses in my cranium
24 Elders sounding in harmony to create divine equilibrium-

From my serpent brain stem, the Vagus nerve does wander away
Around the atlas to show the mystical ancient way-

Twelve dimensions of healing and power all around
Playing this inner sacred music in surround-

Angelic notes that can not be heard from without and duplicated
Only heard by those who are initiated-

 
It’s the eternal song of our formation and liberation

The spiraling chorus of our illumination and transformation-

John Lewis
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                                                                                                                 Art by Marcus Blunt
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     Powerful, liberating, and deep! A bold witness of the awesome hand of God. Prophet John Lewis
takes us beyond the scientific explanation of the human brain to a critical awareness of its psycho-
spiritual relevance. Truly a missing link! This is a captivating revelation on how “perfect love drives
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___________________________________________________________________________________

My initial spiritual encounter with the Almighty God was in the western Christian tradition, a
Pentecostal Church.  I am grateful for the basics I learned there.  However, much of the focus of
my spiritual  experiences  were  externalized.   Most  of  the  perceived problems could  easily  be
blamed on a force outside of me; a dark entity that seemed to track my every move and was bent
on wrecking havoc in my life.  In other words, I did not have to take full responsibility for my
actions and experiences due to this sinister force.

You are about to discover that the Serpent in the Garden of Eden was also a metaphor for the
serpent IN you; actually it is called the  R-complex or Reptile/Serpent Brain. This is the carnal
mind; where all your base emotions, things perceived as negative and death stem from.  Fear is
what activates the ancient ritualistic survival programming that creates the chaos in our lives.  In
spite of the thousands of years of programming, there is a way out.

*  Could what religion call “sin” be a genetic mis-sequencing?
*  Are we due for planetary transformation?
*  What if the Christ is sitting at the Right Brain Hemisphere of God, instead of on a big 
     chair in space?
*  An Activated Pineal Gland and transformed Serpent Brain will restore physical           
     immortality and the multi-dimensional light-body (glorified body)
*  Rediscover Eden within – you never really left the Garden.
*  Release your fears and experience the power of love that comes after ego death.
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